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I am sure we recognise the importance of our envi-
ronment to the future of the people of our Nation. We

have very close cultural and emotional bonds to our'land 
and environment by heritage - a heritage of

which every Cook lslander is proud. Because of that
pride in owning our land and environment, we all
therefore must accept that we, today, are caretakers
of our land and environment for the future genera-

tions of our people. To do this, careful nurturing,
conservation and preservation of our environment,
social and culrural heritage is critical to ensure that
future econornic development of our country is sus-

tainable or inline with the requirement to protect our
environment. Economic development is also critical
for the future well-being and survival of our Nation if
we are to achieve total control of our future destinv
by the 2lst century.

All of us today must therefore pool our efforts to en-

sure that the preservation of our enviromnent and

the development of our country move hand in hand
for the betterment of our future.

We are indeed fortunate our environment is still a rela-

tively healthy one, despite the past mistakes we have

made through unsound land management and devel-

opmental activities. However, we cannot be complacent

because development is moving rapidly as we approach

the 2lst century and we must now develop clear envi-

ronmental legislation, policies and strategies to guide

our developmental activities to ensure that our fufure
development is truly sustainable.

ln March, 1992, the first ever Seminar on Environ-
mental Management was held in the Cook lslands
under the sponsorship of the Asian Development
Bank's Regional Environmental Technical Assistance

Foreword

Project (RETA) and the technical assistance of the
South Pacific Regional Environment Programme
(SPREP).

The Covernment had previously established a Task
Force on Environment and Development, compris-
ing 14 representatives from Government, the Con-

servation Council and the Chamber of Commerce.

under the Chairmanship of the Permanent Secretary
of the Department of the Prime Minister, to direct
the Cook lslands RETA Work Plan, including the

development of National Environment Management

Strategies. The Task Force also directed the prepara-

tion of our National Report to the United Nations

Conference on Environment and Development held
in Brazil in June 1992 (the "Earth Summit").

Following the Seminar on Environmental Management,

the Task Force directed the preparation of a draft
National Environmental Management Strategies
document which includes the discussion and recom-
mendations of the Seminar's working groups and
plenary sessions. This draft was widely circulated for
further comments from the various sectors of our
Community and a final drafi then prepared for review

and endorsement by Cabinet.

I regard the development of these National Environ-

mental Management Strategies as an important step
in the process of focusing attention on our envi-
ronm6ntal problems. But the development of strategies

and action programmes is only a first step. Beyond

this, I see a lot of hard work for all of us if we are to
bring these programmes to fruition. I am confident,
however, that there is the necessary commitment
amongst our people to meet the challenge.

Minister of Environment
Cook Islands Government
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early project development and hence may speed the implementation
process. Programme profiles are attached as Appendix L
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All currency amounts, unless specified otherwise, are in Cook Island
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A fiscal year spans the period I July to 30 June, FY 1994 refers to the
period 1993-1994.
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The Asian Development Bank is pleased to associate
in assisting one of the Pacific region's most ambitious
undertakings - the preparation of National Environ-
mental Management Strategies (NEMS) in a number
of Pacific countries. This assistanc€ has been provid.-

ed through a Regional Technical Assistance granr to
the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme
(SPREP). The World Conservation Union (|UCN) has

also collaborated in providing technical advisory
services.

Our involvement reflects two factors. Firstly, our con-
fidence in SPREP as the prime sub-regional environ-
mental organisation in the South Pacific region. The
Bank has been pleased by the way in which SPREP

has co-operated closely with member goverhments in
addressing environmental issues in island eountries
and by the calibre of SPREP's staff work as well as

the work of the national task forces which guided the
country level activities.

The second factor is a commitment by the Bank to
sustainable development. We are acutely aware of
the vital importance of economic development for
the Pacific lsland countries and are equally concerned
for the limited natural resources and often fragile
nature of the environment of these countries. It is

It4essage from the ADB

thus critical that development continues, but in a

manner which is truly sustainable ecologically. Only
by following such a course of action can the quality
of life currently enjoyed by Pacific people be assured
for future generations.

The need for sustainable use of natural resources has

been the underlying theme of the NEMS documents.
The preparation of NEMS has been a challenging
task and has involved a wide range of government
and non-government organisations in each country.
The nature of the issues and the complexity of the
challenges faced have been great. As ever, Pacific
countries have risen to the challenge and I believe
the commitment shown in the development of the
Strategies is a true reflection of the intimate bond
which Pacific Island peoples have with their environ-
ment. Nonetheless, this "commitment" and "challenge"

has now to be put to visible action programmes.

The Asian Development Bank welcomes the publica-

tion of the Nationwide Environmental Management
Strategies for the Cook lslands. It is an important
event for environmental management in tlie Cook
lslands and the Bank will be pleased to consider ways
and means of assisting with its implementation.

Dr Kazi F. Jalal
Chief, Office of the Environment
Asian Development Bank
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Irfiessage from SPREP

We Pacific tslanders share a common aspiration for

economic development and improved living stan-

dards for our people. However, we are aware that this

development cannot be at the cost of the environ-

ment. We have lived in close harmony with our island

environment for thousands of years and we are well

aware of its importance to our way of life. We face the

complex challenge, in common with many other coun' .

tries of the world, of achieving economic development

in a way which will not significantly affect our environ'

ment, This major challenge must be addressed if our

Pacific way of life is to.survive.

The development of National Environmental Manage'

ment Strategies (NEMS) has been a major tool in add-

ressing these issues. This development was made

possible through the generous financial and technical

assistance of the Asian Development Bank and the

World Conservation Union (IUCN)' This assistance is

gratefully acknowledged.

This NEMS is a practical dorument which aims to

identifu the major environmental issues in the Cook

Islands and the priority environmental programmes

which are required to address them. The emphasis

has been on ownership of the NEMS by thegovernment

and people of the Cook lslands. The process which

has resulted in the preparation of the NEMS has in-

volved many participants and has been directed by

a Task Force on Environment and Development, com-

prising relevant government and non-government

organisations in the Cook lslands.

The NEMS process has proved most useful in raising

awareness ofenvironmental issues, ln the wake ofthe
United Nations Conference on Enviromnent and De

velopment (UNCED) the NEMS also provides the foun-

dation for implementing much of Agenda 2l in the

Cook lslands. However, the success of the NEMS exer-

cise will ultimately be judged by its implementation.

lf the NEMS report sits on a shelf and gathers dust,

then the exercise has failed.

SPREP looks forward to working with the Cook Islands

and with other regional and international organisa-

tions in the implementauon of the NEMS.

/n*^rLe--U
Vili A. Fuavao

Director
South Pacific Regional Environment Prograrnme
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Ariki
A person who has been invested with the title or
rank of office of Ariki in accordance with ancient
custom.

Aronga Mana

This term applies to the group of traditional
leaders (Ariki, Kavana, Mataiapo and Rangatira) of
each district or village; of each island: and of the
Cook Islands as a whole. For example, the District
of Te-Au-O-Tonga (which is the Avarua area of
Rarotonga) has its own Aronga Mana. On Rarotonga
as a whole, there is an Aronga Mana comprising the
Ariki, Mataiapo and Rangatira of Rarotonga's three
disuicts. Each island within the Cook Islands
similarly has an Aronga Mana.

Government Representative
A Representative appointed by Cabinet for each
island, except for Takutea and Manuae. The
Government Representative for Aitutaki is also-
responsible for Manuae.

House of Arikis
Under the Constitution of the Cook lslands, the
House of Arikis is an advisory body, consisting of
up to l5 Ariki who are appointed by the Queen's
Representative, and which meets at least once a
year. The HouSe recommends on matters affecting

Glossary for the Cook Islands

the customs or traditions of the Cook lslands and
considers any matters relative to the people's

welfare submitted to it by the Legislative Assembly.

Kavana

A person entitled to hold office as a kavana in
accordance with the custom of Mangaia in the Cook
lslands.

Koutu Nui

The Kavana, Mataiapo and Rangatira of the Cook
lslands may meet together when and where they
wish. When meeting together, they are known as

the Koutu Nui.

Mataiapo

A person entitled to hold office as a mataiapo in
accordance with custom in the Cook Islands. This
term applies to all islands.

Quee n's Re pr esent at ive

The Head of State is Queen Elizabeth II, in whom all
executive authority is vested. That authority is
exercised through her appointed Representative.

Rangatira
A person entitled to hold office as a rangatirai\
accordance with custom in the Cook lslands. This
term applies to all islands.
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Executive summary

Background

In 1990, the Cook lslands Covernment (ClC) sought

the assistance of the South Pacific Regional Environ-

ment Programme (SPREP) on a number of environmen-

tal initiatives. This led to the inclusion of the Cook

Islands in a Regional Environmental Technical Assis-

tance Project (RETA) which was being funded by the

Asian Development Bank (ADB), with support of the

World Conservation Union(IUCN), aimed to strength-

en the environmental management capabiliry of its
Pacific lsland member countries. The ADB appointed

the SPREP as its executing agency for the RETA.

The major component of the RETA has been the

development of National Environmental Management

Strategies; other RETA components included the re-

view of environmentally relevant legislation and

strengthening of environmental institutions in the

five countries, and the conduct of a series of train-

ing workshops on Environmental lmpact Assessment

(EIA) throughout the region. The inrplementation of

all RETA components has been undertaken in a 30'

month time frame with the development of NEMS

being the most protracted and complex activity.

A RETA Work Plan was developed for each participat-

ing country. To oversee the development and imple-

mentation of the RETA Work Plan in the Cook Islands,

the Prime Minister established a Task Force on Envi-

ronment and Development conprising representa-

tives of the Cook lslands Conservation Council, rele-

vant ministries and a commercial organisation, under

the Chairmanship of the Permanent Secretary of the

Department of the Prime'Minister. A Report on the

State of the Environment for the Cook lslands was first
prepared under the Task Force's guidance as a pre-

cursor to the planned conduct of a National Environ-

mental Management Seminar on Rarotonga in
March 1992, and the subsequent preparation of a

draft NEMS report. The NEMS report was circulated

for critical comment and then revised; this final

report has been endorsed by the Task Force'

Overview of proposed strategies and
programmes

The NEMS document presents four main operational
goals, a set of l5 strategies, and 3l programmes,

selected by participants at the National Environment

Management Seminar as those to be pursued over

the next five-year period in order to steer the Cook

lslands towards an ultimate national objective of eco-

logically sustainable development.

Goofs

Goal I

Goal 2

Goal 3

Goal 4

lntegrate environmental consider-

ations in economic development

lmprove environmental awareness .

and education

Manage & protect natural resources

Manage waste & control pollution

Strotegies

Strotqis for C'ool I

Strategy l.l Review & revise the legal framework

Strategy 1.2 Strengthen national environmental
management

Strategy 1.3 Adopt Environmental lmpact
Assessment as routine procedure

Strategy 1.4 Use economic policies to help achieve

sustainable development

Strotegries ftr Goal 2

Strategy 2.1 lncrease environmental training &
public information activity
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Strategy 2.2 Preserve traditional knowledge
management systems

Strotegres forCnal3

Strategy 3.1 Support sustainable coastal resource

. use practices

Strategy 3.2 Support sustainable use of marine
resources

Strategy 3.3 Support sustainable use of land
resources

Strategy 3.4 Establish & manage protected areas

Strotegres for fuol 4

Strategy 4.1 Improve disposal of solid wastes &
sewage

Strategy 4.2 Improve supply of safe drinking
water

Strategy4.3 Anticipate pollution emergencies

Strategy 4.4 Use & abuse of hazardous chemicals

Strategy 4.5 Promote non-polluting forms of
energy

Progrommes

Of the 3l programmes developed, 26 would require
the funding assistance of aid donors; for these,
Prograrnme profiles have been presented in
Appendix l.

Goal I fntegrote enyironmentol considerotions in
econornic development

There was considerable discussion at the Seminar
on a proposed Bill for an Environment Act, which
was being introduced to repeal the Conservation Act

1986-87. However, most discussion related to mat-
ters of definition and interpretation, rather than to
the institutional framework and administrative pro-
cess foreshadowed in the Bill; an Agency for the
Environment, comprising an Environment Council
and an Environment Service.

The new institutional arrangement builds on the
existing framework in the Conservation Act l986-87
of a Conservation Council and a Conservation Service.
This NEMS supports the Bill's proposed institutional
arrangement. But, as an interim measure, it advocates
the continued operation of.the Task Force on Environ-
ment and Development, with broadened representa-
tion (though constraining the number of Task Force
members to a maximum of seven) and expanded
policy.development and advisory roles.

It was apparenr at the Seminar that the lsland Councils
of the Outer lslands did not comprehend the degree

to which their own by-laws were contributing to island
Council ineffectiveness in dealing legally with envi-
ronmental problems. lndeed, it became apparent from
discussions with lsland Councillors that some had

little knowledge about their own by-laws. The draft
Bill provides for Island Councils developing their own
lsland Conservation Plans; this would provide an
opportunity for a revision of existing, environmen-
tally relevant Council by-laws, and for the education
of Island Council members and islanders on their by-
laws.

The adoption of EIA as a routine administrative
procedure was strongly advocated (although the use
of the less emotive term of "socio-environmental

appraisal", suggested by the Tourism Master Plan, was
preferred by many workshop participants). The strat-
egy developed for the application of the EIA process

saw EIA applying throughout the Cook lslands to any
development proposal which meets agreed criteria of
being likely to have significant impact on the social,
built or natural environment. It was considered vital
that EIA should apply to both privare and public



sectors, and also to all government policy develop-

ment. A specific programme was framed for the

development of national guidelines for the applica-

tion of ElA, and of minimum national environmental

standards for pollution control, including emission

standards. From these, the Island Councils could de-

veloptheirown standards if they sowished; but Island

standards could not be less stringent than the national

standards. Where an lsland Council did not seek to

establish its own standards, then the minimum nation-

al standards would apply.

While the NEMS has fully supported the retention of
the Conservation Service (as an [nvironment Service

under the proposed Bill for an Environment Act), a

clear need was seen for a major increase in its techni-

cal and monitoring capacity. A number of NEMS pro-

grammes call expressly for funding of additional new

staff positions, of which some would be counterparts

to expatriate staff recruited to perform technical

roles where the necessary skill or experience is not
yet available in the Cook lslands. Additional positions

would be required for periods ranging from one to

three years, six for the CICS, and a further five in
Ministries of Health (2), Agriculture (1), Marine Re'

sources(l) and Education (l) in order to implement all

NEMS prograames. A further short'term need is

identified for a local economist to work with the

Mihistry of Finance. Three of the positions (2 in CICS

and I in MOH) would be outposted to Manihikj.

The additional positions identified for the CICS do

not include those already in the CICS recruitment
pipeline for other projects, such as the FAO-funded

National Soil Conservation Project.

One of the Government's recruitment criteria requires

that local Cook lslanders are sought first to fill such

positions. Only if the particular expertise required

cannot be found within the Cook lslands would over-

seas recruitment action be undertaken. However, the

engagement of expatriate staff may need to be sought

for contract periods of one to six months for nine

programmes, and one-year secondments for another

three programmes.

One of the programmes which would require the en-

gagement of both overseas and local consultants is a

proposed investigation of the development of mecha-

nisr,ns for resource accounting for the Cook lslands,

and the incorporation of the resource accounting

concept in the appraisal of development proposals.

Goal 2 lmprove environmentol oworcness d
educotion

This educational goal was of greatest concern to most

Seminar participants, and this concern is reflected in

the seven programmes generated to address the stra-

tegy. The highest-priority educational concern of Sem-

inar participants was the preservation of traditional
knowledge and practices, and the need for their in-

corporation, wherever feasible, into contemporary
resource management practice. This became one stra-

tegy. The second strategy in this goal has been direcl

ted to raising the level of environmental education

and public awareness throughout the country. A par-

ticular emphasis has been placed on the role which
youth can play in the awareness-raising process, in the

schools and in community youth organisations.

However. environmental education calls for infor-

mation on the environment which is relevant to the

Cook Islands. This information could take the form
of written material including textbooks and reports,

video, film, slides, tape recordings and preserved

biological specimens. Such information is scarce; and

much of what is available is of foreign origin with
little local relevance. It is also not well indexed and

therefore difficult to access. Programmes are directed

to overcoming these deficiencies, including the nec-

essary establishment within the CICS of an Environ-

ment Resource Centre to service the environmental
information needs of the community, schools and

government departments. Such a centre would also
greatly facilitate the conduct of EIA of development
proposals.
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Seminar also called for a continuing programme

of workshops and seminars, not only. for the general
public, but for government resource officers, the
Covernment's senior executive, and politicians them-
selves. This important need is also addressed through
the proposed conduct biennially of a National Envi-

ronment Conference (where progress on implemen-
tation of the NEMS could be reviewed, among other
concerns), and through the incorporation of environ-
mental training or information elements within most
NEMS programmes.

Cnol3 Manage & protea non;urot resources

As would be expected because of its breadth, the
Seminar generated four strategies and eight prog-

rammes to address this goal. One programme add-
ressed another facet of the public concern for pre-

servation of traditional knowledge. Four targeted
various aspects of protection ofthe coastal zone. One

major programme aims at the development of an

environmental management and monitoring plan for
Manihiki Lagoon to protect the pearl-farming industry.

The remaining programmes also have strong eco-

nomic overtones, reflecting the fact that the'seminar
had a broad focus on sustainable development, and
was.not confined merely to consideration of the envi-
ronment in isolation from economic reality. These
programmes were directed to minimising overfishing
of reefs and lagoons to protect the inshore fishery
which is so important to everyday island life; a re-

newed search for an economically viable, alternative
source of construction sand; and the development of
tourism-based conservation areas.

C'ool4 Monage woste 4 contro, pollution

The disposal of solid wastes and sewage is recognised

as one of the most troublesome environmental prob-

lems in the Cook lslands and eight programmes were

developed which aim to improve management and
upgrade the level of protection. A feasibility study

for a major future programme is directed at improved

solid and liquid waste management on Rarotonga, in
order to protect public health and the reputation
of Cook Islands as a tourist destination. Four prog-

rammes are directed at the Northern Group. These

include solid waste disposal, sanitation improvement,
water storage, and solarelectrification of another 140

house-holds.

The need for regular monitoring of water quality and

of hazardous chemicals, particularly biocide residues

and heavy metals, has been addressed by complemen-

tary programmes which would establish the baseline
pollution values for water, and institute routine sam-

pling of foods for analysis of chemical residues and

other contaminants.

lmplementation of strategies &
Programmes

The total estimated cost of the 26 fundable prog-

rammes identified by the NEMS is $7.795 million over
a 5-year period, 1993-1997. Estimates of annual ex-

penditure are $1.6, $2.557, $1.688, $1.44 and $0.51

million respectively for financial years 1993, 1994,

1995, 1996 and I997.

Fifteen of these programmes are scheduled to com-

mence in FY 1993, with another ten programmes in
ry l994.The remaining programmewouldcommence

in FY 1995. Twenty-fourof the proposed programmes

together comprise $4.295 million, or 55 per cent of
the total estimated cost. The two programmes which
constitute 45 per cent ($3.5 million) of the total are an

Atoll Water Catchment and Storage Programme ($1.4

million), and a Northern Group Solar Electrification
Programme ($2.1 million). It is possible these two
programmes may be attractive for loan funding. Each

of these two major programmes would contain signi-

ficant purchases of capital items, provide oppor-
tunities for local private industry involvement; and

have major social benefits. Both are directed at the

relatively under-developed Northern Group.
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Eleven programmes are short-term,.not exceeding one

year. Nine extend bver two years, while six programmes

would run over three years. Because of the lead time

necessary for the implementation of larger, higher

cost programmes, costs are expected to peak in FY

1994, when all except one of the programmes should

be either completed or under way.

Of the 26 programmes, the CICS has been indicated

as the likely executing agency for 12 programmes.

Primary execution of the remaining programmes has

been directed to the Crolvn Law Office (l), Ministry of
Agriculture (3), Ministry of Education (I), Ministry of

Finance (I), Ministry of Health (2), Ministry of Marine

Resources (l), Ministry of Works (3), lsland Councils

(l) and a proposed Waste Management Authority.

While it is to be expected that the Cook lslands Con-

servation Service would have prime responsibility for
the implementation of the bulk of the NEMS prog-

rammes, proposed carriage for l4 programmes has

been spread widely among Government Ministries

and the lsland Councils, although close consultation

with the CICS would be expected. lmplementation of
the NEMS therefore will be a collective effort and not

simply a matter to be left to the CICS. Such multi-

disciplinary and intra-administration effort reinforces

the importance of the continued central role of the

Task Force on Environment and Development.

The appraisal of environmental proposals under this

NEMS, the preparation of recommendations on strat-

egy and programme priorities, proposed disburse-

ment of available allocated funds, and the initiation

of the search process for additional donor funding

would, of course, be the first tasks of the Agency for
the Environment (or the Task Force on Environment

and Development).

However, the ultimate decision on priorities and allo-

cation of funds rests with the Cook Islands Covern-

ment. The degree to which it supports the NEMS will
be manifest in its preparedness to support the CICS

and other government agencies with environmental

responsibilities with the financial and manpower re-

sources necessary for the proper implementation of
the NEMS. While Cabinet in determining policy is

inundated with demands for funds from all quarters,

the fundamental fact that the environment ultimately
go'/erns our lives, not the other way around, should

always be borne in mind. lt is also obvious that the

sustainable development of a nation's resource base

makes good business sense.

Review 
,

These National Environmental Management Strate-

gies are simply one snapshot in time. They have been

framed in the context of the needs perceived by Cook

lslanders today. Development is taking place so

rapidly, however, that we can be sure changes to the

NEMS willbe needed even in the short term. An annual

review of performance would be undertaken in the

context ofbudget estimate preparations. Beyond that,
a major rev.iew of the NEMS has been foreshadowed

for late 1994 through the National Environment Con-

ference, with preceding on-island and island-specific
seminars on needed environmental strategies and
programmes.
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Introduction This introductory chapter briefly discusses the world
scene in order to place subsequent discussion on the

Cook lslands at national and island levels within a

wider global perspective. The need for the develop-

ment of National Environmental Management Strate-

gies (NEMS) for the Cook lslands is then discussed in
the light of the broad findings of the Report on the

State of the Environment (SOE) in the Cook Islands.

This leads on to a statement on the scope of this NEMS

report.

l.l TheWorld Conservation Strategy

Ten years ago, the international organisations of the

World Conservation Union (IUCN), United Nations

Environment Programme (UNEP), and the World Wide

Fund for Nature (WWF) published the World Conserva-

tion Strategy (l 980). This strategy recognised that the
pursuit ofconservation could not be achieved globally

without development to alleviate the poverty and

misery of millions of people. This interdependence of
conservation and development gave rise to the phrase

"sustainable development". lts clear message is that if
the planet's fertilityand productivity are not protected,

the future of the human race is at risk,

The World Conservation Strategy emphasised three

objectives:

1) essential ecological processes and l.ife-support
systems must be maintained;

2) genetic diversity must be preserved; and

3) any use of species or ecosystems must be

sustainable.

The 1987 report of the World Commission on Environ-

ment and Development brought to the environmental
debate a clear understanding of the global interdepen-

dence between economic and envimnmental consid-

erations. The year 1987 also saw the groundwork laid
for preparations for the "Earth Summit", the United
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Nations Conference on Environment and Develop-
ment held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in June 1992, for
which the Cook tslands prepared a National Report.

Coak lslonds presents its Notionol Report to the Earth Summit,
Brozil, June I 992. (photo courtesy of Cook lslonds Consewotion
Service)

ln october 1991 rhe IUCN, UNEP and WWF published

in partnership Caring for the Earth: A Strategy for
Sustainable Living. To quote from its Foreword (p. 2):

Caring for the Earth has been prepared through a

wider process of consultation than was possi.ble when
we wrote the World Conservation Strategy a decade

ago. lt is intended to re-state current thinking about
conservation and development in a way that will
inform and encourage those who believe that people

and nature are worth caring about and that their
futures are intertwined. lt is also intended to persuade
people at all levels that they can do something or help
cause something to be done, that will lead to a better
care for the Earth.

The Earth, however, comprises a disparate array of
geographical and political entities. Just as a global

environmental picture must be constructed from an

environmental mosaic of its country components, so

should each country or nation be fully conscious of
the potential global context of their environmental
concerns and not lose sight of the prime objective of
mankind-to protect the only home we have, the Earth.

Therefore, in the process of developing environmental
management strategies for the Cook lslands, the issues

raised in Caring for the Earth have been considered.

Some of its strategy elements which are considered in
harmony with discussion at the NEMS Seminar on

Rarotonga have been adapted for incorporation in
these National Environmental Management Strategies.

1.2 Why environmental management
strategies for the Cook lslands?

Environmental management strategies are a means

of integrating development and conservation consid-

erations. Such strategies support economic develop-

ment. not hinder it, providing that development is

sustainable.

lf the resOurces of a nation are considered as its cap-

ital investment in the future, any development which
draws on the interest from that investment and does

not touch the principal is fully sustainable. Sometimes

it is necessary to draw on the invested capital in order
to provide the necessary stimulus for the development
of more wealth or short-term benefits; but the con-

sequences of such capital-depleting actions, both for
this generation and those to come, must be clearly
understood.

Environmental management strategies are realistic
only if they are derived in part from a wide participa-
tory process of problem recognition, planning ahd
policy generation across all levels of society, The

strategies are realistic only if they are based on facts

and are framed with time-bound action programmes,

together, where possible, with specified indicators of
achievement, in order to turn them into measurable
results.

C/
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As the successful implementation of an environmen-

tal strategy depends largely on the co-operative action

of the island communiti€s, the consultation process is

vital. If there is no consensus on a course of action, all

the legal mechanisnrs in the world will prove

ineffective. The strategy will not be "owned" by the

community at large and, without such ownership'

compliance is unlikely in any small, closely knit island

sociery. This is especially so in the Cook lslands where

land ownership is of crucial cultural importance, and

the traditional right of owners to manage their land as

they see fit is cherished.

Effective environmental management planning needs

facts--on people, the economy, infrastructure, and

natural resources, as well as facts on lnstitutions, laws

and policies which promote, or obstruct, sustainable

development. Such information must be properly

analysed, readily accessible, and routinely updated.

However, in most countries all the data desired for

planning and decision making are rarely available' and

the Cook tslands is no exception. Yet, however imper-

fect the database may be, there is no alternative but to

use what is available to best effect. However, no action

should be taken where considerable doubt exists

about the safest course. As additional information is

acquired, policies and programmes can be adjusted.

Where policies or actions are based on seriously

defective data, irreparable environmental damage may

resulu hence the need to acquire and upgrade data to

reduce that risk is an urgent and continuing process,

applying to most facets of the social, built and natural

environments.

Available data on the environment of the Cook lslands

have been examined recently and a report on the State

of the Environment (SOE) prepared as a precursor to

the preparation of these National Environmental Man-

agement Strategies. This SOE provides an excellent

foundation, though it should be remembered that it

cannot be better than the data on which it is based.

The SOE, in essence, indicated:

I ) A principal concern of the Cook lslands is for proper

management of the vital Iand resource, especially so in

the coastal zone where degradation was clearly evident

due to:

o soil erosion and resultant siltation of lagoon

and reef:

o increased organic and nutrient levels arising

from waste disposal and agricultural chemicals:

o unp-lanned infrastructure development at the

foreshore: and

r mining of beach sand.

2) Other major national concerns are:

o the disposal of solid and liquid wastes;

o bad fishing practices;

o lack of protected area development; the need

to conserve water and energy consumption; and

r the need to generate greater public awareness

of these environmental concerns and their
national impact.

3) Continuing international concerns are:

o the nuclear testing programme in neighbouring

French Polynesia; and

o the indiscriminately destructive practice of
driftnet fishing.

There have been a number of responses by both
government and non-governmental sectors to
environmental problems. The SOE points to official
policies for environmental control and conservation

included in the Manifesto of the governing Cook

lslands Party (Appendix 2), and to the severe constraint
on applying sound environmental policy and

implementation of environmental administration
through the failure of the main body of environmental

legislation, the Conservation Act 1986-87. While

internationally the Cook lslands is signatory to ten



conventions, at home the traditional conservation

management system of ra'ui has become largely
ineffective except on the Outer Islands of Pukapuka

and Nassau.

The Cook Islands Conservation Service (CICS) is the

body charged with the prime responsibility for envi-

ronmental administration: at the same time a further
seven institutions are developing their capacity for
environmental protection within their own functional
responsibilities: the Ministry of Marine Resources. the

Ministry of Culture, the Curriculun'r Unit of the Educa-

tion Department, the Forestry Division of the Ministry
ofAgriculrure, the Ministry of Energy, the WaterSupply

Board and the Cook lslands Tourist Authority. These

eight institutions together administer a range of envi-

ronmental responses and are the executing agencies

for a number of aid-funded programmes.

Many of these responses to environmental need,

however, lack co"ordination because they were never

designed to fit into an overall plan for managing the

environment of the Cook Islands and. in some

instances, are unlikely to have any lasting success

because of lack of public support.

The scope of the environmental concerns is such

that a wide range of further responses is required

if sustainable development as an overall national
goal is to have any prospect of being realised.

Many of the responses called for have a degree of
urgency, yet manpower and financial resources

require the allocation of priorities; other
responses depend in part on the prior successful
completion of other programmed activity.

There is thus a clear need for the development of
a set of National Environmental Management
Strategies which provide a framework for sustainable

developmeit-a framework which is "owned" by the

community and within which all can work in a co-

ordinated and co-operative way towards a comlnon
goal.

part I . chapter I The setting of the Cook lslands

1.3 Scope of this NEMS Report

These National Environme ntal Management Strategies
(NEMS) are merely one snapshot in time of a set of
strategies and programmes which will help the Cook

lslands progress along its chosen path towards greater

economic prosperity, but inaway which is ecologically
sustainable in the long term.

Agreed strategies to achieve sustainable development
are developed on the basis of information analysis,

and through continued consultation and consensus

building. The process of strategy development here'

has been based primarily on the discussion at the

National Environment Management Strategies (NEMS)

Seminar, where a range of strategies and programmes

were developed by Seminar Working Grodps. 1'hat

developrnent was placed within the context of the

Cook lslands Manifesto and other recognised
Government policy (Appendix 2). Due attention was

also paid to recently formulated integrated island

development plans and to other public information on

Cook Islands development.

A Working Pany ot the NE/V1S Seminor ot Rorotongo develops

institutionol strotegies for strengthenin g environmentol

managemenL (photo counesy of Cook lslands Conservotion

Service)
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The NEMS Seminar itself included representatives of

the various lsland Councils who made a major input

to the development of strategies and programmes.

Further consultation with them and the island

communities they represent will be a vital element in

the review process for these NEMS. Further consul-

tation with NGOs (particularly the main church organ-

isations) must also be sought and their comment

subsequently incorporated into the NEMS document.

Only when this extended consultation process has

been concluded could it be said with confidence that

National Environmental Management Strategies have

been prepared.

This NEMS report provides in Part I a'brief overview of
the environmental setting of the Cook lslands (Chapter

2). Readers seeking more detailed information should

refer to the SOE itself, or to other readily available

literature listed in the References.

Part Il of the report presents the environmental action

strategies and programmes which were developed

within the course of the NEMS Seminar. lt would have

been possible to separate the presentation of strate-

gies and programmes. However, since programmes

are developed to give action to strategies, they have

been kept together, but programme discussion con-

fined to a brief overview.

More detailed information on most programmes

(those marked with an asterisk ") is presented in the

Programme profiles in Appendix l. These profiles

were separated from the main text partly because they

would interrupt the presentation of the strategies.

They are also directed at a different audience; Part ll
will be sought by policy planners and decision makers,

while the Programme profiles themselves will be of
particular interest to multilateral and bilateral donor

agencies in the annual forward planning of 
'their

Country Programmes for development assistance.

Given the many limitations imposed'on the Cook

Islands Government (ClG) in manpower resources,

finance, and physical infrastructure, these NEMS

must necessarily be viewed from the long-term, ideal

perspective. The number of proposed programmes

and their estimated cost may seem high (see Part IIl,
Estimated programme costs) but, in fact, considerable

constraint was exercised in the selection of priority
programmes. There are many more desirabl€
programmes than are discussed in this report. When

there are so many issues, each competing for funding,
and with variations in the magnitude of various
environmental problems between islands, the setting
of priorities in accord with realistic funding availabil-
ity is difficult. Finally, however, it is the prerogative of
Parliament to determine its own priorities. In general,

programmes have been framed within a realistic time
horizon for planning of five yearsi the period 1993-

t997.

ln Part lll the proposed programmes and their esti-

mated costs are summarised and implementation
issues briefly discussed. There is also brief comment
on the need for future review of these NEMS in the

context of preparation of future National Develop-

ment Plans.
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The setting National Environmental Management Strategies must
be formulated in the context of the overall natural.

socio-economic, cultural and political environment.
This chapter provides a brief overview of the Cook

lslands in terms of its physical and biological features,
people, and economy. lt is not the intention to repro-

duce here the detailed information contained in the

Report on the State of the Environment or in the earlier
National Report to UNCED, but rather to provide only
sufficient background material necessary for a reader

to follow the discussion on environmental strategies.

2., Land & distribution

The Cook lslands comprises 15 small islands scattered

over some 1.8 million sq km of the South Pacific Ocean

between Western Samoafionga on the west and French

Polynesia on the east. Their location is between

latitudes 9o and 22o South and longitudes 157'and
166" West. The islands are divided geographically and
politically along a line between Palmerston and

Suwarrow into a Northern Group (six islands) and a
Southern Group (nine islands).

Above: The spectaculorly beautiful high volconk islond of
Rarctonga. (photo courtesy of Cook lslands Conservotion Service)

Lefc' Ihe beach at Aitutoki on one of the world's lorgest logoons.

(photo courtesy of Cook lstonds Consenation Service)
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Tat1r- 2.l land alear type & elevhtion

lsland [.andaree

(sq km)

Ttpe l.lax. height

abore il.S.L

(n)

Southern group

Rorotongu

Mongdio

Atiu

Mftloro

Mouke

Atmoki

Monuoe

Folmerrtonr

Tokrteof

Northern group

Penrhyn*

Monihilslt

hikapuka

Rokohongo*

Norsou

Suwarrow

d7.2

5 r.8

26.9

22.3

t8.4

t8.l

6.9

2.0

1,2

High Volcanic

Low Volcanic (/tloltdteo)

Low Volcanic (Makotea)

Low Volcanic (Mokoteo)

. Low Vofcanic (Makotw)

Almost Atoll

Atoll

.Atoll

Sand-eay

Atoll

Atoll

Aroll

Atoll

Sand-cay

Atoll

6s2

169

T2

.15

29

t2{

t0

5

5

5

5

5

5

9.
5

9.8

5.4

4.3

4.1

1.2

0.4

Total area 240.0

* Elevatlon assumed to beabout 5 rnetres

Soure: State of Envlronment'RepoG Table 1.0



The land area is 240 sq km, with over 88 per cent
(214.8 sq km) of the land area in the Southern Group.

The Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of the Cook Islands

is almost 2 million sq ki'n.

The islands represent the five different island systems
found in the Pacific Basin: high volcanic; low volcanic
'surrounded by a raised reef platform or makateai

volcanic partially submerged with a large atoll-type
lagoon or almost-atoll; the true atolls; and sand-cays

partl.chapter2 The Setting

(Table 2.1). Details of geologic and environmental
features of each island are given in Table 2.2.

The low lying islands have a height range, above mean

sea level, of 5-9 m. Rarotonga is both the largest (67.2

sq km) and highest island (652 m above mean sea

level).

\{/ith the exieption of Manuae, Takutea and Suwarrow,

all islands of the Cook Islands are inhabited.

Toble 2.2 Geomorphologic & environmental features

Southern group (214.8 sq km)

Rarotonga High volcanic (652 m); collapsed caldera; prominent monoliths in the.
interior; steeply dissected valleys with ridges separacing four main valleys

(Takunaine, Avatiu, Arrana and Ruaki); fringilg reeft with varying widths from
400+00 m on the south coast to 50-100 m on the windward ea$ coasq

4 sand-cay islets, 3 located on the eastem side, the other on the northern
side; I volcanic isleq storm rubble prominent on the nonh and nonh/easr

coast with finer coral-sand on the south and south/east coasdine.

Environmental features: degradation of coasal zone and the Ngatangiia

fagoon, reef sihing from erosion; Aconthosbr predadon on reef, has wide
ecological range from cloud forest on high peaks, to fernlands, and

swampfands; rare and endangered species of the kokerori (Rarotonga

flycatcher) and the ibi (Rarotonga starling),

Mangaia Low volcanic ( | 69 m) surrounded by uplifted concentric conlline clift
(mokoteo) risint to 80 m; volcanic phteau; swamplands ar rhe inner wall of
mokqtea,limestone caves fringing reef, narrow reef flac
Environmental featurcs pronounced erosion of infenile fernlands and
fonner pineapple production areas with siladon affecting mokoteo oudets
and taro plantadons; extensive cirve system in makotea, swamplands; makata
wifdf ife and thb rare tongo'eo (Mangaian kingfisher).
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Atiu Low volcanic (72 m) surrounded by mokoteo to 20 m: raised island; volcanic

plateau; swamplands on the lower inland slopes: fringing reef, narrow reef

flar
Environmental featurres; pronounced erosion features similar to
Mangaial limestone clift and cavesi swamplands; mokoteo wildlife; and the

kopeko (Atiu swiftlet).

Mitiaro

Mauke

Aitutaki

Manuae

Low volcanic ( | 5 m) surrounded by low mokateo to less ttnn 6 m; raised

island; fringing reef with narrow reef flag fresh water lake with outcropping

fenile mounds.

Environmental features: lake with fresh water eelg breeding area ficr the

kereoroko (Cook lslands warbler); has the few remaining sandatwood trees.

Low volcanic (29 m) surrounded by mokqteo to 20 m; interior esarPment

forming interior catchment area; uplifted island surrounded by a fringing reef

with a narrow reef flat"

Environmental feiturnes: interior escarpmentsi limestone clift and caves;

swamplands; mokoteo wildlife.

Volcanic ( I 2a m) cone partially submerged rising from >4,000 m dep$;
barrier reef, large, 66 sq km lagoon, l0 sq km reef flag plus | 2 moar, widr 2

volcanic islets, I sand cay.

Envir.onmental fieaturres: lagoon; Aconthoster predation on reef; pollution

from agricultural chemicals; coirstal zone; and breeding area for the kuromob

(lorikeet).

Aroll 2 flat coral sand islea, shallow closed lagoon, surrounded by

continuous reef with a single boat passage.

Environmental features: tunle nestjng site.

Atoll, elongated lagoon with I main islets surrounded by reef.

Environmental features: maior nesting ground for green tunle.
Palmerton,

Takutea Low lying elongated sand cay, surrounded by reef.

Environmenbl fuanrres: maior seabird breeding ground and turde
nesting site.
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Atoll. penagonal shape with 2 large isles and many islets.

Environmental features: co.rstal zone, seabird breeding ground, turde
nesting and stock of blacklip pearl oyster.

Atoll, 3 islets surrounded by closed reef with anificial passage

Environmental features: green and hawksbill runle nesting site,
introduced blacklip pearl oyster and trochus.

Atoll, rectangular shape of 9 islets surrounded by closed reef.
Environmental features: green turde nesting site.

Atoll, with 3 natural passages, largest lagoon.

Environmental features: green and hawksbill nrrtle nesting she, natural
stock ofblacklip pearl oyscer.

Sand cay, with a few dunes and narrow reefflat

II

Nonhem group (25.2 sq km)

l'lanihiki

Pukapuka

Rakahanga

PenrThn

Nassau

Suwarrow Atol| 22 vegetated islecs, large 133 sg km lagoon, alggl ridge broad
surrounding reef flat ( | 0G800 m; active lagoon flushing one natural

PassaSe.
Environmental features: major seabird breeding area, nrrde
nesting site, natural stocks ofblacklip pearl oyster, a National Park

2.2 Governance

The Cook tslands became a British Protectorate in
1888 administered by New Zealand and annexed to
New Zealand in 1901. The Cook lslands achieved self-
government in I 965. Under its Constitution (196 5) the
Cook Islands has complete controlover its own affairs,
in free association with New Zealand. The Cook lslands
can, at any time, move to full independence by an

unilateral act if it so desires.

Executive authority is vested in Queen Elizabeth ll,
who is Head of State, and exercised through the

Queen's Representative. Executive government is car-

ried out by a Cabinet of a Prime Ministerand up to eight
Cabinet ministers including a Deputy to the Prime

Minister. The Cabinet is collectively responsible to
Parliament.

Parliament consists of 25 members who are elected by
universal suffrage every five years, and is presided

over by a Speaker. The House of Arikis comprises up to
l5 members: it can advise the Government but has no
legislative powers.

Each of the main islands, except Rarotonga, has an

elected lsland Council. with the Ariki as ex-officio
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members, and a Government Representative appoint-

ed by Cabinet.

2.3 Physical Attributes

2.3.1 Climote

The SPCZ, or the South Pacific Convergence Zone, and

its movement between the Northern and Southern

Groups is an important phenomenon for influencing

the weather patterns ofthe Cook Islands. The SPCZ is

a convergence zone of air between the equatorial

easterly winds and the south easterly trade winds. lt

varies from month to month, and the weather in the

Southern Group is largely dependent on its position

and intensity.

ln general, the Cook lslands has a pleasant climate with

an average humidity of 84 per cent, and total annual

average of 2l16 sunshine hours. Average rainfall

varies from I 300-2800 mnl per year with a dry season

(May-October) average range of 740-865 mm for

Rarotonga and Penrhyn respectively, and wet season

.(November-April) average of l?32-1296 mm. The

average annual rainfall for Rarotonga is 2012 mm

( 1930-r 989).

The average monthly temperature for the Northern

Croup is 28" C with little diurnal or inter-seasonal

variation. The Southern Group has a wider temperature

range with greater inter-seasonal variation. but even

then with the lowest ever recorded mean monthly

temperature for Rarotonga of 21.7" C for August. T'he

peak average monthly temperatures lor the Southern

Group (27.I" C) are recorded for Aitutaki for February

and March.

The formation of tropical cyclones in low pressure

troughs in the SPCZ is a major climatic feature of the

Southern Cooks during the wet season. The last major

cyclone was "Sally" in January I987. The Northern

Croup, however, is seldom affected by cyclones with

1l reported in the area between 1940 and the early

1980s and only 3 causing damage to some of the atolls
(Thompson, 1986).

2.3.2 Soifs

The soils of the atolls of the Northern Croup are

derived from coralline material, highly porous and

inherently infertile. They' are agriculturally capable of
supporting only coconut and pandanus and, where

sufficient.humus has built up (generally in marsh

depressions), pit taro (pulaka).

Clouds build up for o tropicol storm. (photo courtesy of Cook

lslonds Conservotion Service)

The soils of the Southern group are basically derived

from volcanics and therefore more fertile and suitable

for a wide range of agricultural production. Aitutaki

and Rarotonga provide the larger areas of arable soil.

On Rarotonga, swamps are located at the toe of the

foothills and behind the coastal ridge. On the makatea

islands, the swamps extend from the inner foot of the

makarca. These swamps are generally planted with
taro (Colocasia esculenta).

Sediment from the deeply weathered clay soils of the

interiors of Atiu, Mitiaro and Mauke enriches the fertile
arable lowlands and taro producing swamplands. On

Mangaia and Atiu. some areas of steeper uplands

formerly used for pineapple production are actively
eroding as a result of poor cultivation and drainage
practices; nearby areas of uncultivated fernland are



also actively eroding, with the cause attributed to
frequent firing. T'he sediment from these areas is both
blocking natural drainage outlets through the makqtea,

causing flooding of some taro areas, and silting upper
reaches of the taro swamps, reducing productivity.

While the degree of sheet, rill, and gully erosion in

affected areas of Mangaia and Atiu is quite spectacu-

lar, a large proportion of the islands are unaffected.
For example, while some 10.6 per cent (301 ha) of Atiu
has lost a great part of its topsoil (Jessen et al., 1990),

some 89 per cent of Atiu is largely unaffected by soil
erosion, with the productive volcanic terrace soils of
the central lowlands showing no evidence of erosion
under the present land use reginre. Thb extent of soil
loss, however, points to the need for greater applica-
tion of soil conservation principles and practices.

Toro is o staple food of
the Cook lslands, ond
toro swompland

systems like thls one on

Rorotongo need

constont nufture.(photo
counesy ofCook
lslonds Conservotion
Service)

On Rarotonga. although there are significant areas of
eroded soil, especially in the upland slopes, there is
generally a fast rate of re-growth which protects the

soil from extensive surface wash and loss of nutrients.

2.3.3 Woter

The Northern Group, being coral atolls, are without
surface water and dependent for supplies on the

fragile fresh water lens which is subject to rapid
depletion, salt water intrusion, and other pollution.
lndividual homes traditionally depend on rainwater
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stored in small containers. l-lowever, with the intro-
duction of larger tanks, most dwellings now have

4,500 L (1,000 gall) capacity ferro-cement rainwater
tanks, while 45,000 L (10,000 gall) communal rain-

water tanks are bein$ constructed near or under large
public buildings.

The volcanic islands of the Southern Group are well

supplied with good quality drinking water and have no

major problems during normal climatic conditions. On

Rarotonga and Mangaia, the springs and streams within
the catchment valleys provrde a good source of potable

waterand these have already been tapped using filterbed
intake systems. On Rarotonga, water is piped from the

stream catchments into the main reticulation system,

serving the majority of households

On othervolcanic islands ofthe Southern Croup, adequate

underground aquifers and pumping facilities have been
provided under CIC water development programmes.

The undulating terrain of these islands makes gravity-fed

reticulation possible, with pumping systems used to
supply settlements in flat or elevated areas.

2.3.4 Energy

Electricity is supplied to most inhabited islands. The

electric generators are all diesel-powered, the fuel
being imported at great cost to foreign exchange.

Photovoltaic systems have been introduced to Mitiaro,
Pukapukaand Palmerston and the CIG seeks topromote
the wider use of solar energy to reduce dependence on

imported fuels. The experience of householders with
photovoltaics has been mixed, with dissatisfaction
with the cost of system maintenance. A more notable

success has been achieved through the introduction of
Iocally produced, domestic, solar hot water systems.

Firewood and coconut husk/shell remain the major
source of energy for cooking, extensively so on the

Outer lslands and to a lesser extent on Rarotonga.

Firewood supplies do not constitute a major prob-

lem. An attempt to introduce steam-fired generators
proved unsuccessful due to the use of inappropriate

r3
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equipment and the labour constraints associated with

the continuous supply of firewood in sufficient vol-

umes to feed the boilers.

lnvestigations of wave and water energy will soon be

expanded with the planned assessment of a small-scale

wave energy systenl and small hydro-power system.

2.3.5 Minerals
-l'he Cook lslands are not rich in land-based minerals

but have a potential source of wealth in deep-sea

nodules rich in cobalt, with huge quantities of nlanga-

nese nodules on the seabed of the islands tlorth of

Rarotonga.

On land the term "tnineral" is used to describe crushed

basalt used for construction and the.mining of beach

and inland sand deposits. Extensive mining of beach

sand has occurred for the past fifty years and is widely

believed to be a tnajor contributor to coastal retreat on

Rarotonga.

Fernlond species ore believed to be f;re-dependent. (photo

couftesy of Cook lslonds Conservotion Service)

2.4 Biologicalfeatures

The islands of the Cook lslands are remotely locateci

on a biological diversity gradient which diminishes
with distance from the continental land masses. and

also with the distance north and south of the equator.

Within the country, the principal influence on biolog-

ical diversity is the physical structure of the islands,

with some shaping from episodic events such as

cyclones and storm surge.

The other main influence on the biological resources

of the Cook lslands has been the changing pattern of
land use since the arrival of missionaries.

2.4.1 Flora

With 173 flowering plants recorded of which l8 are

enclemic. the Cook tsland's endemism rate is about I0
per cent. Vegetation communities found in the Cook

lslands are described in the SOE as atoll communities;
makatea, coastal ridge, wetlands, fernlands, and the

interior forest of Rarotonga.

The typical atoll community vegetation includes spe-

cies of ngahu (Scaveola taccadd, ngangie (Pemphis

acidula), pohutukava (Sophora tomentosa), Suriana,

(Suriana maritimal, the common coconut or 'akari

(Cocos nucifera) and pandanus er 'ara ta'atai (Panda'

nus tectorius), the much used Guettarda or 'ano

(Guettarda speciosa), tamanu (Calophyllum
inophyllum) and puka tea (Pisonia grandis).

The salt tolerant coastal vegetation of the makatea

communities are typically dominated by ngangie and

ngahu, followed in abundance by pandanus or toa

(Casuarina equisetifolia), utu (Barringtonia asiatica),
'akari, puka (Hernandia peltata), and maire (Alyxia

elliptica), The inland makatea vegetation includes

karaka (Elaeocarpus florindanufl, tuitui (Aleurites

moluccana), turina (Hernandia moerenhoutiana) on

Mangaia and, on Mitiaro, some remnant sandalwood or

a'i (Santalum insulare).

The coastal ridge communities are more adapted to
free draining, alkaline, coral sand substrata. I'his



community has been extensively altered, particularly

on Rarotonga, with the motu of Aitutaki and the Muri
Lagoon on Rarotonga being two areas where some

remnants of this vegetation community persist.

The species on the beach are mainly ipomea Upomea
pescarprae), triumfetta (Triumfetta procumbens) and,

vigna (Vigna marina), with some grasses and herbs.
This is followed in abundance by ngahu, tauhinu
(Messerschmidia argentea), ngangie, Suriana, the
legumes, and n ito &eucaena insularumand L. utukavd.
Other species include nono (Morinda citrifolid, orongi
(Pipturus argenteus), the dominant 'au (Hibiscus

tiliaceus),'akari, utu, pukatea, 'ara (on Aitutaki), ano
and lorr.

ln addition to the indigenous species, a wide range of
weeds, herbs and grasses have been introduced in-
cluding mimosa or tita pikika;a (Mimosa pudicd and
the more prorninent Istaramoa (Lantana camara).

The wetland communities include species associated
with swamps and marshlands. The latter are those
associated with lake €nvironmentsas found on Mitiaro,
the salt marshes of Ngatangiia on Rarotonga, and

selected areas around Aitutaki and the Northern Group.
Much of the swampland is dominated by grassesr

Waterlilies are common with typhus or raupo. Sedges

are the dominant species of the Mitiaro wetlands; they
are fire-induced. The salt marshes of Aitutaki and of
Ngatangiia on Rarotonga are important for fish
breeding, with a wide acceptance that these marshes
are hatcheries for locally important fish species.

The fernland communities are among the most important
on the islands of the Southern Croup, particularly on
Mangaia, Atiu and Rarotonga. lt is believed ferhlands were

the result of repeated burning of the original vegetation.

They are important environmentally, providing physical
protection of the poor soil from raindrop hammer,

retarding surface runoff and enhancing infilration rates.

Guava (Psidium guajava)is contmonly found around the

lower borders of fernlands.

The homafium or mato (Homalium acuminatum) and
cloud forests of inland Rarotonga are most important

part l, chapter2 The setting

'Ua motukutuku (Melastoma denticularum), o common
species ofthe slope forest(photo courtesy ofCook lslonds

Conservotron Service)

because of a wide variety of endemic species that are

found there. While the inland forest supports about
105 native species (10 of these are Polynesian ende-

mics and l5 are unique to Rarotonga), the cloud forest,
which is found above 400 metres elevation, covers less

than 3 per cent of the total area of Rarotonga and

Rorotongo Freycinetio or Kiekie (Freycinetia
wifderi), o common species of the slope forest
(photo counesy of Gerold McCormock)

t5
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supports species of flowering plants not found in
other communities on Rarotonga. Four of these cloud

forest species are not found an1'where else in the

world. These include two spectacular species, the Ie

Ma nga Cytandra (CyIandra I illia nae) and the Rarotonga

Sclerotheca (sclerothecl viriditlora)' Twelve ferns are

restricted to the cloud forest and two are endenric to

Rarotonga.

The slope forest is dominated by mato: other comnron

species include au which is widespread espectally in

disturbed areas; polynesian chestnut or i'i (lnocarpus

fagifer), kingfern or 'anaepu pu a (Angiopteris

Iongifolid: pu pu'a (Fagraea berteriana) found mainll'
af ong the ridges; Rarotonga fitchia or te neinie (l'itchia

speciosa)with its large bright orange flower, kavakava

(Pittosporum arborescens): kaialea (Weinmannia

s a m oen si s):' u a m o t u k u t u ku ( M el a st o nt a de n t i cu I a tu m ):

Rarotonga Freycinetia or kiekie (Freycinetia wilderi):

and. rata (Metrosideros collina)wirh its spiky bright red

flowers.

There are a large number of introduced species on the

Cook Islands, mainly food or ornamental plants. Sonte

ofthese have been beneficial while others have proven

to be invaders or become serious pests.

There is also a large number of plants introduced as

soil fertility improvers, including nrintosa (Desmodium

spp), ktrdzu (Pueraria lohata), Brazilian lucerne or

styfo (Stylosanthes guianensi.s]. These leguminous
plants have become widespread, particularly in the

Southern Group and are common along roadsides.

Some species like the minrosa have become bad weeds

and other introduced weeds are a potential threat

to the indigenous forest systems particularly on

Rarotonga. The balloon vine (Cardiospermum

halicacabum);balsam pear (M omor di c a cha ra nt ia) and

red passion-fruit Passiflora rubra) are three such

weeds and they nearly always occur together. The

balloon vine is found only on Rarotonga. The mile-a-

minute (Mikania micranlha) is another commonly

recognised weed which is a problem for growers.

Introduced tree species which have proven to be

rnvaders include rau-maniota (Cecropia palmata), lhe
African tulip or pailti-vai (Spathodea campanulata)

which is nainly found in the interior of Rarotonga, and

theJava plumorka'ika (Syzygiumcum ini)which is now

widespread throughout the Southern Croup.

Grasses also represent an important group of intro-

ductiorrs. There are an estimated 60 species, of which
12 are pre-European (native and aboriginal) intro-

duced species. Other introduced species include the

thorny lantana or tatllram9a, the night blooming
cestrum or Iiare Ariki Vaine (Cestrum nocturnum),lhe
black-beriied shrub, ardisia, and the stralvberry guava

or tuaya papa'a (Psidium cattleianum).

2.4.2 Wildlife

Mammols

Terrestrial mammals are restricted to introduced
species such as pigs, dogs and cats. The most easter'ly

known occurrence of the Tongan flying fox (a fruit bat)

or moa kirikiri (Pteropus tonganus) is in the Cook

lslands; it is found only on Rarotonga and Mangaia.

Three species of rats are also found and pose a threat
to the survival of the endemic Rarotonga flycatcher.

The coconut crob is o gostronomic delight but is common
now only on sorne outer is/onds with smoll populotions.

(photo courtesy of Cook lslands Conservoaon Service)



Crobs

The Cook Islands also have a nunlber of crabs irrclud-

ing the butcher land crab or tupa (Cardisoma carniflex),

and the coconut crab or unga kaveu (Birgus latrd:the
tupa is a local food source and has been heavily

exploited, while the coconut crab, which is a gastro-

nomic delicacy, has become extremely scarce on

islands with larger populations- Another heavily ex-

ploited and threatened species is the banded prawn

killer or varo (Lysiosquilla maculata).

Birds

There are a total ofeleven seabird species found in the

Cook Islands nesting mainly on atolls and sandcays;

most are very sensitive to hunran interference and

thus the uninhabited islands ofTakuteaand Suwarrow

are the most important seabird breeding sites in the

Cook lslands.

The mosked booby (Sula dacrylatra) is found in

limited numbers on Suworrow. (photo courtesy of
Cook lslonds Conservotion Service)

Takutea supports four seabird species which do not
breed elsewhere in the Southern Croup: the white-
capped noddy fAnous tenuirostril, the red-footed

booby (Su/a sula), the great frigatebird (Fregata minor)

and the brown booby (Sula leucogaster). Takutea also

supports the largest colony of red-tailed tropic bird

or tavake (Phaethon rubricauda) in the Cook Islands.

Suwarrow contains the only large colonies of sooty

tern (Sterna fuscata), brown booby and least frigate
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The rore Rarotongo flycotcher or kakerori (Pomare
dimidata), currently the subject ofo species recovery
programme. (courtesf of Cook lslonds Consewatlon Service)

bird (Fregata ariel.) within the Cook Islands, and the

second largest colony of red-tailed tropic bird. The

masked booby (Sula dacrylatra) is also found nesting

in limited numbers.

On land, there are four native birds found in small

numbers in the inland mountains and bluffs of Raro-

tonga: the Rarotonga starling or i'oi (Aplonis cine-

rascens), the Cook Islands fruit-dove or kukupa
(Ptilinopis rarotongensis), the Pacific pigeon or rupe
(Dacula pacifica) and the more rare Rarotonga fly-
catcher or kakerori (Pomare dimidata). Other native

land birds are the Mangaian kingfisher or tangaeo
(Halcyon ruticollaris): the Cook Islands warbler or
kerearako (Acrocephalus Gaffer) kerearakd found on

Mangaia, Mauke, Mitiaro and Atiu; and the Atiu swiftlet
or ko peka (Aerod ramu s (leucophaeuil.sawtelli) found

only on Atiu.

The introduced Indian mynar or manu is now the

dominant land bird on almost all the islands. Migra-

tory land birds found in the Cook Islands include the
gofden plover or torea, the long-tailed'cuckoo or

karavia, and the wandering tatler or kuriri.

The highly endangered kakerori has been the subject

of a species recovery programme for a number of
years. Other species at risk are the tangaeo, kopeka,

and the ibi.

a7
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2.4.3 Madne ltfe

Reeft

Twenty-four coral genera and 58 species have been

identified in the Cook lslands, mainly on Aitutaki and

Rarotonga. Four genera reach their latitudinal limit in

the Cook Islands and do not occur further south.

Coral reef resources and lagoons provide a very

important food source for Cook Islanders particularly

in the Northern Group and also on islands of the

Southern Group. The high dependence on imported

foods and the change of life-style in the Southern

Group, not to m€ntion the degraded reef and lagoon

environment particularly on Rarotonga, has meant

that the harvest of reef fbod is declinin$.

Paua (Tridacna maxima)is the most popular shellfish

harvested, with the introduced trochus (l'rochus

rrilolicils)becoming increasingly popular as a food on

Aitutaki as well as playing an important part in local

earnings of Aitutakians in recent years. Trochus has

also been established in Palmerston and introduced

to Manuae and Suwarrow. Other harvested species

include rough turban snail or 'ariri (Turbo sectosus)
' found on the reef. and the Pacific asphismay or ka'i

(Asphis violescens)found in rubble sand beds, various

species of sea-urchins and sea-cucumbers, and sea-

grapes or rimu (Caulerpa racemosa).

rF

In the Northern Group, particularly Manihiki and Penryhn,

the blacklip pearl oysterorparau (Pinctada margaritifera)

is harvested as a food and for black pearls.

fnshole

There are no available data on the number and abundance

offish species in the lagoons and on the reefs ofthe Cook

lslands. Common species include reef sharks, snappers,

gropers, paffot fish, jacks, mullet, big eye, and surgeon

fish.

Ofthore

Two main turtle species are found in the Cook lslands,

the hawksbill turtle or fonu kokorove (Eretmochelys

imbricatd found in Manihiki and Pukapuka and the
green turtle or fonu pokaikai (Chelonia nrydas) found
rnainly in the Northern Group.

2.5 Cultural & historical heritage

Cook lslands people are acutely aware of their cultural
heritage, and iladitional customs and practices
pervade their daily life-style. Even though society has

been much influenced and altered by external reli-
gious beliefs, life-styles and the cash economy, their
adoption of aspects of Western culture is nevertheless
leavened by the yeast of traditional culture.

From the environmental viewpoint, there are both
good and bad traditional practices. Good practices

include the ra'ui, a traditional conservation practice

which is a form of resource management but now

being practised fully only in some of the Outer lslands.

In general, traditional culture dictates that anything
done by a person or a clan must be in harmony with
nature.

While a number of cultural changes have taken place

and will continue ts do so, the oral traditions of the

people, many of the customs surrounding the main
phases of life-birth, marriage and death--and the

social institutions of the marae(meeting place), koufa
(investiture sites) and paepae(house sites) still persist,

lllustroted chort of morine life. (o.rl,lr.ork by ludith Kilnzle)



Weoving coconut fronds for roof thotching. (photo courtesy of
Cook Islonds Consewation Service)

although some more strongly than others. Another
widely used and important custom is the traditional
calendar which is used for ntaking decisions on family
planning, fishing for certain species, agricultural
practice, location of structu res and othe r matters. Also

retaining its importance is the practice of traditional
Maori medicine, although this is rnore as an adjunct to
European medicine rather than as an alternative.

I'here is a strollg sentiment within the Cook lslands to
strengthen the traditional acculturation of the younger
generation to reduce the risk ofany further decline in

the traditional culture. A central element will be the
focus on Cook Islands Maori as the national language;

this is particularly important because of the close

linkage between language, material culture and envi.
ronmental appreciation.

2.6 The people

2.6.1 Demography

The population of the Cook lslands is currently esti-

mated at 18,500 with about l3 per cent living in the
Northern Group and 87 per cent in the Southern Croup
(56 per cent of whom are living on Rarotonga). The

people are Maori and share with the indigenous people

of French Polynesla and New Zealand a bond of history
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and culture. Cook tslanders are also citizens of New

Zealand. The population of Cook lslanders in New

Zealand is said to exceed 20,000, which is larger than

the home population. Most Cook lslanders when

migrating abroad, travel to either New Zealand or
Australia.

From 1902 the population grew steadily to reach a

peak of 21,323 in 1971. Since 1976 there has been

a decline in numbers through emigration, with an

estimated population in 1986 of 17,614. However, the

l99l census shows an increase over the 1986 censqs

of 5.55 per cent, bringing the population back to
18,432.

lnternal migration is an important feature of the

demography of the Cook islands, with the I99I census

figures showing, for example, a population increase of
Manihiki of more than 30 percent while the population

of Mangaia and Palmerston declined by more than 20

per cent.

The age distribution is also affected by internaI migra-

tion and emigration with an ageing population on

some of the Outer lslands and of the country as a

whole. As might be expected through the emigration
of able-bodied young men and families, there is a
noticeable decline in the 0-14 age group in the Cook

lslands and an increase in nunrbers of people over 60

years of age, The 1986 census also shows a higher
proportion of males (52.2 per cent) than females (47.9

per cent).

The age distribution of people in l99l was:

Age
Groups

0-t4
t5+6
45-59

>60

Percentage of
population

34

46

t2

I

,9
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2.6.2 Education

Most schools in the Cook lslands are government-

operated. Only fourout of twen-ty primary schools and

one of eight secondary schools are privately owned.

The CIG aims to upgrade the Cook lslands education

system and the recommendations of a major review

made in 1989 are now being implemented. One envir-

onmentally important development arises from a

policy for each school to establish its own committee

to govern the school affairs, with the intention that

this approach will secure greater community support.

On these committees will rest a great responsibility for
developing in s,tudents and in their parents an in-

creased environmentai awareness.

From an environmental point of view, CIG policy is

teach environrnental control and conservation as a

subject in school curricula at the school certificate

level. However, there remains a need to broaden the

educational base through science training in the social

and biological environment.

2.6.3 Religion

The Cook Islands people have always had a strong

religious fervour. Since the arrival of the Christian

missionaries, this fervour has been directed to various

denominations of the Christian faith and the churches

are the nuclei for community work programmes and

activities.

From an environmental viewpoint, thechurch isavery
important medium of communication by which env-

i ronmental messages may be disseminated throughout

the various denominations and hence the community.

2.6.4 Lobour & employment

Some significant changes have occurred in the struc-

ture of employment in the past fifteen years. Particu-

larly significant has been the decline in employment in

the primary sector since 1981, and the correspond-

ingly sharp increase in employment in the services

sector. The fall in the primary sector appears to have

been particularly significant on Rarotonga.

Traditionally, the Cook Islander has followed a subsistence

way of living. However, the agricultural labour force has

declined since 197I, but with the fall largely offset by

major growth in tourism and related services.

Unemployment is not considered a major social issue in

the Cook lslands, but with an unemployment level of 5.6

percent in l986and reduced employmentopportunities
in the depressed economic circumstances of NewZealand

and Australia, migration of the young-adult age group

could be reduced and thereby cause an increase of
unemployment in the Cook lslands.

2.7 Economic development

The economy of the Cook Isiands is characterised by

the high cost of imports and the proportionately low
value of exports. Primary production once dominated
the economy but there has been a decline in this
traditional sector and a surge in service-related indus-

try to cater for the greatly increasing numbers of
tourists.

Agricultural production retains importance for the

local economy while there are prospects for increasing

the productivity ofoffshore fisheries. ln recent years,

the cultivated pearl industry of the Northern Group

has become a significant contributor to the economy.

2.7.1 Govemment development policies & GDP

The CIG development policies lay emphasis on infra-
structure improvements which will provide the base

for sound economic development.

The first national development plan for the Cook

lslands had as its main objective the financing by the
public sectorof the infrastructure requirements which
would support and foster a private sector economy.

Port and wharf facilities, airstrips and roads were

constructed, and water supply, energy, medical and



communication services established or upgraded. At
the same time, new technology has been transferred to
the country and the level of internal and external

financial services greatly developed. As a consequence,

the economy has experienced several years of sound
private-sector led growth.

GDP grew at an average rate of 6 per cent over the
period 1983-1990 after allowance for inflation, but
with sharp surges upward or downward of between 7

and 1l per cent, indicating a high volatility in the GDP

growth rate.

Tobh 2.3 Value of agricultural exports, $'000 FOB

Commodity Year
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Sector GDP shows a sharp decline in agriculture and

fishing from 25.5 per cent of GDP in 1982 to less than

l8 per cent in 1990. Over the same period, the finance

and business services sector has increased from 2.4

per cent in I982 to l2 per cent in I990, attributable
partly to the operation of the offshore financial centre.

Wholesale and retail trade and restaurants and hotels

remained relatively steady over the 1982-1990
period. The service sector, including government

services, made up almost 77 per cent of GDP in 1990,

compared to 65 per cent in 1982.

2l

Agricuhurol produce

Peorlshell

Clothinglfootweor

Hondicrofts

Other exporr

I 985

2238

348

2437

67

268

| 986

177 |

641

5783

55

685

| 987

| 675

I t49

8228

I
889

| 988

2532

543

293 |

35

661

1989 !990

t89 | t9l3

il r0 565

s78 337

2

I r30 5350

Total 5353 8935 I t949

Note.'Above figures are rounded

Source; Cook lsf ands Government, | 992, T ables 2.617

5702 47ta 8t65
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2.7.2 Household expenditure d income

A family income census for Rarotonga undertaken

by MOPED in 1987 indicated that 4l per cent of the

3,600 families surveyed had an annual income below

$ 10,000 and only 1.4 per cent had incomes dxceeding

$20,000.

Remittances from Cook tslanders living overseas hdve

for many years made a significant contribution to the

economy, raising household expenditure and living

standards beyond the level which could otherwise be

sustained. For some years the remittance passing

through the Post Office Bank in the form of money

orders totalled around $2 million annually, with a

peak of $2.64 million in 1987, the year of Cyclone

Sally. ln 1990 therewasa marked slump toabout $1.44

million, possibly as a result of the economic recession

in New Zealand. tn addition to the money order

transfers, it has been estimated that further remit-

tances of $l million enter the Cook lslands annually

through two commercial banks.

2.7.3 lntemotional trade

Total imports for 1990 were valued at $83.6 million

with exports estimated at $8.2 million' The main

import itens in that year were food (20.6 per cent), fuel
(11.7 per cent), manufactured goods (33.5 per cent),

and machinery/vehicles (18.0 per cent). New Zealand

has continued to supply between 50 and 60 per cent of
imports since 1978. lmports from other nations,
particularly those in Asia and to a lesser extent the

United States and Fiji, are now increasing.

Exports have been heavily dependent on agricultural

commodities and hence subject to the severe fluctua-

tions in international market prices. Export values

have varied widely over the period I986-1990 from a

peak of $ I 1.9 million in 1987 to a period low of $4.7

million in 1989. The I990 value was $8.2 million.

The export pattern has been changing over the five-

year period, with the most marked change in the

manufactured goods sector. The export of basic

manufactures has increased 1OO-fold to almost $4.4

million, accompanied by a tenfold decrease in the

export of miscellaneous manufactured goods, includ-

ing clothing, footwear and handicrafts.

2.7.4 lnflotion

Inflation in the Cook lslands is closely linked with

inflationary pressures in New Zealand because of the

Toble 2.4 Total government exPenditure comPared with expenditure on the Cook
lslands Conseruation Servke's activity for the period | 988-19t0

Expenditure Total clG
($ million)

ctcs
($'ooo)

Revenue

Totol expenditure

Recurrent expenditure

Ricurrent per cent

CICS os per cent

oftotol spending

t988

56.9

55.9

45.0

80.5

.06s

| 989

55. I

57. I

47.4

83.0

. t75

r990

60.3

60. I

48.8

8r.2

.276

r988

36.5

33.3

92.2

r989

99.8

9t.2

91.4

t990

r36.0

il3.7

83.6



use of New Zealand currency and because up to 60

per cent of imports are sourced from that country.
The inflation rate in the Cook lslands is measured
by the Rarotonga Retail Price Index (RRPI) (Raro-

tonga being the major port of entry): lnflation for the
period 1987-1991 has averaged 5.7 per cent per

year: this compares with I I per cent for the period
I984-1987 and l5 per cent for the preceding l0-year
period.

2.7.5 Govemment tinonce

Total Government revenue grewover the period I 986-
1990 from $41.8 million ro $59.6 million. Taxes

provide 4 I per cent, of which income tax is the largest
contributor, followed by sales tax; other taxes apply-

ing are a turnover tax and a separate company tax.

Customs duties provide I0 per cent. The revenue

increase is on top ofa 7 per cent decline in budgetary
support from New Zealand over the period.

Total expenditure in the 1990 financial yearwas $60.1

million, almost half of which was allocated to person-

nel services, including wages and salaries, contractual
services, and other benefits.

Total government expenditure for the three years

1988-1990 is given in Table 2.4, and there compared

with its direct expenditure on the Cook lslands Con-

servation Service (CICS). Conservation expenditure is
seen to be a very small percentage-less than a quarter
of one per cent. Nevertheless, the increasing impor-
tance of conservation to the Government is reflected
in the increased allocation of funds to the CICS over
the three-year period.

2.7.6 E;rremol debt

At June l99l, the CIG had six external loans to a total
value of $24.6 million. Three loans were with the Asian

Development Bank (ADB); one with a private bank (for
road improvements and consultancies), one with the
New Zealand Government (for equity in a major tourist
hotel venture): and one from the French Government
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for infrastructure development in the water supply
and energy sectors.

The construction of an international 4-star hotel, the

Sheraton Cook lslands. is under construction at an

estimated cost of $71 million. It is scheduled for
completion in late 1993. While the repayment of loans

for this venture is the responsibility of a Crown

corporation, the CIG stands as loan guarantor.

2.7.7 Seanr gv,vtth pafierfls

Agelcuhue

Due to the limited land area and the remoteness of the
Cook lslands, agriculture faces disadvantages, in com-
parison to other developing countries of the region,

especially in terms of transportation, mark€ting and

economies of scale.

The agricultural sectoris characterised by a traditional
land system which can restrict full land utilisation;
a high level of part-time activity in agricultural
production; limited and expensive inter-island and

international shipping and air transport services;

limited labour supply; restricted availability of long-

term crediti and a high level ofgovernment subsidy for
agriculture.

ln the past, the main export cash crops have been

copra; bananas on Aitutaki; pineapples on Mangaia

and Atiu; vegetables and root crops from Mauke and

Rarotonga; and citrus, pawpaw and other fruits from
Rarotonga.

Copra, which once was the largest component of
agriculture production, ceased production in the

Northern Group in 1987 due mainly to the depressed
world market price. While copra production ceased,

commercial production of coconut picked up with the
establishment of the Coconut Cream Factory in earlv

1987.

Banana exports from Aitutaki ceased due mainly to
inconsistent quality, irregular shipping, and inability
to compete with imports to New Zealand from other

23
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countries. An attempt to revive this industry is being

made. The pineapple industry is now defunct. Citrus

production continues on Rarotonga for the local market

from an estimated.area of 3 53 acres (1988), but exports

to New Zealand ofboth fresh fruit and juice could not

compete with South American produce and export

therefore has now ceased.

ln all, agricultural production in 1989 was reported to

be down by almost 20 per cent from I 98 I and further

falls are expected. Although pawpaw production
peaked in 1988 at 1000 tonnes and fell to 600 tonnes

in 1990, interest in production remains high and the

total return to farmers in 1990 was estimated at $1.52

million. The recent acquisition of a cool store provides

an avenue for improving the quality and transport

conditions for pawpaws and other perishable pro-

duce. Beans, eggplants and chilli production remains

high with a favourable net estimated return to farmers

on chilli in 1990 of about $l 1.50 per kg.

Export of cash crops has declined markedly, but the

indications are that there has bEen a significant rise in

the value of fruit and vegetables sold on the local

market. While it is extremely difficult to gather statis-

tics on the domestic market, production of cash crops

for the domestic market was estimated by the Ministry

of Agriculture to be about $8 million in 1990.

On the Outer Islands, with the exception.of the well

organised vegetable production and marketing effort

on Mauke, the Ministry of Agriculture is leading a move

away from bulk perishable crops to those with long

storage life, ease of transport, lack of quarantine

restrictions and more assured markets-such crops

as the arabica coffee and vanilla. Coffee has been

successfully developed on Atiu, and both crops show

particular promise for Mauke, Atiu and Mangaia, as

well as Atiu.

Recognising the transport limitations in the Cook

lslands and the changing market demand, the Ministry

of Agriculture is actively promoting niche marketing

strategies for high value, exotic fruits. This policy

takes advantage of the climate and soil fertility of the

Cook lslands and overcomes the major problem of
freight costs being too high a proportion of expected

market returns to ensure continued economic viabil'
ity of production.

Fisheries

There has been only limited harvest of fish resources

within the Cook lslands EEZ. -Ihere are a number of
bilateral fishing agreements and the licences for for-

eign fishing vessels have made a useful contribution
to foreign exchange earnings.

There are only 8-12 full-time commercial fishermen in

the Cook lslands (Rarotonga and Aitutaki) with about

40 part-time commercial fishermen on both islands to

supply the local market. There is frequentlya shortage

of fresh fish on Rarotonga, and the expansion of
artisanal fishing activity must remain an area of priority

if the expectations of the increasing numbers of
tourists for fresh seafood are to be met.

Toble 2.5

Cook lslands exports of cultured pearls

Year Quantity
(kc)

t985 r.0

t989 26.0

| 990

Value

($)

9,640

595,780

4,366,63284.0

Source: Cook lslands Statistics Oftice



Peorl lndustty

A profitable and rapidly expanding pearl industry has

developed in the rural Northern Group islands. The
exploi tation of the pearl oyster shell had been a major
activity of the Northern Croup in the late lgth and
early 20th centuries, but declined during the late
1960s due to declining oyster stocks.

The current focus is on pearl oyster cultivation for
both cultured pearls and pearl shell, particularly on
Manihiki, but with Penrhyn and Suwarrow also under
investigation. Earnings over the past six years from
pearl shell alone has made a significant contribution
to the economy of Manihiki. The value of the pearl

shell has more than doubled over the 1985-f990
period to $ I 3 per kilogram and a total value in I 990 of
$56s.946.

The production of cultured pearl has also proven

highly successful over the 1985-I990 period with the
1990 auction fetching $4.3 million. The exceptional
growth is evident from Table 2.5.

On Manihiki, there are currently 240 licensed farms
and approximately 100 of these are active. Some of the

licensed farmers operate as family units under more

than one licence. The average farm size is approxi-
mately one hectare, but currently farmers may operate
larger farms depending on farmer capability and

management.

Trochus and Cloms

Other commercial lagoon fisheries include trochus
and giant clams in Aitutaki lagoons- Trochus was first
introduced on Aitutaki in 1957 and'commercial
harvesting commenced in I980. Recent introductions
of the giant clam are aimed at improving the economy
of Aitutaki and replenishing the natural stock. The
Trochus.Act of 1985 provides for the management of
this resource.
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Tourism

The tourism industry has increased at an enormous
rate in the Cook [slands and is now the nation's
greatest income earner. Since 1972, annual visitors to

Rarotonga have increased fivefold from 10,000 to
50,000 in 1992. Currently, visitors remain for an

average of l0 days each and spend approximately
$I00 per day per person. The tourism industry is

therefore currently estimated to be worth approxi-
mately $50 million annually to the economy (Tourism

Master Plan, l99l).

The natural resources and human resources of the
Cook lslands are the basic assets upon which tourism
depends for its very exiStence. lt is therefore in the
direct economic interests of the tourism sector to
Iobby as forcefully as possible for conservation and

sustainable development of the natural environment.
The importance of tourism to the future economy will
continue to grow providing the special attraction of
the Cook lslands which draws the tourists in the first
place is not destroyed. Such appeal derives from
a blend of people, scenery, and nature tourism
opportunity.
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With the publication of the World Conservation

Strategy in 1980 came the clear message that

conservation must not be regarded as being opposed

. to development; without due regard to conservation,

development cannot be sustained. With the growing

recognition of this fact, the phrase "sustainable

development" has now become common usage.

But "sustainable development" seems capable of being

interpreted in a wide variety of ways. The Second

World Conservation Strategy Project (Caring for the

Earth: A Strategy for Sustainable Living,IUCNIUNEP/

WWF, l99t ) defined sustainable development as: "The

use of an organism, ecosystem or other renewable

resource at a rate within its capacity for renewal",

Or, expressing the same concept in a'more general

way, "lmproving the quality of human life while living

within the carrying capacity of supporting
ecosystems".

For the Cook lslands, NEMS Seminar Barticipants
defined "sustainable development" as:

Te au angaanga ta tatou ka rave i teia tuatau

kia kore e riro tei reira ei ta kinokino atu i te

oraanga o te au uki ki mua.

This was translated into the English language as:

Development that meets the needs of the

present without compromising the ability of

future generations to meet their own social and

economic needs.

Sustainable development is fundamentally about the

survival of our species. ln that sense, the subsistence

village life is sustainable development, something at

which the people of the Cook lslands have been expert

for a long time. The idea of sustainable development,

therefore, is nothing new to the Cook Islands. But,

beyond mere survival, Cook Islanders want a satisfac-

tory life for themselves and their descendants, with

improved standards of living. A new type of economic

development is required for that goal to be achieved,

and new ways must be learned for resource use and

managenrent to ensure the economic gains made are

sustained.

The strategies and programmes which are presented

in Part ll are directed towards the target of sustainable

development.
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It is clear that the key to the sustainable use of
resources and the achievement of environmental con-

servation is through the integration of environmental
safeguards and economic decision making. This is a

complex task. To achieve long-term economic and

environmental viability, some institutional and legal

changes need to be made in order to ensure that
policies can be carried out within a consistent and

enforceable legal framework, both on the Outer Is-

lands and on Rarotonga. These include the introduc-
tion of integrated mechanisms for the generation

of economic and environmental policy; the enactment

of effective, comprehensive, umbrella legislation (in-

cluding minimum environmental standards); and the

revision of lsland Council by-laws.

The Cook lslands has become a party to the "Rio

Conventions", namely the Global Convention on Cli-

mate Change and the Biodiversity Convention. lt also

has a number of commitments under Agenda 21.

Consequently, it is now important for the Cook Islands

to consider the implications of the conventions and

review national laws accordingly.

Svategy l.l
Review & revise the legal framework

The need to revise the Conservation Act 1986-87 had

been recognised for some years. There have been a

number of reviews of the Act and its various deficien-
cies identified. The Act is deficient in its treatment
of sustainable deyelopment, in the need for active

involvement of landowners and lsland Councils, and

in the definitionof aspects of the marine environment.

A draft Bill for an Act, entitled the Environment Act

1992, was prepared to "establish an Agency for the

Environment and to provide for the conservation,

development and management of the environment in
a sound and sustainable manner". The Agency would
comprise a revamped Environment Council and a

strengthened Environment Service (CICS).
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This Bill has attracted much public debate, in particu-

lar on the issues of land ownership and the powers

invested in the Director of the proposed Environment

Service. The Seminar discussions focused ntainly on

issues of specific provisions for different islands,

definitions of the foreshore and the powers of the

Director. There was little debate at that time on the

concept of the establishment of the Agency for the

Environment.

The Conservation Act had been considered deficient,

with a need to incorporate:

l) an EIA process;

2) a sustainable development aspect, enjoying

community support and participation through
public involvement in the preparation of
management plans and the EIA process;

3) clear, adequate or acceptable definitions of the

foreshore zone, the marine environment and the

management of resources therein;

4) a broadened Council with input from non-

governmental organisations: and

5) an extended application of the Act beyond

Rarotonga and Aitutaki to the whole nation.

Other deficiencies identified at the Seminar
include:

l) inadequate coverage of forestry;

2) lack of control of mining and quarrying

activities;

3) lack of control for removal of vegetation on

steep slopes;

4) lack of control on the use of earth-moving

machinery;

5) a need to incorporate traditional conservation
principles and practices in the legal system;

6) a need to provide for regulation of the construc-
tion of signs to reduce visual pollution; and

7) a need to provide for regulation of trimming of

Irees.

From the lsland Council perspective, it was also

considered that the Bill must address the needs of
lsland Councils which would determine their own

conservation requirements and pass their own by'

laws. ln the case of Rarotonga where there is no Island

Corncil, there is some merit in establishing a local

government empowered to draw up its own conserva-

tion by-laws.

Each island needs to have its own by-laws, but these

need to be mirrors of. or in total harmony with,

national laws. The national laws must serve as umbrel-

las under which island by-laws can shelter, but lsland

Councils should always have the right to set more

stringent pollution standards or other environmental

measures.

Programmes

,.1., Revision of the current

Conservotion Act

The revision of the Conservation Act 1986-87 is a prerequisite to the

development of most of the programmes under the NEMS, and essenrial

for the implementation of susninable development principles.

*1.f.2 Review of lslond

Council by-lows

sce Appendix l. pnge 76

The review of lsland Council by-laws which have an environmental and

conservadon objective is a particularly important task, and fundamental

to the proper implementadon of sustain'able development practices on

the Outer lslands. lt is only through such a review process that consis-

tency can be achieved between national law and the policies and byJaws
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of lsland Councils. Through the review, appropriate environmental

control standards for achieving sustainable development can be intro-
duced to lsland Councils. This proSramme would fund such a review
process and provide training for Councillors of the Outer lslands to
slrengthen rheir effective implemenadon of their by-laws.

3t

Strategy 1.2

Strengthen national environmental
management

The protection and management of the environnrent is

very much an interdisciplinary endeavour. The CICS

may be charged with the prime responsibility but that
does not absolve other ministries responsible for
activities which may impact on the social, built or
natural environment from their own environmental
responsibilities. How many of these ministries have

appointed people with an environmental planning and

protection brief to ensure department policies and

development proposals are carefully appraised from
the viewpoint of potential environmental impacts?

There are quite severe constraints in the overall
institutional capability of government for environ-
mental administration at this time. The CIG is well
aware of these and has already taken a number of
initiatives. Others will flow from the new legislative
moves previously mentioned, and from the Cook

lslands National Resources and Development Strategy

1992-1994, now in draft form.

Ihe One Stop Shop

Various proposals have been made which have major
environmental administrative implicationS, such as

those for a Sustainable Development Commission
(Tourist Master PIan), Development Co-ordinating

Committee, Task Force on Environment and Develop-

ment, Agency for the Environment, and others. While

some of these administrative elements may serve

useful purposes in themselves, there is a need for a

body or agency where all of these aspects are drawn

together, particularly for interacting with parties sub-

mitting development proposals.

Such considerations led a Seminar workshop to the

conclusion that a "One Stop Shop" was needed to

streamline social and economic development, and to
take the lead role in co-ordinating, appraising and
advising on all development proposals, both public

and private sector.

A foreign investor makes a One Stop Shop his/her first
and only.place of call, apart from the banks and

lawyers. There. all queries are quickly fielded to the

appropriate line ministry for "instant" response; rel-

evant information is provided, be it quarantine, areas

of government assistance, subsidies etc.; and sets of
environmental guidelines and standards are given,

togel'.er with an environmental questionnaire to be

subnritted with the development proposal.

This questionnaire is subsequently vetted against a

set of criteria which indicate tie technical need or
otherwise for the conduct of an EIA and preparation of
an Environmental lmpact Statement. lf an EIA is to be

undertaken, the CICS is required by the One Stop Shop

to set the terms of reference for the study, which is

then conducted and paid for by the proponent for the

development.

The CICS then either evaluates the EIS or calls in an

independent reviewer. Since the developer is res-

ponsible for that cost also, it is obvious that such

requirements would be undertaken only by genuine

investors. Such requirements would also apply in their
full form only to major development activities. The

CICS reports back to the One Stop Shop,
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Consultotive a'fi.ongements

The Seminar believed there was clear merit in reconsti-

tuting a form of Co-ordinating Committee for Perma-

nent Secretaries, to assist co-ordination of inter'
departmental activity on development issues and

activities. Such co-ordination is particularly important

with new proposals to ensure there are no major

hitches and the development flows smoothly.

Regular meetings of a Co-ordinating Committee
provide the opportunity for better integration of eco-

nomic and environmental considerations to ensure

development is sustai nable.

,nterdeportmentol environ mentol consultotion

The NEMS Serninar considered that a special and

continuing effort should be made to raise the level of

environmental awareness at all levels of government,

but especially of Permanent Secretaries of Ministries

and theirdeputies, and ofgovernment resource plan-

ning and management personnel. This need is dis-

cussed further in the next chapter within the context

of other environmental education initiatives.

Another need is for the identification within each

department of an officer responsible for environmen-

tal matters involving that department. The officer
becomes the main liaison point with the CICS. This role

is not one of critically examining the possible impacts

of his/her own department on the environment ; rather

his/her concern would be for how the actions of other

departments have environmental repercussions on

those areas of prime responsibility to his,/her own

department.

Coofr lslonds Conservction Service Stoffng

The CICS has a permanent staff establishment of nine,

of whom eight are based on Rarotonga; the outposted
officer is located on Aitutaki. Apart from an Australian
AVA volunteer (environmental education), all staff are

Cook lslanders.

However. there is an imbalance in the level of technical

training among the CICS staff, with only two perma-

nent officers having professional qualifications. The

CICS has been most conscious of its lack of trained
staff to discharge its responsibilities under the Con-

servation Act comprehensively and efficiently. Conse-

quently, heavy emphasis has been placed on staff
training and six trainee conservation officers have

been engaged, two of whom are currently receiving

tertiary education at the USP.
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The Conservadon Sen ice currendy {fubruary 1993) has the following staff strucutre.

Position Role Location Comments

Director

Senior CO

Senior CO

Senior CO

CO

CO

CO

CO

Secretary

AO

Trainee CO

Trainee CO

Trainee CO

Trainee CO

Trainee CO

Trainee CO

Senior CO Foreshore Protection

Head of the CICS

Environmental Planning

Environmental Education

Rarotonga

Cultural Conservation

OIC Aitutaki

Counterpart

Park Ranger

lnformation support

Clerical support

wildlife

Education

Marine wildlife

Terrestrial vegetation

Undesignated

Undesignated

Information,/ Wbrd processing/

Rarotonga

Rarotonga

Rarotonga

Rarotonga

Wildlife

Rarotonga

Aitutaki

Rarotonga

Rarotonga

Rarotonga

Rarotonga

USP

Rarotonga

USP

Rarotonga

Rarotonga

Rarotonga

AVA

Contract

Approved position

Approved position

Acting

Ivotes,' CO: Conservation officer: AO: Ad ministratio n officer.

The SOE refers (Section 5.3.1) to a nurnber of desired the technical specialists in areas such as coastal

staff positions for a Management Unit and a project zonemanagement,environmentaleducation,wildlife,

lmplementation Unit within the CICS. The Manage- information and extension, soil conservation, tradi-

ment Unit would include senior CICS planning, admin- tional practices and culture, waste control, and park

istration and support staff; it would also ultimately managers.

include five additional conservation officers to be The recruitment of staff for environmental planning,
outposted to the larger Outer lslands. They would management and adminis6ation as set out in the SOE
complement the one Conservation Officer now posted is fully supported by these NEMS. They would include
on Aitutaki. The Implementation Unit would include
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a Chief of Management. a Senior Planning Officer, an

EIA Officer, the five Outer lsland Operational Managers

referred to above, a Senior Administration Officer, and

a Computer Officer (who would provide computer

support to staff and handle information input and

output from resource databases). ln supporting the

establishment of these additional management
positions for the CICS, it is evident that the existing

Administration Officer position would need to be

retained and a further clerk recruitecl to support

budgetary and accounting activity for acquittal of
programme expenditures. At least one additional word
processor operator will also be required to support
greatly increased CICS administration requirements.

Some of the positions in the lmplementation Unit

considered necessary in the SOE would be funded under

projects such as the FAO Soil Conservation Project and the

New Zealand-funded Reforestation Project. Others are

add ressed in the programmes generated under the NEMS.

These are tabulated in Part lll of the NEMS (lmplementa-

tion and review).

It will not always be possible to recruit trained Cook

lslanders (whether in the Cook lslands or New Zealand)

to fill some specialist positions required in the near

future for NEMS programme implementation. Because

of this, it will be necessary to engage expatriate

specialists on short-term consultancy engagements,

or as secondments. The perceived likely needs for
expatriate assistance are tabulated also in Part lll. It
is expected that in due course some of the trainee

Conservation Officers will become junior counter-
parts to expatriate specialists.

Environmento I inftostrlaure

For some years the CICS occupied a small office with a

floor area of 60 sq m located on the foreshore in the

grounds of th'e Ministry of Agriculture. The space was

inadequate to accommodate the needs of the eight

existing CICS staff, and would become quite untenable

with recruitment of additional staff. The construction of
an additional 126 sq m of f'loor space has commenced

recentlywithinthe grounds of the Ministry ofAgriculture
and well back from the foreshore. The provision in the

footings for the construction of a second floor would
provide for future expansion needs.

The CICS is also not well endowed with basic office
and technical equipment needed for its management.

technical and administration functions. Pre-eminent

among those needs is adequate transport for field
rnonitoring staff in particular, and for office support.
Further needs for equipment such as computers etc.

are addressed within the context of individual NEMS

programmes.

Progrommes

,.2., Strengthengd

envtronmentctl

roles for enisting

instrtutrbns

This action proposes the development by the CICS of a consolidated policy

proposal for consideration by Cabinet which would aim, simultaneously, to

strengthen the environmental roles of the CICS, Island Councils and Govern-

ment Ministries. The Cabinet Submission would include proposals for:

l). the appointment of additional technical staff to the CICS;

2) the appointment and outposting of CICS conservation officers to
selected islands under the local direction ofthe Island Councils; and

3) the designation of staffing positions as environmental officer/s
within line Ministries,
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,.2.2 Coardindng
C-ommineeof

Permanent Secretanes

The proposed reconsrirution of this committee is a mafter for internal

government consideration. Such a commictee meetint on a monthly basis

would assist the co-ordination of iovernment programmes and would
constitute an appropriately senior group for consulation on susEinable

development issues facing the country. lt is suggested that this Co-
ordinating Commitree would be reconstituted with a minor revamping of
rhe current Task Force on Environmenr and Development.

1.2.? Enironmentol

commenton

Cobina submissions

ln the process of submitting proposals to Cabinet for their consideration it
is standard practice for submissions to be accompanied by comment from
key areas of the government's bureaucracy-usuaily the Public Service

Commission, the Department of Finance and MOPED.

It is proposed that the procedure for submission of documents to Cabinet

be modified to require socio-environmenral comment from the CICS

routinely, along with the sandard commen[ from other key bodies. lt is

considered that such a simple move would have a profound effect on the

attitudes of government departments towards environmennl
consideradons.

1.2.4 The One Stop Shop

Suotegy 1.3

Adopt Environmental lmpact
Assessment as routine procedure

There is no formal requirement at present in the Cook

lslands to evaluate the environmental impacts of all
proposed projects, that is, their sociological, ecologi-

cal. and cultural effects.

There is, therefore, also little attempt to monitor the
environmental impacts, for example, of completed
projects for land and infrastructure development to

ensure projects remain socially acceptable and eco-

logically sustai nable.

The establishmenr of a One Stop Shop is another internal matter for the

ClG. lt is proposed that MOPED be charged with the task of thinking

through the administrative operation of a One Stop Shop and subsequently

preparing a submission for Cabinet consideration

EIA is an analytical management procedure whiih is

used to predict the likely economic, social, cultural,
and biological consequences of a proposed develop-

ment activity or policy-that is, its likely effect on the

environment. As such, EIA is a veryimportant planning

tool for government as it assists the early identifica-
tion of potential problems, and hence aids planning to
prevent or to reduce adverse impacts to acceptable

levels before investment is committed.

EIA can be conducted at all levels, from a simple l0-
minute environmental questionnaire to the prepara-

tion of a detailed Environmental lmpact Statement.

Such comprehensive EIA is applied only to a develop-

ment project which a preliminary screening indicates
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is likely to have major economic, social, cultural. or

biological impacts. The size of proposed economic

investment is no guide to environmentai risk and tlrus

must not be used as a screening criterion. (Some

screening criteria are suggested below.)

EIA must be applied witltout distinction to both gov'

ernment and private sector projects, foreign and local.

Equally importantly, EIA must be applied to the policy-

making process where it nray affect the social, cultural,
physical or natural environment.

The following recommendations are made for EIA

operation in the Cook lslands.

At the notionol level

The Conservation Service be responsible for:

l) setting guidelines for when EIA is needed and

how EIA should be done;

2) setting minimum environmental standards for

water and air quality, noise control and waste

management:

3) setting guidelines for the management of en-

dangered species, cultural and historic sites,

and activities outside the l2-mile limit;

4) approving or not approving proposed projects

funded by external donor agencies for which

EIA is requested:

5) evaluating the environmental costs and

benefits of development proposals by both the

private and public sectors, where necessary

instituting in-depth EIA; and

6) monitoring the environmental performance of
lsland Councils with respect to the implemen- 

,

tation of EIA guidelines and environmental
quality standards.

At the locol government levef

The Island Councils would have primary responsibil-

ity for environmental management and be responsible

for:

l) ensuring national environmental guidelines

and standards are adopted. The lsland Councils,

however, may apply more stringent controls;

2) preparing environmental regulations

compatible with national laws and standards:

3) determining if the environmental impact of a
proposal is likely to.be significant, thus
requiring preparation o[ an Environmental

lmpact Statement;

4) making the final determination on project

approval for all publicly and privately funded
projects to be implemented on that island for

which EIA has been satisfactorily undertaken.

For those projects which have been funded by

external donor agencies, the lsland Council

concerned would make a recommendation to
the Conservation Service as to whether a project

proposal should be approved and if so under
what conditions;

5) monitoring the performance of projects which

have received environmental approval; and

6) setting clear environmental guidelines in con-

sultation with other relevant agencies on the

. followingresourceuses/activities:

. earthmoving

o forestry

r' watershed management

. mining, within the l2'mile limit

o natural habitat and wildlife protection

r nurine resoutces nlanagement.

These guidelines would be compatible with and not

diminish those guidelines established at the national
level.

The Island Council would ensure that all categories of
project proposals benefit from ElA. Three categories

are envisaged for screening projects:

Category I Simpte, low-key projects for which
. conditions can be attached to permits.
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Category 2 Project proposals requiring preliminary

environmental assessment (say, 2-20
page report).

Category 3 Project proposals requiring comprehen-

sive environmental assessment invol-
ving the preparation of an Environmen-

tal lmpact Statement.

The criteria which would trigger a Category 3 determi-
nation for requiring an Environmental lmpact State-

ment are:

l) The project is likely to cause a significant
impact on:

. water quality

o air quality

r marine resources

o cultural/historical resources

r plants and animals

. any sensitive environment,

2) The project is likely to significantly disturb
more than 1,000 sq m of land surface.

3) The project is likely to require more than 5,000

cu m of fill.

4) The project is likely to fail to comply with national
minimum environmental qualify standards for
water and air quality, noise control and waste

management.

5) The project is likely to be incompatible with
surrounding land uses.

6) The project is likely to be controversial.

For all projects which are likely to have a significant
environmental impact and are allowed to go ahead:

l) an environmental management programme

should be included in the project design

document; and

2) the capacity for proper monitoring be assured
(from either internal or external sources), to
allow the outcome to be compared with the
predicted effects and thus to permit adjust-
ment of the planned development process.

With aid programmes, EIA should always be under-

taken early in the project cycle. It should begin
immediately from the country programming mission

stage and continue through any pre-feasibility and

feasibility stages. Therefore, it should be expected

that funding agencies would include a person experi-

enced in environmental appraisal in their team.

But the first step to the proper use of ELA is to establish
guidelines and set minimum environmental standards.

It is here that the Cook Islands needs assistancel Stan-

dard guidelines must be prepared and approved (the

screening guidelines above are a first attempt only at
project categorisation; other forms of guidelines are

required as well for the conduct of EIA). And minimum
environmental standards must be prepared at the

National level to allow Island Councils then to set their
standards to match or exceed the National Standards.

Progromme

*f .3. I Deralopment of HA
guidelines & minimum

envd ron m ental stondo rds for
Noubnol Govemmentand

lslond Councib

see Appendix l. page 78

The development of EIA guidelines relevant to the Cook lslands was

srrongly advocared at the NEMS Seminar. However, guidelines on their
own are not enough; they must be accompanied by detailed administrative

procedures for their implementation. Environmental standards must also

be set for air and water quality, noise pollution and waste managemen!
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Strotegy 1.4

lJse economic policies to help
achieve sustainable development

There are many economic instruments which countries

can apply asa flexible and efficient means of promoting

sustainable practices. The first step is to reviewexisting

monetary and fiscal policies for their impacts on

sustainable resource management and environmental
protection. Those. taxes, or subsidies, which serve to

damage ecosystems or resources, or which do not

foster conservation (for example, water conservation

or energy conservation) should be removed.

New economic instruments should also be consid-

ered. For example, together with rhe removal of direct

or hidden subsidies is the equity principle that the

user of a service should pay its full cost. Likewise, as

most people by nature react quickly to economic

disincentives, those who wilfully damage or pollute

the environment must either correct the damage (if
possible)at their own cost, or the community must pay

and then recoup the outlay from the polluter. These

principles, of course, are commonly known as "user

pays" and "polluter pays" and many countries have

found their introduction quite successful in curbing

the more blatant environmental excesses.

For example, a brewery should pay the costs of any

marine pollution or stream pollution it causes, as well

as the full costs of all water, electricify and other

services used in the beer production; likewise. a fish

factory. Of course, the manufacturer will try to pass

the cost on to customers, but is usually constrained by

competition from other manufacturers who have more

environmentally efficient manufacturing processes.

Pricing policies and standards can also be used to

encourage industry to adopt resource'efficient tech-

nology. For example, high prices paid for imported

fossil fuel, and for electricity produced from imported

fuel, can stimulate the adoption of more fuel-efficient

motors; in the house it could promote greater use of
solar energy.

The Cook lslands needs faster economic growth to

secure satisfactory living standards for its growing

population. Broad policies to support such economic.

need would conceivably include the following ele-

ments, adapted from Caring for the Eanh (IUCN/

UNEP/WWF, I99I):

l) a national strategy for sustainable use of
resources;

2) provision of greater opportunities for produc-

tive employment to raise incomes and spread

the benefits throughout the population. More

industrialisation is urgently needed, but must
be done in ways that safeguard the environment;

3) action to promote private initiative, encourage

the growth of the private sector, and the devel-

opment of small and medium-sized enterprises;
particularly the granting of credit to the cash

poor and assetless:

4) action and investment to improve the institu-
tional and regulatory framework for environ-
mental management;

5) l0-15 per cent of gross domestic product

invested in future skills;

6) action to ensure that decisions about priorities

and resource allocations are made locally;

7) allocation of more resources to Outer Islands to

reduce rural-urban disparities:

8) action to ensure that women play a full part in
the process of national development;

9) encouragement of greater use of health and

educational facilities;

I0)action to pronote foreign investment, such as

the rransfer of technology which will allow
environmentally sound industrialisation;
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I l)action to help people undertake their own

development through participation in devel-

opment decisions, vocational training, and

other skill development: and

l2)monitoring the state of the environment to
provide a basis for continuing adaptation of
policy.

The Cook lslands is actively addressing some of these

policy elements for sustainable development: the

challenge of others has yet to be taken up.

Programme

*t.4.1 Enwrcnmentol There is often litle appreciation of the rue worth to the community of a

resource rccounting nation's natural resources. Like people elsewhere, Cook lslands people are

inclined to take their natural assets for granted and even regard resources
see Appcndix I. prge 80 as inexhaustible. As an instrument for sustainable development, rhere is a

need to place dollar values on natural r€sources in order to ippose
realistic costs on the development or ugilisation of those resources

according to resource scarcity. However, the rssessment of real valires for
natural resources is not simple. This programme would:

l) investigate the development of an appropriate mechanism for
environmental and resource accounting;

2) esablish a database ofcurrent base values for those resources of
greatest importance to the people; and

3) instituti training in resource accounting for senior and midJevel

managemenL



GOAL 2 Two strategies have been identified for achieving this

objective of improving environmental awareness and

education.

Effective long-term environmental management will
require an informed and supportive public. The CIC

recognises the importance ofa clear understanding by

Cook lslanders of the need for sound environmental

management and protection of its limited resource

base if its sustainable development principles are to

be achieved. It also sees the urgent need to comect the

misconception prevalent within bureaucratic circles

and in the community at large that the aims of economic

development and environmental conservation are

diametrically opposed.

The RETA has training on EIA as one major focus of its

activities and this training will be directed to relevant
personnel of both public and private sectors, and

involve the Outer Islands as well as Rarotonga-based
persons. But, of necessity, this training will reach only
a limited number of people in the first instance: the

need to raise the Ievel of environmental awareness is

for all Cook lslanders, not just for those involved in
project development and appraisal. This is the first
strategy (2.1).

There is also a clearly recognised need for traditional
knowledge to be integrated into environmental aware-

ness programmes. Knowledge and applicetion of ben-

eficial practices (such as the rabi), traditional fishing
techniques, and traditional med'icine are fading and

there is a need for comprehensive documentation of
practices, and for the promotion of their continued
use. This is the second dtrategy (2.2).

Improve

environmental

awareness &

education
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Strotegy 2.1

Increase environmental training
& public information activity

There is a need to raise the level of environrnental
awareness at all levels of Cook Islands society: the

village level: school children; the private business
sector; non-governmental organisations; and govern-

ment bureaucrats, at both the resource management

and the highest admirristrative levels. The more that
people know about, are concerned with, and speak out
on environmental issues, the greaterand more positive
is the flow-on effect. nationwide.

Atthe villoge level

'fhe need for increased awareness is particularly
apparent at the village community level. lt is the

resource owners who decide what activities will occur

on their land, and it is therefore they who have the
greatest potential effect on the environment of the

Cook lslands. Consequently, resource owners should
be the prime target forawareness-raising programmes.

Youth groups should be o prime target for roising environmentol
oworeness. (photo courtesy of Cook lslonds Tourist Authority)

If resource owners are informed about initiatives such as

the development of envirorrmental legislation and why it
is thought to be necessary, they are more likely to

understand and comply. lf such awareness raising does

not occur, the chances of successfully implementing

environmental and resource management programrnes

on traditionally owned land are gredtly reduced.

'fhe village campaign may benefit from the promotion

of dance, song and mime with an environmental
message. Such traditional art forms would serve as an

enjoyable medium for increasing understanding of
the value of the natural resources and the environmen:
tal benefits of the practice of ra'ui.

There may be merit in the incorporation of youth
groups and students, both on Rarotonga and the Outer

lslands, in the production and performance of plays
(including mime) and dances. A co-ordinator would be

needed to help produce the plays and dances. With

local input on play and dance topics and local

involvement in performances, a large cross-section of
the community would be involved and greater interest
generated in perfbrmances.

Schoof children

It is a truism that the children of today are the decision

makers of tomorrow. As such, children must be

adequately informed about their environment. The
need for school children to be more aware of
environmental issues at both the primary and

secondary school level was strongly emphasised

at the NEMS Seminar. Such education is essential

to bring about a charrge in future community
attitudes towards the environment of the Cook
lslands.

Some environmental education is currently in-

cluded in primary and secondary curicula but
there is a clear need to incorporate more

environmentally specific curricula. The
emphases of curriculum development would
vary with the level of education. For example, at

the primary level the emphasis would be on the

q-)

L)
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integration of environmental topics within existing

subjects, while at the secondary level the emphasis

would be more on separate courses and subjects on

environmental management. The developmerrt of en-

vironmental teaching aids will reflect the needs iden'

tified through developing environmental curricula.

This will involve a specialist working closely with

educators and relevant government departments.

From the earliest school age Environmental Studies

should be introduced so that conservation issues are

addressed in conjunction with underlying scientific

principles. Environmental Studies should instil in

school children an understanding of the difference

between biodegradable and non-biodegradable
products and the different disposal needs, forexample,

ofa coke can compared with a coconut. As the disposal

of wastes is a major problem in the Cook Islands, the

maximum utilisation of local biodegradable materials

rather than imported non-biodegradable substitutes

should be emphasised. The curricula should focus on

such simple illustrations to convey important envi-

ronmental messages.

However, while there is ample scope for improvement

of the environmental content of school curricula, this

may not be where the major problem lies' Teachers

have busy work schedules, and are understandably
' reluctant to put extra effort into changing their lessons

to include conservation issues.

For maximum response, interesting, informative and

relevant environmental material should be developed

and presented to teachers during workshops for teachers

already in sen,ice. Such in-service workshops would

motivate and train teachers to include environmental

education in their subjects. lt would give them ideas on

how to teach this information in interesting and in-

formative ways. lt would also bring them up to date with

new initiatives being incorporated into the curriculum.

The governm ent bureaucracy

A number of government officers, mainly from the

Ministries of Agriculture, Fisheries and Health, reach a

wide cross-section of the community through their

routine extension activities. Many of their extension

programmes are environmentally relevant. However,

it should be noted that the training/work environment

of extension officers comnronly emphasises economic

development, rathe,r than the necessary integration of
environmental and economic consideratisns. Through

additional in-service training provided by the CICS,

these officers could become more effective advocates

for sustainable development.

There is a further need to raise the environmental

awareness of all government officers, particularly

those who plan resource use or manage resources, but

most especially of the senior staff of ministries includ-
ing the Permanent Secretaries and their deputies. The

NEMS Seminar also considered that special attention

should be paid to the education of politicians on ways

in which environmental protection can be practised

alongside economic development. The education of
the lsland Councils and Aronga Mana on sustainable

development practices should also not be neglected;

they should be kept well informed of practices which

could affect the quality of their land.

A role for other orgonisotions

W.hile the CICS has a responsibility for informing the

public on environmental issues, the responsibility for
environmental education is not that of the CICS alone.

Existing institutions should be encouraged to assist in

the dissemination of information. It will, of course, be

the Education Department which has the critical role

to play within the schooling system. But there are a

numberof otherinstitutions in the Cook lslands which

could play an increased role in promoting awareness

of environmental. issues. Notable among these are

the non-governmental organisations, particularly the

churches and women's groups.

Women's groups include:

Cook lslands National Council of Women

Child Welfare Association
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Cook lslands Business & Professional Women's

Association

Cook lslands Nurses' Association

Cook lslands United Teachers' Association

Catholic Women's League

Cook lslands Christian Church Women's Ekalesia

LDS Relief Society

SDA Women (Dorcas)

Hospital Comforts Committee

Pan Pacific Southeast Asian Women's Association

Other organisations which can contribute to the imple-
mentation of environmental strategies include:

traditional leaders (House of Arikis and the
Koutu Nui)

village committees

cultural groups

youth groups

service organisations (Lions Club, Rotary Club,
Boys Brigade, Girl Guides)

fishing groups

growers association

Cook lslands Chamber of Commerce

In summary, this strategy aims for a sustained cam-
paign to raise public awareness to be mounted through-
out the country as an urgent necessity. The implemen-

tation of the strategy, through a set of programmes,

would involve all forms of communication media .

(television, radio, newspapers, posters, and other
printed material); development of specific curricula
for the primary and secondary schools, vocational
training centres, and theological colleges; training of
existing agriculture, fisheries and health extension
staff in correct environmental principles'and prac-

tices; and organisation and conduct of workshops/
conferences for tlre people of the Outer lslands through
the lsland Councils, for the people of Rarotonga

through the House ofArikis and the Koutu Nui, and for
government technicians, Heads of Departments, and

the nation's policy makers in Parliament.

Progrommes

* z.t.t Etironmenul
oworcness toining

see Appendix |, page 82

Government officers have usually received training only within their technical

specialisadon. For them to ake a broader environmenal perspective, some in-

service training would be required to increase their awareness of environmennl
issues and their appreciation of sustainable development principles.

This programme aims to:

l) traln a range of people on panicular issues of environmental imponance, and

encourage them to take their knowledge into the community and train others;

2) tnin tovernment staff responsible for resource planning and managemenr

in sound environmental principles and pnctices;

3) establish a process to keep politicians, lsland Councils and Aronga Mana

informed of developments that could impact on their environment; and

4) encourage politicians, lsland Councils and Aronga Mana to find ways in which

. economic development can proceed in an environmenally appropriate manner.
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*2.1.2 Enironmennl
youth programme

see Appendix l. page 85

*2.1.3 Ftironmentol
educaion in

s&oolumaia

see Appendix l, page 86

* 2.t.4 Environmentol

lnforma)on

Oficer

see Appendix l, page 88

* 2.1.5 Fttironment
Resource Gntre

see Appendix l, page 90

The use of environmenul brochures, posters, and the like has its merits

but is a "dry", passive process. Environmental messages are better

communicated within the community in a panicipatory, fun way. This

programme aims to increase environmental awareness by supponing

students and youth groups on each island to develop their own environ-

mental messages through plays, dance and song.

This programme will stimulate treater emphasis on environmenul issues in

the formal education process. The programme would develop lessons and

teaching aids for primary and secondary levels, incorporating additional

and locally relevant environmenal material and, as such, build on current

curriculum development efforts. The programme would also provide

training fior teachers on the use of the teaching material for the environ-

mental curricula.

The amount of accurate and relevant environmenal information available

to both government and communiq/ is quirc limited. The communication of
up-to-date information to the media, in panicular, and to organisations

with effecdve communication networks is a vital part of educating the

public on conservation issues and raising awareness of susainable

development practices.

This programme would fund the local recruitment and training of an

Environmental Information Officer for the producdon of factual environ-

mental resource material in formats suitable for prinl radio and TV media-

Appropriate resource material would be provided on a regular basis to all

media outlets to ensure a high profile is mainained on conservation issues.

It is often difficult in the Cook lslands to obtain accurate, relevant and up-

to-date information on the environment What information is available in

the way of reports, text books, pamphlets, Posters, photographic slides and

videos is scattered over a number of locations and not cross-indexed for
ready access. There is a need for all environmentally relevant material to
be indexed, particularly so the material now housed at the Conservation

Service.
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It is a fundamental role also of the Service Eo acguire more environmentally
releyanr informadon, nor only pring film and sound, bur also preserved

biological specimens, geological samples and the like. This programme
would assist to establish an Environment Resource Centre within the
Conservadon Service which would service the information needs of the
community, schools and government departments. The programme would
fund the recruitmenr and training of a librarian ro operate the Environment
Resource Centre.

* 2.1.6 National Bienniol This programme aims at the ontoing process of strategr revision and
Enironment Conference developmen! .rssessment of effecdveness of programme implemena-

tion, recognition of new environmental concerns and funher develop-

see Appendix t. page 92 ment of culturally attuned approaches to sustainable developmenr
The proposed means is rhrough the conduct every two years ofa
national environment conference involving traditional leaders, Govern-
ment and lsland Councils representatives, rhe churches, and other non-

tovernmenr organisations.

important to preserve traditional knowledge and
practices in complete detail.

This strategy would be given initial effect through a

programme to expand documentation of traditional
knowledge and resource management systems; and

The inherent value of many good traditional systems to assess the use of elements of that knowledge in

as a base for developing new environmentally sustain- contemporary resource management.

able systems for resource utilisation is widely
recognised today. These traditional systems must be

protected and assessed. Where f'easible, they can be

enhanced.

The way many people now use and look after their
resources indicates a rapidly occurring loss of
traditional knowledge. Such loss could inhibit future
attempts to maintain those traditional practices which
may be important in the future for achieving sustained

use of renewable resources. It is therefore very

Strotegy 2.2

Preserve traditional knowledge
management s,ystems
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GOAL 3 Cook lslanders have long lived in close harmony with
their environment. Careful husbandry of resourCes

was fundamental to survival, and specific systems

were developed (ra'ut) lvhich included prohibitions
by traditional leaders on the utilisation of certain
resources, or specifications on the type and extent of
utilisation. Ra'ui allowed resources to recover after a

special event such as a feast, or sought to improve the
yield of a particular resource.

The land area of the l5 islands of the Cook Islands

comprises only 237 sq km. This is small but vitally
important, agriculturally, to both the local economy

and for export earnings. By contrast, the Exclusive

Economic Zone (EEZ) is nearly 2 million sq km, one-

fourth of the continental United States, and
constituting, potentially. the most economically
significant natural resources of the Cook Islands.

There is an obvious need to explolt the under-utilised
pelagic and deep'bottom fish resources ofthe EEZ, but
exploitation must be planned to ensure a sustained
yield of the nation's marine resources. Inshore,
particular attention has to be paid to the conservative

use of reef, reef.flat and lagoon resources which are

gleaned daily for food near the main population

centres. At the land-marine interface. the coastal zone

is especially environmentally important. This is where
most of the population lives and the area inherently
most sensitive to environmental disturbance.

While the natural resources of the Cook Islands are nor
suffering from the environmental pressures faced by
a number of other countries in the Pacific region, a

number of environmental problems are becoming

apparent and there is no room for complacency. There

is a clear need to identify strategies and determine
priorities for the management of the country's natural
resources to ensure the problems are addressed
swiftly, and to lay the foundation for their future
sustainable use.
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Four strategies were selected to address the prime

objective of managing and protecting the natural

resources of the Cook Islands:

l) support sustainable praclices for the utilisation
of the coastal zone;

2) support sustainable use of marine resources;

3) support sustainable use of land resources; and

4) establish and manage protected areas-

These strategies, together with selected, prioritised

programmes for achieving those strategies are dis-

cussed in this chapter.

Strotegy 3.1

Support sustainable, co.rstal
resource use practices

The coastal zone is of utmost importance for Cook

lslanders, being the place where most people live and

work. It is also this zone, with its images of unspoilt,

clean, white sand beaches and spectacular coastal

scenery, which is a major drawcard for tourists.

However, the coastal zone is also the most sensitive

environmental zone in the Cook Islands and its use

demands planning and careful management.

Coastal degradation and erosion are a major concern

to the Cook Islands Government. In the Northern

Group, coastal erosion is attributed mainly to natural

causes. ln the Southern Group, although there are a

number of natural factors contributing to coastal

erosion, most erosion is directly attributable to the

actions of people. The degradation of coastal re-

sources since the 1950s has been most notable on

Rarotonga and Aitutaki. Removal of sand and aggre-

gate material, construction of buildings and other

structures (notably unplanned seawalls), and poor

land-use practices on land adjacent to the coastal zone

all take their toll on this fragile ecosystem.

Of these factors, the removal of sand and aggregate

has been a particular concern. Enormous volumes

have been removed from the coastal zone of Rarotonga

since the 1950s for use in buildin! and road construc'

tion, and the resulting beach degradation has created

public pressure for control of the practice.

The unplanned construction of rock or concrete

seawalls, or wave-deflecting structures in some areas

of Rarotonga, has also induced severe coastal erosion

through their interference with the natural hydraulics

of water movement within the lagoon. Carefully
planned engineering structures may, on the other

hand, prevent accelerated erosion of the shoreline or
help to rehabilitate eroded, areas. Engineering-based

solutions to coastal erosion problems include the

design of coastal structures which work with natural

forces rather than against them. Such an example is

provided through the Coastal Management Units
(CMUs) placed near the Rarotongan Hotel in 199I,

which use natural forces to help restore a sand beach.

fhe loss of sond from beoches cen mor on

otherwise prime tourist osset (photo rcuftesy of
Cook lslonds Tounst Authority)



Land use in areas adjacent to the coastal zone also

cause degradation. Upland erosion resulting from
poor agricultural practices, poor practices associated

with engineering works, and poor maintenance of
drainage channels has resulted in high suspended

sediment loads in streamflow and overland flow, with
the discharge of large volumes of silt into the lagoons.

Such siltation is known to kill coral reefs and adversely

affect lagoon productivity. Pollution from untreated
sewage also degrades the coastal environment in a

number of islands in both the Northern and Southern

Groups.

The protection of the coastal zone calls for the
progressive developing of a range of approaches, one

of which is legislation. The Conservation Act 1986-87

specifically prohibited any activity in the foreshore

zone without the prior.consent of the Conservation

Council. This covered activities such as the removal of
sand and aggregate, and construction work. Despite

the strong public concern over the extent of coastal

erosion, compliance was poor. The current environ-
mental legislation under consideration (a Bill for the

Sustainable Use of the Environment) also includes
similar provisions forcoastal protection and proposes

higher penalties for offences. Whether such penalties

will adequately address problems of poor compliance

remains to be seen.

The development of legislation cannot be considered

in isolation. Rather. there is a need for clear and
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effective coastal planning in conjunction with legisla-

tive action. Such planning should identify areas at risk
and develop appropriate response strategies, and

those strategies should take into full account the large

body of traditional knowledge on resource protection.

Such planning must necessarily involve close

consultation with traditional and elected leaders, and

with the wider community. Any coastal management
plans which are developed should also incorporate an

educational component to strengthen community

awareness on the need for coastal protection.

A study of coastal protection and port improvement
has recently been undertaken by JICA, in close co-

operation with relevant agencies of the Cook lslands

Government. This study focused on the protection of
the coastal zone of Rarotonga against cyclones and

other severe storm events, and should serve as base

for the development of a Coastal Zone Management

Plan for Rarotonga.

The fundamental problem of removal of sand and

aggregate material from the coastal zone also must be

addressed. This is likely to continue unless some

economically viable alternative source of construc-
tion grade sand is established. Locating an alternative

source of sand and aggregate should therefore receive

high priority. One recognised possible source is the

detritus at the ocean outfall of the passages in the

fringing reef.

Programmes

* L l.l Development of
o C-oostalZone

MonagementPlan fur the
Cooklslands

A national plan would be prepared which identifies areas most at risk from

erosion and other forms of coastal degradation, develops guidelines for
the protection of coastal areas, and incorporates traditional knowledge in

iu proposed management practices.

see Appendix l. page 96
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*3.f.2 Almmodrcsources of
cons/f;uction sond & oggregote on

Rorotonga

see Appendix l, page 98

Strotegy 3.2

Support sustainable use of marine resources

The marine resources of the Cook Islands have great

significance for the government and people of the

Cook Islands. The better utilisation of offshore marine

resources and the development of mariculture (pearl

fishing, giant clam, and trochus shell farming) are

areas of economic development attracting the strong

support of the Cook lslands Covernment. Such

development is promoted under the CIG policy of
"pursuing ... sound economic exploitation, man-

agement and conservation" and "maintaining strict

management and environmental controls over the

lagoons to prevent diseases and pollution ..." (pre-

election Manifesto of the Cook lslands Party).

The Ministry of Marine Resources is primarily respon-

sible for the management of marine resources, The

Marine Resources Act 1989 provides for the manage'

ment and development of fisheries and related mat-

ters. It empowers lsland Councils together with local

fisheries committees to manage and develop fisheries

resources, which include all aquatic plants and ani-

mals, Future development of marine resources will
focus on:

I) extension of local pelagic fishery;

2) mariculture, particularly pearl farming;

3) maximising economic return from the fishing

of the EEZ by foreign nations;

4) recreational fishing opportunities;

5) tourism as it relates to tropical fish and

shellfish: and

This is a protramme to assess the economic and environmental feasibility

of recapturing sand and aggreSate deposia from the ocean outhlls of reef

passages of Rarotonga for use in construcdon.

6) the proximity to the productive alhacore tuna
fisheries in the waters south of the Cook lslands
(National Resources and Development Strategy;

I 992-1994).

Fishing activity has in the past been primarily of a

subsistence nature and focused inshore on reefs and

lagoons, or a part-time commercial activity for a few

fishermen. This is changing, with increasing commer-

cial fishing activity being encouraged through the

placement of fish aggregating devices (FADs) and the

refinement of fishing techniques. However, the annual

subsistence catch currently exceeds the commercial

harvest. Any practices which adversely affect the

inshore fisheries resources are therefore of great

concern.

Specific concerns about the inshore fishery raised at

the National Environment Seminar included;

l) use of natural fish poisons, particularly derris
rool ('o/a papua) and barringtonia seeds (utu)
which can prove toxic to coral polyps and small
fish which are important linkages within the

marine food chain:

2) destructive fishing with dynamite, which has

been reported it1 some areas of Rarotonga and .

Aitutaki;

3) the use of gill-nets with mesh sizes smaller
than 3.5 inches, which indiscriminately
harvests the smaller fish necessary for
maintenance of the lagoon food chain; and.

4) the uncontrolled and increasing use of SCUBA

with spear guns for cornmercial fishing for reef
species.



There is thus a need for greater controls over such
practices and the imposition of appropriate, commu-

nally approved penalties. Specific actions that could
be considered include: bans on netting in Avatiu and

Avarua Harbours; bans on nets in front of traditional
fish traps (pa);enforcing the use of appropriate mesh

sizes of fishing nets; and bans on the use ofSCUBA for
fishing within lagoons.

The Cook lslands is now producing increasing num-

bers of black pearls, with ihe pearl-farming industry
rapidly becoming of major economic importance.
lndeed, the development of the black pearl industry
is identified as a key element of the Government's

Natural Resources and Development Strategy, 1992-
1994. All cultured pearls are currently grown in
Manihiki' but it is proposed to expand the industry tG

other islands of the Northern Group such as Penrhyn,
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where natural pearls have been harvested for many
years.

lf pearl farming is not carefully controlled, there could
be major environmental problems in the Northern
Group. French Polynesia has already experienced such

problems, with pearl shells and other shellfish species

being virtually wiped out of some lagoons by disease.

At Manihiki itself, the protection of the lagoon envi-

ronment is fundamental to the development of the

industry. The extent of lagoon pollution in Manihiki is
increasing due to a numberof factors including sewage

and poor pearl-farming practices. There is thus a need

for a plan of management which would aim to protect

the rapidly growing pearl-farming industry based in
the lagoon, thus contributing to the sustained
development of the industry and of Manihiki lsland
itself.

5l

Programmes

* 3.2.1 Darclopmentof
dn enironmentol

monogement&
moniunngplanBr

MonihikiLagoon

see Appcndix l. page 100

The plan of management will entail the conduct of a baseline survey of
current environmental health of the lagoon; the identification of specific

management actions to be undertakent and the recruitment of gwo

CICS officers to be outposted to Manihiki for: roucine monitoring of
environmental hctors affecting the lagoon, operating under the day-to-day

direction of the Manihiki lsland Council.

* 3.2.2 Developmentof
polici* & procedures

to minimise ovefshing of
reeF & lagoons

see Appendix l. pnge 103

This programme would fund a two-year secondment to the Ministry

of Marine Resources of a marine resources expert with panicular

experience in assessment of fish stocks, preferably in a Pacific lsland

environment. This expen would be supported by a Cook lslands Maori-

speaking counterpart who is familiar with Cook lsland customs and

practices. Complementing this protramme would be a malor community

education protramme directed at countering unsustainable fishing

practices.
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Strotegy 3.3 .

Support sustainable use of land resources

Its meagre land resources are critical to the Cook

lslands if current self-reliance for most food is to be

maintained. Poor land-use planning and management

practices can lead to major impacts, for the social and

cultural environment as well as for the land resources

themselves. For example, the unplanned physical

development of commercial and industrial ventures

has led in the past to serious degradation ofadjacent

lagoon and reef systems on Rarotonga.

Except for a small area of Crown Land used for public

purposes, all land is in the hands of the people. The

sale of land is prohibited and the only permitted

transfers, other than inheritance, are by lease and

occupation rights (Crocombe, 1987). The complex

tenurial arrangements make it difficult to impose

comprehensive land use controls in a Western sense,

and this underscores the importance of consultation

and co-operation with traditional landowners and

leaders in seeking to change existing patterns of land

use.

Soil erosion is the major land management problem in

the Cook lslands, much of it resulting from poor

Coostol erosion is o mojor environmental
problem. All development must be corefully
plonned to minimise disturbonce to the
coostol zone. (photo courtesy ofcook
lslands Consewotion Service)

agricultural practices. Some land areas in the Cook

Islands are being intensively cultivated due to occu-
pation rights arrangements, or for the development of
commercial-scale agricultural monoculture, such as

pineapples. Cultivation on steep slopes or the use of
inappropriate techniques has led to severe erosion

in a number of islands.. Erosion has also arisen from
poor road construction, excavation of house sites

and, on Rarotonga, the excavation of soil borrow-pits

for filling in coastal wetland to create building sites.

The root cause of these accelerated erosion problems

is ignorance and a prevalent attitude by landowners

that, by tradition, they can do anything they wish on

their own land, even if it does impact on the rights of
others, There are no proper guidelines and planning

for new projects, and there is no comprehensive land

rehabilitation programme, although a major start has

been made with successful reforestation programmes.

Currently, there is also little public will to observe

such planning guidelines.

Two programmes are outlined in this strategy. One

deals with the development of guidelines for soil

management to minimise soil loss arising from land

management activities. The second relates to the

expansion of existing reforestation programmes.
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Progrommes

*3.3.1 Developmentof

soil monagement
guidefines

seeAppendix [,page 104

This programme would fund the recruitment of a soil conservation

specialist for a period of six months to develop soil conservation guidelines

for land development activities which are likely to induce accelerated

erosion. The specialisc would develop an adminisrative system under che

Act which makes these guidelines binding on all public and private sector

activity which involves significant soil disturbance. The specialist's dme

would be split over a period of l2 months, during which he would be

supponed in-country by a Cook lslands Maori-speaker with agriculture/soil

erosion training who would be attached to the MinistD/ of Agriculture.

* 3.3.2 Reforestotron of
grosslond &

eroded oreos

see Appendix |, page l()6

Strotegy 3.4

Establish & manage protected areas

The need for conservation of areas of special ecologi-

cal, archaeological. historic, or aesthetic value is now

commonly accepted world-wide. lt is a need founded

on common sense. Through the protection of such

areas mankind helps ensure that ecological processes

and life support systems are maintained, genetic

diversity preserved, and ecosystems and species

utilised in a manner which is sustainable.

Ihe oesthetjc oppeol of such beoutiful oreos os

this Rarotongo volley con only be protected with
the full co-operotion of customorf londowners.

(photo courtesy of Cook lslands Conservotion Eemice)

The Forestry Division of the Ministry of Agriculture would receive

supplementary funding over a two-year period to permit an acceleration

of the planned reforestation programme on Mauke and Rarotonga.

The programme would include funds for improving fire protection for
the reforested areas.
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The protection of areas and species of special signifi-

cance is not a new concept in the Cook lslands.

However, it has traditionally been achieved through

means other than the formal reservation of land and

marine areas, such as the imposition of ra ui on the

use of resources. To dale, there has been limited

development of formal protected areas in the Cook

Islands. The only formally established protected area

to date is Suwarrow National Park, 0.4 sq km in area.

A number of other protected areas have been

investigated.

The selection of areas for which special protection is

considered necessary can only be done in close con-

sultation with the lsland Councils and with the full co-

operation of customary landowners. The Tourism
Master Plan identifies a number of potential reserve

areas which could be developed to assist with nature-

based tourism on the Outer lslands.

Programmes

' * 3.4.1 Development of
tourismSosed

conservstion areos

sec Appendix l. pagc 108

*3.4.2 Applicaion of
voditionolknowledge

to resource

conservouon proctices

sce Appcrnrlir l. page 109

The linkage of conservation and tourism is seen as having great potential

for developing protected areas on Rarotonga and the Outer lslands. This

protramme has been developed to focus attention on this concept with
respect to the Outer lslands. The programme will investigate specific

proposals arising from the Tourism Master Plan, with the objective of
establishing a number of conservation areas in the Outer lslands, where

these are supported by the lsLnd Councils. Management plans would be

developed for agreed areas and implemented through lsland Councils with

landowners reuining overall management control. The main focus for
establishing conservation areas would be on Atiu, Mang-aia and Penrhyn.

The exisdng CICS programme for protection of the herbs and shrubs used

in traditional Cook lslands Maori medicine and documentation of their
usage for the benefit of future generations is an important early initiative in

rhe preservation of traditional knowledge. This NEMS protramme supports

an expansion of that.programme through:

| ) the engagement of traditional studies research advisers to establish a

systematic programme for documenting and evaluating traditional
resource conservation practices;

2) an inventory of raditional medicinal plants used in Cook lsland

communities: and

3) the establishment on Rarotonga of a herb garden or arboretum for
tradidonal medicine plants.

The proposed programme would fund the recruitrnent of an issistant to
support the existing CICS Traditional Specialist for two years.
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GOAL 4

Manage waste &

control pollution

Modern pockaging is o sriniltcont
component of solid woste. Poorly

monaged gorbage dumps are o

signi/icont env,rcnmentol problem.
(photo couftesy ofCook Islands

C.onseruoilon Service)

The increasing volume of solid waste and its disposal

is a major problem for the Cook Islands. The acquisi-

tion of suitable sites for garbage dumps is particularly

difficult due to lack of suitable land, while manage-

ment of the sites currently used is generally poor, and

the local cause of a number of environmentat prob-

lems. The disposal of sewage is a problem,.particularly

so on Rarotonga and atolls such as Manihiki. Septic

systemsareoverloaded, sometimes poorly sited, caus-

ing pollution from effluentdischarge. Water pollution

is a particular concern, but the extent and severity is

unknown because of the lack of routine monitoring.

The improper use and disposal of agricultural and

other hazardous chenricals is a matter of concern for
pollution of soil and water, and thence through- the

food chain to the population. This concern is particu-

larly strong for areas where large volumes of biocides
have been used for commercial fruit production. But,

without monitoring of chemical residues in food,

occurrences of contamination which could seriously
impair human health cannot be detected and correc-

tive action taken.

Because of contamination, groundwater on some atolls
is unfit for human use, apart from washing. Due to

the limited supply of groundwater plus the threat of
contamination, most atolls rely on rainwater catch-

ment and storage systems. The CIC has had a major
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programme to promote household and community

rainwater storages; this should be continued and

storage capacity increased.

The risk of marine pollution from an oil spill is often

thought of as remote until it happens. No area of the

world is safe from accidents which can lead to such

potentially catastrophic spills, and environmental
planning must therefore cope with that risk. Practical

training needs to be provided to key public and private

sector personnel in both Southern and Northern

Croups.

Similarly, the problem of fuel spills on land, such as

those which have occurred at the main fuel supply

outlets and at the premises of major fuel users (such

as the Electric PowerSupply plants and the modernised

bakeries on Rarotonga), should be addressed through
practical training programmes.

Another area of waste of considerable economic

concern is that of energy. This is produced from

diesel-powered generators, the diesel being imported

at high cost. Where diesel is then shipped in drums to

the Outer lslands, freight charges make the landed

cost extremely high. Consequently, the CIG is keen to

explore more cost-effective forms of electricity for

the Outer lslands, among which photovoltaic systems

appear to hold some promise. Other forms of renew'

able energy will also be investigated as cost-effective

supplements to existing forms of energy.

Strategy 4.1

lmprove disposal of solid w.rstes
& sewage

Solidworte diqoro,l

It is currently estimated that the Cook lslands has to

dispose of more than 9,000 cu m ofrubbish each year.

Such disposal presents a major and incri:asingly more

urgent problem for the Cook lslands, as it is does for
all small island nations with severe land limitations.
The increasing volume of solid waste is attributed to
the changing life-style of Cook Islanders. The demand

for imported goods has led to the need for disposal of
an increasing volume of packaging material made up,

for the most part, of non-biodegradable plastics and

aluminium beverage cans. And more organic waste,

formerly burnt at home, is now taken to a public dump,
as one consequence of the increasing use of gas and

electric stoves.

On Rarotonga, because of the problem of acquiring
land, swampland and former taro production areas are

being used for solid waste disposal. The landowners in
most cases see garbage disposal as a means of site

reclamation for housing purposes. Dump manage-

ment on Rarotonga is constrained because of frag-

mented effort between' three government agencies

and made even more difficult because the public are

freely permitted to dump rubbish outside normal
working hours. Poorly managed dumps cause water
pollution, block drains, induce ponding which is a

breeding ground for mosquitoes, provide a breeding
ground for vermin, and have a foul odour: The man-

agement of Rarotonga rubbish dumps would therefore

benefit from clarification of administrative responsi-

bilities, regulatory control of dump access, and traini ng

of dump management staff.

Dump sites on the Outer Islands are the responsibility
of the Island Councils. Rubbish collection on Rarotonga

is undertaken by private contractors, and elsewhere in



the Southern Croup by the government. ln the North-

ern Group, solid waste is dumped on the foreshore.

Sewoge disposal

Sewage disposal is a recognised problem, but the

extent of the problem on each island has not been

quantified, nor is there any routine monitoring of
streamflow, groundwater, and marine water quality.

On Rarotonga, most households have septic tanks, but
such systems are not suitable for larger hotels and

motels handling large numbers of tourists. Septic tank
sludge is spread on orchard lands as fertiliser. There

is evidence in some Avarua households that sewage

has contaminated the soil, and the incidence of algal
growth along the Rarotonga foreshore and on some

watercourses indicates an increased level of nutri-
ent in surface runoff, although this may be partly
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attributable to nutrient leaching associated with the

extensive use of fertilisers.

The effluent from larger hotels is discharged into the

sea following a primary level of treatment; however,

there is growing concern about *re effectiveness of
such waste treatment systems and currently one major
hotel's system is inoperative. With the expanding

tourism industry, plans for the construction of
sewerage system and sewage treatment plants be-

come urgent.

On the atolls, there is concern that the advocated use

of pour-flush and pit toilets causes pollution of the

shallow water table leading to a high incidence of
gastro-intestinal disease. The use of alternate closed-

system "bio-toilets" is advocated for such situations
where wastes are composted and can be used to help

maintain garden fertility of the infertile coralline soil.

Progrommes

*4.1.1 Rorotongawoste

dispuol monogement

see Appendix I, page I I I

* 4.t.2 Outer lslonds

sofidwoste disposol

progrdmme

seeAppendir Lpage I13

This programme addresses the urgent need on Rarotonga to improve the
disposal of solid and liquid wastes. lt would entail a detailed feasibility study

of alternative systems for sewage and solid waste disposal coupled with a

design brief. A second phase would entail the calling of tenders for design,

construction and commissioning of a sewerage system.

The programme would comprise the initiation of a garbage collection

service under the control of the lsland Council with separation of non-

biodegradable from biodegradable rubbish at point of collection, and

training of Council staff on waste handling and dump site managemenL

The programme would also include householder education on the

separation of non-biodegradable rubbish from other household refuse

which will rot and can be used for gprden composq and householder

training on effective composting techniques.
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* 4.1.3 Outer Islond

so nitotio n d em onstation
progromme

see Appcndix l. page I 14

*4.1.4 Woter quolity

monitoring progromme

on Rorotnngo &f$wtoki

sr'e Appendix I, page I 16

Strotegy 4.2

lmprove supply of safe drinking water

Without an adequate water supply, sustainable devel'

opment cannot be achieved. The CIC is acutely con-

scious that an assurance of sufficient volumes of high

quality drinking water is basic to an improved quality

of life for Cook Islanders. On Rarotonga this water is

sourced from the watersheds of the mountainous

interior of the island, and supply is not yet a major

problem. ln the atolls, where the groundwater re-

source is fragile and prone to contamination from

human wastes and salt intrusion, rainwater tanks and

cisterns provide the main source of drinking water.

Alternative means of fresh water supply are suggested

from time to time including desalination systems,

but they are expensive to install and particularly so

to maintain. Nothing has been shown to be better

economically, and certainly not simpler, than collec'

tion of rainwater.

This would be a demonstration exercise to create in the communities of

the Outer lslands an awareness of the hygiene advantages of modern bio'

toilet composting systems designed for an outer island, low water supply

situation. The demonstration would be undertaken at schools on Manihiki,

Rakahanga and Penrhyn.

This programme would firstly establish a comprehensive set of baseline

data for a selected range of sites on the two islands for water quality

(marine and fresh water) which is fundamental to later institudon of
rourine monitoring of water quality. A routine system would be devised

and instituted for monitoring water quality, and both Cook lslands saff
and a counterpart manager trained to continue water quality monitoring

beyond programme life.

Rainwater is plentiful during the wet season, but

during an extended dry season of three months or

more, current storage facilities are insufficient. The

demand for potable water has exceeded available

storage capacity even for routine use. In the event of
an extended drought, the atolls are vulnerable with
respect to water supplies. Hence, the design, construc-

tion and maintenance of adequate water storage is

a key issue. The CIG Water Tank Programme for a

number of the islands of tle Northern Group aims to
provide sufficient water to satisfy basic needs at both

the individual household and community levels; tank

size is 4500 L (1000 gall). However, it is desirable that

storage volume be at least 9000 L (2000 gall) per

household, assuming an average household of four
persons with minimum usage of 25 L per day per

person, and a likely three-month dry period. While

atoll dwellers were once renowned for their frugal use

of fresh water (using the sea for bathing and coconuts

for drinking), 25 L per person for drinking, cooking,

bathing, and other household needs is a bare daily

minimum requirement today.
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Progromme

*4.2.t Atollwster
cotdtment& storoge

prcgramme

seeAppendix l.page ll8

Stotegy 4.3

Anticipate pollution emergencies

The only real major pollution emergency with which

Cook Islands could be faced is that of accidental (or

otherwise) spill of oil, with potential catastrophic
consequences for marine Iife, reefs and beaches. The

ClGis well aware of theriskandan oil spill contingency
plan has been prepared. But any such plan will be only

This is fundamentally a self-help programme directed to all people living

on the atolls of the Nonhern Group to assisr them to acquire safe,

reliable and adeguate supply of drinking water through establishing or
upgr.ading of roof catchments and rainwater storate systems. This

programme would supplement the existing CIG rainwater household and

community storage programme. First funding priority would be given to
households on Pukapuka and Nassau. The programme would also

support the local manuhcture of fibreglass tanks by private industry.and

encoumte training on stgrate maintenance.

m
FFrtT
ru
frh

as effective as the training of the people who have to

implement it in an emergency, and the equipment
immediately available for the task. Practical training
exercises need to be run in the Northern Group as well
as on Rarotonga.

Programme

*4.3.1 Parclloll
lubrkant (POL)

emerger?(y response

see Appendix I, page 120

Strotqy 4.4

Use & abuse of hazardous chemicals

The possible cumulative effects of biocide residues

and heavy metals is considered by the Conservation

Service to be an area of significant concern. However,

the real extent of the problem of misu$e of chemicals

such as fungicides and pesticides is unknown as there

This programme would provkle further training in practical, hands-on

situadons for public and private sector personnel likely to involved in any

oil spill emergency. Necessary equipment and chemicals would be

purchased and traininggiven in their use.

is a lack of regular monitoring of soil, plant and water

at one end of the production spectrum, and of meat,

seafood, vegetables and fruit at the consumer end.

There is a need for the establishment of routine
monitoring systems and for the training of relevant

field and laboratory staff. Chemical monitoring con-

cerns the CICS, the Agriculture Department and the

Public Health Departm€nt.
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Progromme

* 4.4.1 hvironmentol
monttoring of hozardous

chemicols

see Appcndix l. prgc | 2 |

Strotegy 4.5

Promote nonaolluting forms of energy

The Cook Islands is completely dependent upon

imported fuels for its commercial energy supplies,

with imported fuels accounting for more than 90 per

cent of all imports. The Department of Electricity

Power Supply (EPS) supplies electricity to all islands

through diesel generation sets with the exception of
Pukapuka and Nassau. On some islands, electricity
supply is not continuous but restricted to specified

short periods.

The main fuel in the non-commercial sector is fire-

wood which is still used on the Outer Islands for

cooking in traditional ovens. On Rarotonga, there is an

increasing use of gas cookers.

This programme would establish the need and requirements for a system

for routine monitoring of foods for pesticide residues, heavy metals, drugs,

hormones. and other hazardous or toxic residues.

The government has actively sought to promote re-

newable sources of energy and to reduce the country's
dependence on imported fuels. Most successful has

been the introduction of domestic solarwater heaters,

which are produced locally. Photovoltaic systems have

also been incorporated successfully in some of the

Northern Croup islands. Positive experience has also

been acquired with steam generators fired by wood,

and by small-scale waste incinerators.

On Rarotonga where there is an urgent need to up-

grade electricity generation capacity' to cope with
expanding demands of industry and the tourism sector,

the government has considered other electricity
generation systems feeding into an island grid.

Progromme

*4.5.1 NorthemGroup

solor elxtrifrcation

sec'Appendix l. page l2-l

This programme aims to fund the installation of photovoltaic electrification

systems in Manihiki, Rakahanga and Palmerston for basic household lighting

and refrigeration. The Cook lslands already has experience with the

successful introduction and maintenance of such systems, and aims to
extend such technology to isolated Outer lslands where the cost of
imponed diesel for electricity Seneration is prohibitive.
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Implementation
The implementation of these National Environment

Management Strategies will be a major task which

must involve the Cook lslands Government, lsland

Councils, House of Arikis, Koutu Nui, Aronga Mana,

churches, other non-governmental organisations and

the private sector if they are to have any real prospect

of success. But some ministry or body has to steer that
process and provide impetus and follow-through. It
has been proposed in these NEMS that the overall
implementing body be the Task Force on Environment

and Development which would be retained beyond its

original charter of the RETA and the National Report to

UNCED, as well as being somewhat revamped and
given powers of enforcement. Comprising, as it does,

senior representatives from relevant areas of the

public sector, the Conservation Counciland the Cham-

ber of Commerce, as well as proposed representation
from Aronga Mana and the Council of Churches, this

body is best placed to ensure the co-operation and co-

ordination so vital to NEMS implementation.

A number of important principles will guide the

implementation of these strategies and action
programmes. Cook lslands ownership of the NEMS will
be retained at all times, also the high level of cross'

sectoral involvement and the intimate association of
traditional leaders. Public education to raise environ-
mental awareness is to be stressed and used at every

opportunity. Environmental lmpact Assessment as a

constructive management tool must be stressed wher-

ever possible. And while the Conservation Service will
play the key roles of liaison and co-ordination for the

Task Force during the NEMS implementation, it re-

mains only one of many such bodies which must also
play their part.



o

7.1 Principle of Cook lslands ownerchip

This NEMS process was conducted under the guidance

of the Task Force for Environmental and Development

and SPREP, with the Cook lslands Conservation Service

taking the role of co-ordinator and catalyst. But the

NEMS Report itself evolved from the intensive three-

day Seminar on Rarotonga in March 1992. where the

major environmental problems were discussed and

defined, strategies developed to address priority
problems, and action programmes identified to give

effect to those strategies. ln other words, the NEMS is

not the brainchild of any one organisation, local or
foreign; it flowed fronr the participants at the Seminar

and, as such, belongs totally to the people of the Cook

Islands.

The SPREP Resource Team assisted with produttion of
a draft report of the NEMS in which the strategies

explored at the seminar were faithfully reproduced.

However, while SPREP assisted, the NEMS is not in any

way a SPREP report. lt belongs to the Cook Islands and

its implementation and further development will at

all stages be directed by the Government. traditional
leaders and people of the Cook lslands. Were it
otherwise, the prospect'for strategies implementation
would be seriously in doubt.

7.2 lmplementation

As mentioned previously, implementation will not

happen of itself. With the finalising of the the NEMS,

SPREP's immediate role ends, though it will maintain a

close interest in the implementation of the NEMS in the

Cook lslands and do what it can within its financial and

staffing constraints to provide requested assistance.

But SPREP has a total of 2l developing country
members, each bidding for assistance with the imple'
rnentation of environmental programmes.

Also, while the Asian Development Bank has

generously funded this RETA, that support does not

imply its continuing commitment towards funding of
programmes identified in the NEMS. lt and other
lending or donor agencies will consider programmes

or programme packages on a case by case basis, but

only following formal request through official
channels.

lnevitably, therefore, much work lies ahead for the

Cook lslands Government if these paper programmes

are to be turned into on-ground actions.

7.3 lmplementingagency

The Conservation Act i98G87 established a Conser-

vation Council which is currently responsible for the

administration of the Act. The Conservation Service is

the agency which discharges the responsibility given

under the Act for the conservation and protection of

the environment. The CICS is established as an autono-

mous corporate body responsible to the Minister for
the Environment. However, under present legislative
provisions of the Conservation Act 1986-87, the

Conservation Service is hamstrung in the discharge of
its responsibilities, a problem which the proposed Bill
for an Environment Act aims to overcome.

Should the Environment Bill be enacted, an Agengy for
the Environment, comprising an Environment Council

and an Environment Service, would be the body
charged with national responsibility for environmen-

tal protection. The enactment of the proposed new

legislation would obviously require the simultaneous
expansion of the technical and administrative capac-

ity of the Agency's Environment Service (that is,

Conservation Service). Otherwise, it would be little
better off than at present under the Conservation Act

1986-87. While the additional technical need is obvi-

ous, the administrative/managerial need may be less

so: but it should be remembered that, in addition to
servicing the needs of its own professional and tech-

nical staff, the new Environment Service would be

required to act as the Secretariat for the Environment

CJ

a-
g

L,
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Council, calling for far greater etnphasis on communi'

cation. consultation and co-ordination on both

Rarotonga and the Outer lslands

The enactment of the Environment Bill would clearly

assist the operation of the CICS. Should Parliament

dectde not to proceed with ihe Environment Bill,

however, it is considered that special institutional
strengthening of the Conservation Service will still be

required if it is to be an effective instrument for the

implementation of many of the programmes proposed

under these NEMS,

ln that event, apart from its own staffand infrastruc-

ture needs, one area of institutional strengthening
which could be considered from the national view-

point would be the retention of the existing Task Force

on Environment and Development, but with its
representation and mandate broadened to become, in

effect, a Standing Committee to the Prime Minister

on Sustainable Development. replacing the existing

limited Conservation Council function. Such a body

should have, as one of its major roles, the develop-

ment of sustainable development policies for govern-

ment consideration. It should also have the power to

direct the CICS and other relevant government agen-

cies on matters relating to the integration of economic

development and environmental protection.

The membership of such a Standing Committee on

Sustainable Development, it is suggested, should not

exceed seven persons. These members would include

representation from government, traditional leaders.

private sector industry, non-governmental organis-

ations and the churches.

ln the interim, until either a new Environment Act

comes into force or the existing Task Force on Environ-

ment and Developmeni is restructured and its charter

revamped, Task Force members could be divided into
four operational sub-groups, each sub-group with a

designated leader and charged with the responsibility

to pursue one of the four main goals of the National

Environmental Management Strategies. Through such

division of interest and effort. more can be achieved in
a shortertime span. lt is suggested that the Chair of the

Task Force should remain with the Prime Minister's
Departmenl.

Such implementation should continue to foster the

broader perspective taken by the Conservation Ser-

vice on sustainable development since the establish-

ment of the Task Force, and ensure the Service's

programmed activiry does not reduce to a narrower
conservation stance.

7.4 Stafineedsfor NEMS programmes

Without the funding of additional local staff positions

and the hire of specialist advisers these NEMS

programmes simply will not happen. The need for
expatriates is indicated only where the necessary

skills are not available in-country, and their engage-

ment is generally seen as a short duration contract, not
exceeding a few months. The exceptions are a couple

of complex programmes which require specialist skills
over a longer time period: for these, secondment is
seen as an appropriate recruitment mechanism.

ln each case where the need for outside assistance is

indicated, provision is made for the recruitment and

training of local counterpart staff. The proposed

additional local staff requirements and short-term
needs for expatriate staff are tabulated below.
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Local staff reqrrirernents for NEMS progmmme implemenation .--_-

Stafrneeds Location Total Prcgramme
period

Devefoprnent

EIA Offcer Counterpart

Economisr

Educotion wd public oworEnest

Environmenal Youdr Programme
Coordinator

Environmental Education
Curriculum Consuhant

Environmenal Information
fficer

Environmenal Resource
Centre lrlbrarian

T rc ditional lmowledge/systems

Senior Environmental Officer
(Iraditional Practices)

Environmental Officer
(Traditional. Pracdces)

Erllrcnmentol monltoring

Environmenal fficer
(Monitoring)

Environmenal Oftcer
(Monicoriry)'

CICS Rarotong 2 yts

MOF Rarotonga 3 mdrs

CICS Rarotong I yr

MED Rarotonga '. 2 )n's

CICS Rarotonga 2 yrs

CICS Rarotongp 2 y*

CfCS Rarotonp Tyrs

CICS Rarotonp 2 yrs

CICS Manihiki

(Iulao)

CICS Manihiki
(l'ahunu)

3yn

Lt.7

2.t.3

Ll.4

zr.5

L2I

34.2

3.2.1

3 yrs 3.2.1

tJ.l

l:4. I
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O

Local ctafi rcqulremenb for NEFIS pntgamme implementation

Stafinceds Locadon Total Programme,
period

Envilunmcnt sGCSont

Marine Envircnmenal Resourees

Ofrcer Countprport Ml4R Rarotonga 2 yr"

Soil Conservation Officer .

Counterpart MOA Rarotonga I yr

Environmenal Hcaldl Officer HOH Manihiki 2yns

WaterQmlity Monkoring
Coordimtor Counterpan MOH Rarotonga 3 yrs

3.2,2

3.3" I

1.rJ

4t.4
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Eryetrlate ftaff leguhpmenE fon NEMS prcgnunme imptementation

WT
{*f-
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tr|
frLt

Stafrneeds Locatlon Tocal.
Period

Fmgr2mme

Devefepment

EIA Specidist

Resource Economist

Edlucstion ond publk owonene$

Environrnental Edrcation
Spechlists

Ubnrbn Crcmuhznt

:Ilrordtttonol Inowfedge/sllnanc

Tradidqnd Krrcwhdge Researdr
Specidist

I

T"ndidonel Systerns Spechlisr

Envfronmentol tttonibring

Coasul Zone t{anagem€nt

$ecblists

Ewirpnrnental ManagGtxnent

Specidist

Enyfpnment tegton

Environmental Marine, Resourc€s
Spechlist

Soil Gnsenratioh Sp€chlist

Environmenal Heeldr Oficer

Water Quality Specialist

GICS Rarotonp 6 mfts

f'lOF Rarotongn 3 mdts

CICS Rarrotonga I mdr x,t.l

CICS Raroonga 3 mdf Zl.5

CICS R4rotonta 6 mths

CICS Raiuonga 3 mdrs

CICS Rarotonta I yr

CICS Manihiki I yr

MMR Rarotonp 2 yr,s

MOA Rarotongr 6 mths

f4PH Manihiki 3 mdrs

MOH Rarotonga I yr

t.3.1

l.4l

2,Ll

3.4.2

3.1.1

3-2. I

3.2.2

3,3.1

4rl.3

4.tA
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7.5 . Estimated programme costs

-Ihe total estimated cost of the 26 fundable
programmes identified by the NEMS is $7.795 million

over a S-year period, 1993-1997. Fifteen of these

programmes are scheduled to commence in FY I993.

with another ten programmes in FY 1994. The remain-

ing programme would comtnence in FY 1995.

Twenty-four of the proposed programmes together

comprise $4.295 million, or 55 per cent of the total

estimated cost. The two programmes which constitute

45 per cent ($3.5 million) of the total are an Atoll water

catchment and storage programme ($ 1.4 million), and

a Northern Group solar electrification programme

($2.1 million). lt is possible these two programmes

may be attractive for loan funding. Each of these

two major programmes w'ould contain significant
purchases of capital items, provide opportunities for
local private industry involverhent, and have major

social benefits. Both are directed at the relatively

under-developed Northern GrouP.

Eleven programmes are short-term, not exceeding one

year. Nine extend over two years, while six programmes

would run over three years. Because of the lead time

necessary for the lmplementation of larger, higher

cost progfammes, costs are expected to peak in FY

1994, when all except one of the progiammes should

be either completed or under way.

Of the 26 programmesi the CICS is indicated as the

likely executing agency for I2 prograrnmes. Primary

execution of the remaining programmes is directed to

the Crown Law Office (l), Ministry of Agriculture (3),

Mi.nistry of Education (l), Ministry of Finance (1),

Ministry of Health (2), Ministry of Marine Resources

(l), Ministry of Works (3), lsland Councils (l), and a
proposed Waste Management Authority. While it is to

be expected that the Cook Islands Conservation Service

would have prime responsibility for the implernenta-

tion of the bulk of the NEMS programmes, proposed

carriage for l4 programmes is spread widely among

Government Ministries and the Island Councils,

although dose consultation with the CICS would be

expected. lmplementation of the NEMS therefore will
be a collective effort and not simply a matter to be left
to the CICS. Such multi-disciplinary and intra-
administration effort reinfbrces the intportance of the

continued central role of the Task Force on Environ'

ment and Development.
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9*1=,-1les fo1 five-rear proposed NEMS pro$?mmes (FY | 993 - Fy | 997) 
.

Estimated pnogranme eosts byftnanclal year ($'OOO1

Prugramme 1993 4994 | 995 t996 ,997 Total

t.t.2

1.3. I

t.4. t

2.t. I

2.t.2

2. t.3

zi.+

2. 1.5

2"t.6

LLl
3.1.1

3.1.2

3.11

3.L2

3.3.1

3.3.2

.3J.1

3,4,2

4.r.1

4.1.2

4. t.l
4.r.4

4,2.1

4.3.1

4.4.1

,f.51

140

92

70

45

70

150

t30

70

r00

85

60

90

l,l0

il4
il5

50

25

250

440

50

90

.+8

5t0

140

l/t0

70

300

45

l,O

250

l,{0

50

2s0

140

45

500

230

t00

r00

50

120

250

600

r00

?25

1,400

250

50

2.100

8585

55

r50

r08

45

n8
il5

t00

50

50

95

250

50

80

65

510

80

50

70

380

700700700

Total 1,600 2rSS7 1,698 l,U0 5t0 7,795



Review The National Environmental Management Strategies

are in large measure a single picture in time, framed in

accordance with the perceived political, economic,

cultural, and other circumstances at the time of its
formulation in 1992. No NEMS should be seen as a long-

term blueprint for action. Ongoing review is needed, as

well as a more comprehensive review of progress

undertaken annually at the time of preparation of
forward budget estimates and preparation of funding
requests to donor agencies.

The increasing pace of change with increasing pres-

sure for economic development makes any time frame

for programming beyond a five-year span akin to

crystal-ball gazing and not a sound basis for environ-
mental planning and management. ln fact, even fore-

casts for five years are notoriously unreliable. There'
fore, towards the middle of the current CIG planning
period of 1993-1997, and no later than 1995, a major
review of the NEMS should be called. lt is suggested

such review might best be undertaken in conjunction
with the proposed 1994 National Biennial Environ-

ment Conference. Review would assess achievement,

identify gaps and their causes, and recast strategies

and programmes to carry the thrust for sustainable

development in the Cook lslands into the 2lst century.
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Programme profile 1.1.2 Review of lsland Council by-laws

Discussions with lsland Councillors revealed that in some instances there

was a lack of by-laws, while in others there was a lack of deuiled know-

ledge by the Councillors about byJaws currently in force. Indeed, when

investigating environmental concerns raised by Council members and

people of an island, che Conservation Service frequently found those

concerns were already addressed by existing by-laws of the lsland Council.

The Conserrration Service also found rhat some lsland Councils were less

' active rhan expecred, and attributed this to a variety of reasons inCluding

lack of funding, a cbntralised nadonal bureaucracy, and low morale. lf

environmental programmes are to be implemented successfully on the

Ourer lslands, it is imperative that lsland Councils become effective and

efficient instruments for programme delivery.

Aim and scope This programme wouid entail'

a) a compilation of existing by-laws for each lsland Councih

b) examination of those by-laws with lsland Councillors, and their

. revision to ensore that they conform to a set of minimum. national

environmental standards:

') :hH*.;:: flr':lH::,"jj''*' 
bv-raws fo r perman ent

d) the raining of Councillors on the by-laws and on appropriate

administrative procedu res.

Description A legal officer would be engaged locally to co.mpile by-laws for each island,

with the assistance of Government represenntives, and subsequently

prepare a report on the efficacy of island by-laws from the environmental

perspecrive. The report would be discussed with each lsland Council and

Oucer lslands Seminars convened expressly on environmental by-laws and

their enforcemenr The report would be revised in the light of those

discussions and, where sought by individual lsland Councils, recommen-

dations prepared to amend or revoke existing by-laws, or ProPose new

ones. The report together with by-law amendments, would then be

submitted ro Cabinet for its approval.
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Gostrxtiiruries

iEtvecwing a,gpncles

Poentid benefits

Pstenffal ifeuer

.Processingltlmlng

Corieultant fees

huipment/facilities

Training rggts

Outer lsland semiharc

Publication costs forr by;lmx

25.000

iq000

10,000.

4S;0,0-0'

50',000,

Total coct ct$ l{0,000

Crorr'*n law,Offlce rogethei widr dle Csdlt ls]airds Conseiw?tion Servke.

lmprnovd, enyft'onnrgnulV rclevanr b)r-lav.w, En the Outer,lsbindi.and
gready irmproved knowledgs application and enfolrEneq! of the by.laws,'
by Counclllore

Jhe language of the lbplaws must be plain and srmpie; fhet wili need to be
published bodr in suraighdonvard'Englhh and in Cook lslands Flrpri. Tfte
ttalnihg prpgfanms.fu_r members of lsland Csuncils may be con*ra'ined by
varying educatlonal lete|a and a special educatioail pae*ap wif! need to
be prep,are4 includiing audio-visual materiel.

rFY 1993 :
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Programme proftle 1.3.1 Development of EIA guidelines and minimum standards
for National Government & lsland Councils

Aim and scope To develop a set of comprehensive Environmental lmpact Assessment

(ElA) guidelines and standards accepnble for use by both nadonal and

local government together with deniled administrative procedures for
applying the EIA guidelines. There would be two phases:

A nadonal umbrella activity, under the guidance of the Task Force on

Environment and Developmenl to set:

a) guidelines for i) when EIA is needed and how EIA should be carried

out; ii) the management of endangered species; iii) the management of
cuhural and historic sites; iv) the mining of seabed mineral resources

outside the l2-mile limit; and

b) minimum environmental sandards for water and air quality, noise

control and waste managemenl

Phase I

Phase 2 With narional umbrella guidelines and minimum standards esnblished

under Phase l, in the second phase lsland Councils would be assisted to
. set specific environmental guidelines for resource uses/activities for each

island (as applicable) for: earth-moving; agriculture: forestry; watershed

managemenq mining and quarrying of sand and aggregate; natural habitat

and wildlife protection; and coastal/marine resources management.

The guidelines developed for each island should be compatible with and

not diminish rhe established national guidelines. Each lsland Council would

be free to set more stringent environmental sandards.

Description An EIA Specialist would be engaged for six monchs to assist with review

and revision of all existing EIA guidelines and minimum environmental

standards in a consultative process between national and local

government, and with non-governmenal and business organisadons.

Guidelines would be established for the application of the EIA process to

all government policies, to public and private sector development

proposals and to tfie preparation of development assistance proposals, in

accordance with the perceived level of potential environmental impact.

Practical administrative procedures for EIA would be established.

The EIA Specialist would be supported by a local EIA Officer Counterpart.

On completion of the EIA Specialist's task, the Counterpan would

continue to refine the EIA administrative process and rain government

staff and lsland Council members.
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Colt iardmater

Exger$lqg.rSS

P.otenttel l;ruea

PrqcGralnBtfft.hg

EIA Spwidict-6 muntlis,

Local EIA Officer counreryarr-

6 noontlts pfus 18- mornlrs lprol colory suppon

Ettemal traqel and per diem

Internal travel for. consultativd purpos€s

Publieatisn aM disseminarion of' Elid

guidelines and administrative procedures

EIAtrainlng

40r@

45,0@

l0;0@

t0"@0

5,009,

30,000

Total eord O$ 1,101000

Csok lelands Consenration Setrice would act as rhe exeantingagenEy

for dre Tark Fotce on Environment and Dwelopmenc The HA speciirtisr
would be rcsponsibte to the Dir€ctor of the Conser.v,afisn Servi€e or
&ptoday admlnistration

The limiterd ievelePment of adminiutraq'Vc procedureC may,con*raln the
,devebp.men! and testlrrg sf EIA admiirlistratiy.e ptoc€dures,, iilcludirnt
the monltofing and review sf pr"oinets oper:a$ng under an approved
Environmental I rnpact SAternene

FY 1993 -Ff Wn
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Progromme profile 1.4. I Environmental resource accounting

The principles of resource pricing and accounting were highlighted as a

tool for susainable development by both the Cook lslands UNCED
Repon and by the Cook, lslands Sate of the Environment Report. They

have been widely discussed within some circles of the Cook lslands Public

Service as a possible means of cost recovery for the loss or depletion of

natural resources as a result of infrastructure developmenc

The concept of resource accounting is receiving close atiention globally

by environmental planners and those who espouse the sustainable

development principle. Coring for the Eorth states that ". ..the standard

measures of economic performance and national income are dangerously

misleading. They take no account of the depreciation or depletion of
narural assets or of the social costs of pollution. They count expenditures

' to counteract environmenEl damage as income rather than costs". The

calculation of true susainable income of a nation must include costs of
environmental damage and resource depletion. The current problem lies

. in placing monetary values on certain natural assets so that they can be

compared with values resulting from market transactions (IUCN/UNEP/

WwF, 1991. pp.72,74),

Aim and scope This programme would:

a) investigate the development of an appropriace mechanism for
environmental and resource accounting for the Cook lslands;

b) establish a database of current base values for those resources of
greatest imponance to the people, or relative weighting to be applied

to asset depletion; and

c) institute training in resource accounting for senior and middle

managemenL

Description An environmental economist wirh resource accounting research

experience would be engaged to work with a local counterpaft economist

over a three-month period. They would examine the development of
resource accounting mechanisms appropriate for the Cook lslands, and

anempr ro instirure a database ofvalues on natural resource assets. They

would subseguently run a management seminar where middle and senior

. level manatement would receive treater exposure to the concept, and an

open debate could be held on rhe concept's application to the Cook
lslands. The seminar would make recommendations to Cabinet
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Gort ecfirnates Erivimnnelal Resoure.e lEeonomist comultant

Local Econonrist consultant

Semirrar-

mdwiol, eqlripnehg arg-oahdtbn,

lncfudrq tr'prc/ qllor^orce,pr delegteres

" Outer lslands travel fgr leql esnsulfant

30.000

lo,o@

20,000

r0s00

,' Total cost g$ 7or0o0

Elcecudng agFnlf Ministry of'Finance in consvltatlon with the.$atistics Deparrment and the
Csolc lslattds Conserrrdon Service.

Fet€[itiel l.ssues The applleatien of fte concept and use o{ agreed valuec on natural
resource asseil in the dedsion-making pro€,ess wilj requlre stront political

support Folidcians should be encourraged ts aftend the propored Sesiirnr.

Prceessingttiming FY 1993
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Progromme profile 2.1.1 Environmental awareness training

Public awareness of conservation values should be increased not only

rhrough passive educational campaigns, but also through the active

involvement of government and non-governmental groups alike in true
conservation action (that is, the wise use of resources). Such groups must

be encouraged to become environmentally responsible. Perhaps the first
step along the road to environmental responsibility is to try to motivate

government staff and community groups to consider the environmental

consequences of the decisions they make in their jobs, and the

environmenal conseguences of their own life-styles. Through rheir
good example, the principles of sound environmental management will
flow on to those in private industry and to the public at large.

Community groups

Non-governmental ortanisations represent a cross-section of the

community, be it churches, women's organisations, or specific interest

groups. Such NGOs often have a flexibility and motivation which is lacking

within a government bureaucracy. As a result, NGOs are generally a good

targer for environmental awareness campaigns. Where campaigns are

direcred rhrough such NGOs, responsibility for the environment is placed

directly in rhe hands of the community. There is an important role here

for rhe CICS ro brganise environmental awareness training activides for
key members of NGOs, encouraging them to carrT the information into
the community.'

Government stoff

Officers of government depanments and agencies are constantly required

to make administrative decisions on the implemenution of approved gov-

ernment policies. Many such decisions have a shon or long-term impact

on the environment. While many officers have a specialised professional or
technical background, few have received training in environmental science,

and their decisions will reflect a lack of undersanding of the environmenl
Special in-service training programmes are required on environmental

principles, the fragillty of the Cook lslands environment, and appropriate

environmental management practices. These programmes would need

to be structured to increase not only an officer's knowledge of the

environmenq but also to enhance his/her enthusiasm to take action on

environmental issues.
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Politician* lslond Council membenr ond Atonga Mano

These people are "end of the line" decision makers. lf they are not
supplied wirh accurate, useful informarion, they cannot be expect€d to
make informed decisions. Politicians have full schedules and find it difficult
to make the time to anend special seminars on environmental issues.

Nevertheless, they should be encouraged to a*end any environmenul
seminars conducted for government suff or community groups.

lsland Council members and Aronga Mana musc also be involved in

environmental seminars, and consulted on environmental issues

concerning their land,

Aim and scope This programme aims ro:

a) train selected members of community groups on particular issues of
environmenul importance and encourage them to take Ehese issues

back into their communiry groups and train others:.

b) rain governmenr suff responsible for resource planning and

management in sound environmental principles and practices through
' special seminars and workshops:.

c) encourage politicians and lsland Council members to attend such
. training sessions;

d) keep politicians, lsland Councils and Aronga Mana informed of
developments which could impact on their land or electorate; and

' e) encourage politicians and Council members to seek ways in which
economic developmenr can be pursued in an environmentally
appropriate manner.

Description The environmental awareness training funded under this programme
would be conducted on a "rain-the-trainers basis". The firsr step would
be for training specialists to train Cook lslands Conservation Service staff
on the motivating of community groups, training procedures, the skilled

Presentation of information, and the conducr of effective seminars. CICS
staff would then implement tr:aining programmes and seminars with
NGOs,. government staff and lsland Councils. The programme would run
for rhree years, with an appraisal of the effectiveness of the public' awareness campaign after one year and a full evaluation by public survey
techniques near its conclusion.
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Gost etimates' Trainirtg speslrlist inptrt (4 weeks

1*,:l.##;iffiftffi." ro'ooo

cortduct ofsenrinarsand wor{tshops 10,000

ConsultaUons on des.lgn of CIC-S

training courses and serninaf delivery on
' Rarotonga and che Qtrter lslandt 10,000

Community-based training on rpeeific

environmental issues-
incrCIding logodn' heoltfi, etiosion, nn|ste

monogenrerG tpurlsm: (orcr drr.ee yeon):

: *ffi'';:f;f":;Y,:.#T#;-r ,l:fff
Environrnental training of gevernment

staff-and lgland Council mernbers-
J yeon &:4,000 per yeor,including

tr.or,tl cos6 on dre Outer islonds

Training equipment and material

Publlc surveys and emluetlon of environmemal

awareness protramme effectiveness

60,000

20.000

r0.000

T'otal cogt cr$ 30o,ooo

Execudng agency Cook lslands Conservation Serdce in consultatitqn wi,th governmer!

dbpanmentr, lsland Couricifs and community grqrp!.

Poientlal bendits lncreabed environrnental rcsponsibiliry and awarenes atall levels of the

cornrnunity,

PolontiaN isguas Additional Conseruation SeMee sbff are needed ts condgst trai-nihg

serninars and workshopr- These stafiing necds are rnet within the €omext

of r:equired saffing for other proposed NEI'IS programmes.

Proccssing/-tinlng Ff 1994-FY 1996
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Programme profile 2.1.2 Environmental youth programme

Environmental messages are better communicared within the community
- in a pardciparqry, enloyable way. They are also more interesring and

becer remembered if the community can direcrly relate to the message:

With studenc or youth groups from each island involved in communicy
pedormances of dance. sont and plays, a greater enthusiasm will be .

generared for the messate by all those watching and participadng.

Aim and scope This programme aims to increase environmental awareness by supponing.
students and youth groups on each island to develop their own environ-
mental messages, through plays, dances and songs with environmental
themes.

Description A person would be engaged on contracL initiatly for one year, rc liaise wirh
schools and youth groups on Rarotonga and the Outer lslands ro develop
plays and dances wirh environmental themes. The person would work
closely with the Ministry of Youth and Sports to help studenrs develop their
own ideas, relevant to their village or island. The production and public

Performance of plays and dances by the students and youth groups would be

encouraged, with the expected support ofreachers and youth workers.

Cost estimates The progmmme would run for one year initially, when its performance

would be evaluated. lf proven successful, continued funding for its suppon
should be soughr

Local Environmental Yourh Programme

Coordinator (EYPC) salary 20,000

. EYPC ravel cosrs to Outer lslands 23,000

Mnor resource marerials 2.000

Total cost c,$ 45,000

Executing agencies Cook lslands Conservarion Service in consuhation with the Ministry of
Youth and Sport.

Potential benefits An effective way of teaching the public about local, regional and global

environmental concerns.

Potential issues The programme should link with annual narional rraditional dance

competitions. The full supporr of schools, Aronga Mana and church
groups should be sought for this initiative.

Processingltimlng FYl993
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Programme profile 2.1.3 Environmental education in school curricula

It is the children who will inherit the environmental consequences of any

resource misuse today and offailure to conserve natural resources. Had

their parents received appropriate environmenal education. the children's

inheritance would have been all that much the richer. To ensure that

the mistakes ofthe parents are not passed on to their children, a

comprehensive educailon progmmme at schools on environmental

principles and safe resource use practices is essenrial.

The programme aims to raise the level of environmental education and

awareness of school children, and through them the environmental

awareness of their parents. The programme would:

a) reappraise the education review The Polynesion Woy from the

environmental perspective;

b) develop appropriate environmental content for the curricula for
primary and secondary schools; and

c) train teachers on use of the environmental curricula.

This programme would involve two components.

The preparation of specific environmental curricula for primary and

secondary schools which would reflect the unigue environmental issues

and circumsances in the Cook lslands. This component will also involve

development of specific teaching materials.

Training of teachers on the use of the environmental curricula and the

reaching materials.

The programme would be implemented within a a two-year period;

reacher trainingwould commence not later than l8 months after

45,000

20,000

t5.000

Aim and scope

Programme commencemenl

Cost estimates Local Environmenal Educadon

Curriculum consultant-2 yeors 60,000

Preparacion of teaching materials

including printi ng ond distribution

Travel support costs for teacher training

Environment workshops for teachers

Description

Phase I

Phase 2

Total cost c,$ | 40,000
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Frogramrnq P rofile 2, l,tl Envlronmental I nformation Qfiicer

The arnount sf aacurate and relerrant environmental information arailable

to both the governmenr and cqmmunity: is limied. There is a need for the
. development ef more faetud resour.ce matenidl in pning, fllm audis and

diqplay- Tttis need can be met only through the engagement and tralning

rof an officer dedlcarcd fuf l-tirne to'the produEtion and dissemination of
environmental information

Alm,and rt0pe This prograntme aims to develop an in-house capadty to:

a) develop the ressurces,of environmenbt information, quih as

envirornnental fact sheets, posters, vioualiaids atc., whictr r.eflect

. curtent environmental co.ncerns in $e Gook lslands;

' t, 
ff:ffJ:";t*"t 

of ttleviqionnnd radiir spots tur hish irnpact media

c) provide uFto+ate information to media outlets on environment and

conservrdqn issues'

Descripdon An Environrnen6l Informadon Officer (ElO) would b'e sontrrete4 initially

for. wo lqrs, to develop environmEntal material directly relErnnt to the

locAl environnrent, whether for.an Outerl lsland. governrnent department,

TV or radio audience. For the flrs.r six months of the cqntraet period, tile

ElO would receive speci3l taining on tfie productloR, presentation and

diss€rninariori of envil'onmental informadofi as part of ihat tieining the

officer would be anaehed to the information trqup gf'an orerseas
gqvemrnent, erwironrnental organisatlon. The EIO would addresr thore
infionmatlon needs given higt-l prioriry:by eommunily grorBsi traditional

leaderc and governrnentrbpar.tmernts. The,EIO would ptovido a r(ryular

. fiow of nelerar:rt,infbrmadon to all media oudEts to en$ure a high

. conservation profile is rildlnain€d.
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Cost estimates Staff and ffaining

Enviionmental lnformation fficer-
z-year contract

EIO training including overseas

anachment-6 months

Resource marerial and environmental information
Materials and printing

Radlo & TV spot production

ineluding air time

Internal travel

40,000

50,000

50,000

r00.000

t0,000

Total cost' ct$ 250,000

Executing,agency Cook tslands Ccinservadon Service in consukation with the Natural' 
Heritage Proiect, Cook lslands TV, and other depanments; Following
training,.the Environment Information Officer would be responsible for
the operarion of the Envlronment Resoutlce Centre.

Potentid benetlts Effective delivery of environmental messages to the community. Increased
awaneness of consiir.vation and the rsle of the Gook- lslands Conserution
Seryice.

Potentlal issues Nil.

Processlng/timing FY 1993 - 1994
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Progromme profile 2.1.5 Environment Resource Centre

It is often difficult in the Cook lslands to obtain accurate, relevant and up-

to-date informarion on the environment. What information is available in

the way of reports, text books, pamphlets, posters, photographic slides

and videos is scattered over a number of locations and not cross-indexed

for ready access. There is a need for all environmentally relevant material

ro be indexed, bur paruicularly so the material now housed at the Con-

servation Service. lt is a fundamental role also of the Service to acquire

more environmentally relevant information, not only print" film and sound,

bur also preserved biological specimens, geological samples and the like.

The Cook lslands has need of a central point of conhct for the supply of
environmental information and material to the communiry and govern-

ment. The Conservation Service is the logical focus for such resources.

Aim and scope. To establish the Cook lslands Conservation Service as the resource centre

for environmenal information for the communiry, schools and governmenl

Description This programme would assist to establish an Environment Resource

Cenre (ERC) wirhin che Conservation Service which would service the

information needs of the community. schools and government depart-

menrs. The programme would fund the recruitment and training of a

librarian to operate the ERC. Training will include the entagement of
a consulnnt librarian for a three-month Period.

Cost estimates Funding needs are esdmated for a two-year Programme in the first
rnstance.

Environment Resource Centre Librarian-
I 5,000 per year

Consultant librarian-3 months

Acguisition of environmental material

for reference and display

Library equipment-stands, cabinet:, cord

drowers, tobles, microftche viewer etc

ERC operational support-2 years

postoge, freighg commu nicotions,

pockoging moterio,s, etc

30,000

t5,000

50,000

20,000

25,000

Total cost ct$ | 40,000
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Exercuting qgency

Potentid ben_eJlts

P. otential issues

Frocessing/tlmlng

Cook lslands Conserration Service.

a) Communiry eccess to environmental information and resources will be

improved.

b) A central reference point will be panicularly valuable for the conduct
of Envlronmenal lmpact Assessments:

The possiblg need for additional space within the Consenrxion Servlce
ofiice building would need close exarhination. A separare, but nearby
location for the ERC cor,rld be considered.

FY t994- FY 1995
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Progromme profile 2.1.6 National Biennial Environment Conference

Care of rhe environment is the responsibility of all Cook lslanders. lt is

clear rhat any efforts to improve the level of environmental quality in the

Cook lslands musr involve all the main groups, particularly craditional

leaders, Sovernment leaders, and churches.

Traditional leaders have overall responsibility for activities occurring on

their land, and thus the future of the Cook lslands lies in their hands.

Government leaders are responsible for the development and

implemenmtion of policies which influence environmental management.

And the churches of all denominations can wield great influence on the

environmental attitudes and actions of the community. Thus, there is

much to be gained from these three main groups regularly reviewing the

environmenel concerns of the Cook lslands.

The 1992 NEMS Seminar on Rarotonga was the first national

, environmental workshop of iu kind and proved quice successful. The

development of NEMS and environmenal programmes does not stop

there, but is pan of an ongoing process of appraisal, revision and renewal

of commitment.

For such a nationol conference to be successful, full panicipation by

representarives of traditional leaders and representatives from the Outer

lslands is vital. This will involve considerable cost in travel and expenses

for representatives and, as such, would probably be financially impractical

to conduct more than once every two years. Costs to government would

be minimised if the Conference could be tied to some other national

cultural event requiring extensive Outer lsland participation.

Aim and scope This programme would aim to:

a) bring together traditional and elected leaders, and representatives of
churches and government for a biennial conference on the sustainable

manatement of the Cook lslands environment including review of
envi ronmental strategies and their implementation;

b) develop nationally acceptable guidelines for environmental

manaSement built on traditional concerns; and

c) idenrifi ways in which church groups and other non-governmental and

industry organisations can participate acdvely in the promotion of
sound environmental obiectives.
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Description The conduct of this National Environmenr Conference is seen as a maior
undertaking, requiring considerable organisation for it to achieve.its
potendal success. lt is envisaged that the Conference would be preceded
by a chain of mini-conferences on environmental concerns invotving the
House of Arikis, Koutu Nui, lsland Councils, and church administrations.

. Delegates from those bodies rc the Nadonal Envinonment Conference
would rhen truly be representatives in the full sense of the word.

Cost estimates The cost of the first National Environment Conference only is estimatid
here. The decision on the frequency offuture conferences and the

. inidation of action to secure funding should be an agenda item for the
first conference.

Travel for Outer lslands panicipants-
IMng ollowonces, cotering moteriols etc

Travel for CICS officers to assisr conduct
of pr"eceding lsland envircnmental mini-
conferences in preparation for Conference

Miscellaneous conference costs -
induding hire of venue ond sewicing

Publication and dissemination of conference
findings

Total costs c,$ 60,000

40,000

s'0s

10,000

s,000

Executlng agency

Potential benefits

Potentld issues Nil.

Proces:ing/timing FY1994

Cook lslands Consenation Service.

a) lrnproved comrnunication on environmental concerhs between the
three rnain public and prinate s€crors of rhe Cook lslands.

b) Greate; awareness of environmental issues amongst key decision
makers.

c) Greater prospect for acceptance of environmenal programrnes by
raditional landowners.

l
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Progromme profile 2.2., Upgraded documentation of traditional environmental
knowledge & Practices

There is a considerable body of knowledge relating to the environment of

the Cook lslands. Much of this results from many hundreds of years of

management practices developed to ensure survival and handed down

from generation to generation. These practices include, among man/

others, fishing and planting techniques, healing Practices, and canoe

construction techniques. For each practice, the traditional management

system ensured that the supply of resources was sustained-in essence,

sustainable use.

But the old ways are dying in many areas, and the Cook lslands

. Conservation Service has undenaken the task of formal preservation of
raditional knowledge and made a surt by the appointment of a specialist

in rraditional medicine. This person has been collecting information and

also uncommon plant material for establishment in a traditional plant

arboretum on Rarotonga [o ensure their preservation.

This commendable initiative needs to be reinforced by expanding the

scope of documentation of traditional knowledge and, where aPProPriate,

publishing it in Cook lslands Maori to make it readily available to the wider

community. This is a very large task and beyond the scope of the

Conservation Service as currently established.

Aim and scope The programme would aim to ensure that traditional knowledge and

management skills relating to the environment are not lost.

Description This programme is seen inidally as a two-year task to gather traditional

information on:

a) plants, birds, animals, fish and other marine life;

b) the different traditional systems which have been developed on the

various islands to utilise these natural resourcesi and

c) traditional methods of canoe construction, sailing and navigation.

Collected information would be collated, verified and prepared for
publication in Cook lslands Maori. Some information would be translated

into English for wider publication. The programme would complement the

preservation of traditional medical knowledge by the CICS but would
require, in the first instance, the recruitment of an additional CICS officer

dedicated full-time to the task for a two-year contract period. This officer

would need specialist training in interview and recording techniques, and in

the organisation and critical appraisal of collected information.
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FY 1994-FY 1995

s0;000

30,m0
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Progromme Profile 3.1.1 Development of a Coastal Zone Management Plan for
the Cook lslands 

.

With the exception of the mokoteo islands, most of the population of the

Cook lslands lives in the coasal zone. lt is this zone which is most

sensitive to environmental pressure from unplanned use of both land and

sea resources. Environmental damage in the coastal zone is panicularly

marked on Rarotonga and Aitutaki, possibly as a consequence of the

higher population pressure on those islands. There is a need for improved

planning for the utilisation of the coastal resources, taking care to

integrare economic development and environmental protection to ensure

development is ecologically susuinable.

Aim and scope This programme aims to improve the protection of the coastline of

the Cook lslands against erosion and other degradation through the

prepararion of a Coastal Zone Management Plan. This Plan will include:

a) the identification of areas most at risk from coastal erosion and

recommendation of appropriate responsesi

b) the development of guidelines for the protection of coastal areas; and

c) the incorporation of local knowledge into the Plan's management

practices.

Description The Plan would be prepared by a Coastal Zone Management Officer

seconded for l2 months to the Cook lslands Conservation Service.

This specialist would be supported by existing CICS environmenul

management officers.

The Plan would cover the entire Cook lslands. However, there would be

a different emphasis for Rarotonga and Aitutaki than for the other islands.

The main emphasis for the Outer lslands would be on the imProved

design and location of wharfs, passates and channels. On Rarotonga and

Aitutaki, rhe emphasis would be on developing a wide range of strategies

ro address the various causes of coastal erosion.

The Plan would address maior issues, develoP srateties, and indicate

priority acdons for implementing those strategies. Maior issues include the

use of artificial seawalls, and their design and placement; the construction

of other engineering structures and physical infrastructure in the coastal

zone, includint the construction of dwellings, hotels/motels and business

premises; clearing of woody vegetation which protects the shoreline; the

mining ofsand and aggregace for construction and roading purposes; and

. infillint coastal areas to create additional land for real estate purposes.
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Among sErategies to be considered would be the development of
enforceable zoning laws and regulations to control land use for the greater
good of the community: priorities and locations for the replanting of native

shrub and tree species on the coast to address coastal erosion; specific
' controls to be developed for the removal of materials from the coasal

zone, including provisions to be specified in leases for rehabilitation of
sites on completion of such operations; and community education
regarding rhe value ofthe csastal zone,

The Plan's development and implemenation would be undertaken with
the broadest possible public involvement" and pardcularly that of the trad-
itional and elected community leaders. Local knowledge of currents and

tidal pamerns, and other traditional knowledge relevant to the land and sea

resources of the coastal zone would be incorporated into the Plan.

Cost estimates Coastal Zone Management Cons.ukant-l2 months 60,000

Travel costs, internal 15.000

Local meetings-including trovel costs for
Outer lslond pafticipants

Materials

Plan production

Total cost c,$ t40,000

Executing agency

35,000

t0,000

20,000

Potential benefits

Potential issues

The Cook lslands Conseryation Service would execute the programme

under the guidance of the National Task Force on Environment and

Development. The CICS would work closely with other relevant
government agencies.

a) lmproved management and protection of the coastal zone.

b) lncreased community suppon for measures ro prorecr the coastal

zone.

c) Clearer undersanding of the role of the various agencies rhat are

involved in coastal managemenL

This is a major issue in which it is vital for continued co-ordination

between government agencies, traditional and elected leaders, and

relevant private sector interests.

FY 1994

_l

Processing/timing
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Programme proftle 3.1.2 Alternative sources of construction sand and aggregate
on Rarotonga

Construction grade sand and aggregate are vital for Cook lslands

developmenu Rarotonga is of basaltic origin and while there is a rock

crushing plant on the island which can provide high quality aggregate and

some fines, the volume produced is only a small fraction of that needed.

To date, there has been no alternative to quarrying sand from beaches and

inland deposia, and over the past 50 years considerable damage has been

done to foreshore areas throUgh this practice.

The alternatives are ( l) to continue mining environmentally sensitive sand

and gravel sources at an ever increasing ftrte to meet the infrastructural

needs of a booming tourist industry and accept the inevitable resulant
environmental damage; or (2) locate less sensitive alternative sources of

material. This proiect examines one alternative source; detritus at the

ocean oudalls in the fringing reef.

Aim and scope This programme has nvo sequenrial aims:

. a) to assess the economic and financial feasibility, and the environmentol

acceptabiliry, of recapturing sand and gravel deposits from reef PassaSe

outhlls on Rarotonga, as a viable alternative to beach mining; and

b) if assessed positively, to conduct a trial recovery operation from

sele:ted reef outlLalls to prove technical feasibility and verift predicted

environmental consequences.

Description The programme would field a team of a local coastal engineer, an

. economist, and an environmental specialist to advise on the technical,

economic, financial, and environmental viability of recapturing sand and

gravel of suitable construction grade from selected reef passages. This

study would report on overall feasibility of the proposal and oudine the
' steps required, together with detailed costings, to implement a pilot trial

recovery proiecr

Cost estimates Consultants fees

Study materials and report preParation

Total cost c,$ 45,000

3s,000

r0.000

Executing agencies Minisry of Works, in consultation with the Conservation Service.
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Potential benefits Reduced pressure for remonl of sand and aggregate fi.orn the Coastal

Zone, and conseguen! reduction in erosien and marindsedimenadon.

Potential hsues The need for public education on the linkage be.tween r.emoval of sand and
,aggretale from dre coast and coastal erosion and marine sedimenation.

Frocesingltiming FY 1993
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Progromme proftle 3.2.1 Development of an environmental management &
monitoring plan for Manihiki Lagoon

Aim and scope

Pearl farming has considerable potential for assisting economic growth in

the Northern Group of rhe Cook lslands. Experience elsewhere, however,

has shown that the lagoon environment must be appropriately protected

for rhe industry to be susrainable. The extent of lagoon pollution at

Manihiki is increasing due to a number of factors including sewage and

poor pearl farm management practices.

To develop a plan of management which will protect the rapidly growing

pearl-farming industry in the Manihiki lagoon. and thereby ensure the base

for susained economic development of the island.

This programme will produce a plan of management and establish routine

moniroring activity aimed at protecting pearl farming on Manihiki, thus

conrributing to the sustained development of the Cook lslands pearl

indusrry and of Manihiki itself. This programme would comprise two
phases:

Description

Phase I Would enail the conduct of a baseline survey of the current situation in

the lagoon, including sources and levels of pollution; extensive consultadon

with land owners; identification of specific actions to be underraken in the

lagoon; and the training ofpersonnel through a series ofworkshops

conducted by local experts on pearl-farming practices together with CICS

staff.

A senior environment management specialist would be hired for twelve

months to lead this phase, assisted by two Environment Officers recruited

by the CICS and outposted to Manihiki.

Phase 2 Would see the implemenation of a continuing monitoring programme by

the Environment Officers. as a co-operative exercise between the Cook

lslands Conservation Service and the Manihiki lsland Council.
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Cost estimates (for o 3.year period)

Environment management specialist to conduct
base line survey and prepare environment

management plan-- / 2 rnonths, induding
' recruitnent cost, trovel, odministrttive overheads |4O,0OO

2 Environment Officers for Manihiki

fl'ukao and Tahunu)-3 years, $14,000 per year 84,000

Conduct of base line survey-speciol equipment,

t0,000boot hire, somple onotysis

Training workshops, island consultations
on draft plan 40,000

Printing of island-approved management plan 6,000

Capial costs-induding construcabn of house ond

office occommodotion, purchose of 2 dinghies

and outboord moton 100.000

Monitoring operational costs for CICS

outsurtion on Manihiki-3-yeor penod ($40,000 per

yeo) induding routine sompling, and onalysis 120,000

Total cost c,$ 500,000

It is anticipated that by the end of the third year of the programmq, rhe
Cook lslands Government will have esnblished a system by which the
pearl-hrming industry itself will fund ongoing costs for monitoring lagoon

polludon and other environmenhl factors to ensure the industry's future.

Executing agencies Cook lslands Conservation Service, in close co-ordination with the

Manihiki lsland Council and the Ministry of Marine Resources. The
Environment Officers would be members of the CICS, outposted to
Manihiki, and under the control of the Council for day-to-day
administration and discipline.
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Progromme profile 3.2.2 Development of policies & procedures to minimise
overfishing of reefs and lagoons

There are a number of threats to the inshore fishing resource in the Cook
lslands. These include netting of lagoons and use of nets with small-sized

' mesh; destructive fishing practices, including rhe use of poisons and

dynamite; and uncontrolled use of SCUBA for fishing.

Aim and scope To develop policies and management procedures which would minimise

overfishing of inshore marine resources.

Description This programme would involve the development of a comprehensive set
of policies and procedures to address bad fishing pracrices. The rask is

complex, involving data collection on the problems of declining fish stock,
and close consultation with traditional leaders and landowners. The
programme would reguire a lwo-)rear secondment to the Ministry of
Marine Resources of a marine resources specialist with expertise in the
:rssessment of fish stocks. lt would be an advantage if the specialist had

experience in conducting attirudinal surveys. This secondee would be

supponed by a Cook lslands Maori-speaking counterparr who is familiar
with Cook lslands customs and practices. Complementing this programme
would be a major community education programme.

Cost estimates Secondment of Marine Environmental Resources

specialist to Ministry of Marine Resources-2 yeors 120,000

Marine Environmental Resources Officer
counterpaft (Cook ls Maori-speaking)-2 yeon 42,000

Travel costs and administrative overheads 16,000

lsland consultations and community educarion 52,000

Total cost c,$ 230,000

Executing agencies

Potential benefits

Potential issues

' user departments.

Processlng/timing FY 1993 - FY 1994

Ministry of Marine Resources, in consultation with the Cook lslands

Conservation Service.

Reduced level of overfishing of inshore marine resources.

A community education programme would be required in conjunction
with this protramme. This would be part of the more broadly scoped

environmental public awareness programme instituted under the NEMS by

the Cook lslands Conservation Service, in consultation with the resource-
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Progromme profile 3.3.1 Development of soil management guidelines

Soil erosion is a major problem in some areas of the Cook lslands.

In a number of cases this erosion resulted from poor road design and

consrrucrion; the lack of controls on building construction, especially on

steep slopes; other poor drainage practices; and lack of site rehabilitation

in relation to development activity. By hr the greatest cause of accelerated

erosion, however, has been the injudicious use offire to control vege-

Btion on upper slopes and unstable soils types, and intensive forms of
agriculture on steep slopes wichout due regard for the disposal of surface

runoff and the minimising of erosion.

Aim and scope To develop guidelines for land use management applicable to the Cook
lslands and acceptable to Cook lslanders which will lead to a reduction in

accelerated soil erosion.

Description A soil conservation specialist would be engaged for a toai period of six

months to develop soil conservation guidelines for consruction and other
land development activities likely to contribute to soil erosion, and a

system for their administration. The specialist's time would be split over a

period of l2 months, during which he would be supported in-country by

. a Cook lslands Maori-speaker with agriculturelsoil erosion training.

' The soil conservation guidelines would cover such areas as: restriction

of activities for specifqed types of unstable soilsl slope restrictions for
activiries likely to result in significant soil disturbance: construction and

drainage of roads: rehabiliation of disturbed areas; protection of natural

watercourses, especially for leased propenies; control of burning of
fernlands and on steep slopes; and construction of soil control structures.

Cost estimates Soil conservation specialist-i months 50,000

Staff position in the Ministry of Agriculture-l yeor 25,000

Travel and administrative costs 15,000

Consultation/meetints costs r0.000

Total cost c,$ $t00,000
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Programme profile 3.3,2 Reforestation of grassland & eroded areas

The Forestry Division of the Ministry of Agriculrure initiated reforestation

programmes in 1986 on Mangaia, Atiu and Rarotonga and, more recendy,

on Mauke, with the maior obiective of helping to rehabilitate areas

suffering from severe soil erosion. Over the past four years, 456 ha of
fernland (the ar.ea formerly considered most at risk of erosion) has been

planted, mosdy on Mangaia and Atiu, represenilng about 25 per cent of
the area of this vegetadon type. There are also badly eroding former

pineapple production areas on those islands which reguire urgent soil

conservadon attendon. These would be one of the main targets of a

pending major soil conservation programme funded by the FAO.

The rate of reforesation activity will be increased, the emphasis changing

to rhe commercial production of plantation pine (Pinus coriboeo vor.

hondurensis) for local supply, while still performing a useful conservation

function. However, there is a practical limit to the rate of reforestation

acrivity because of the limited available labour on the Outer lslands for
plantation establishment and, in particular, for maintenance during the

early plantation establishment yeari. This maintenance includes fire control

which is a major threat in the former fernland areas.

The aim is to expand the existing rate of reforestation on areas of the

Cook lslands suffering from, or subiect to, accelerated soil erosion.

The Forestry Division has the staff and the capability to undeftake a

limited increase in the rate of plantation establishmenl Any funher
acceleration would require the introduction of special forestry labour

arrangements. This programme proposes additional funding to increase

the existing rate of reforestation in catchment areas of Mauke and

Rarotonga.

Funding of $ 100,000 over two financial years to support additional forest

ertablishment on Mauke and Rarotonga and improved capability in

protection from fire.

Forestry Division of the Ministry of Agriculture.

a) Reduced erosion and sedimentation from catchment areas.

b) Aesthetic improvement of degraded land.

c) Local employment

Aim and scope

Description

Cost estimates

Executing agency

Potential benefits
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Potential issues This programme should be closely linked with the developmenr of [he soil
conservarion guidelines, the New Zealand Overseas Development
Administration reforestation programme supporr, and rhe pending FAO
Soil Conservation Service programme.

Processing/timing FY 1993 -FY 1994
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Programme profile 3.4.1 Development of tourism-based conservation areas

The development of protected areas, aimed at enhancing the tourisc

potenrial of Rarotonga and the Outer lslands, was a key feature of the

Tourism Master Plan.

Aim and scope This programme would aim:

a) ro investigate rhe possibility of establishing conservation areas on Atiu,

Mangaia, and Penrhynl and

b) to assist with the development of conserv'ation areas which have the

suppoft of lsland Councils.

Description This programme will investigate specific proposals arising from the

Tourism Master Plan, with the obiective of establishing a number of

conservation areas in the Cook lslands, where these are suppomed by the

lsland Cquncils. Conservation area investigadons would involve intensive

consultations wirh lsland Councils and with raditional leaders and

landowners of the areas under consideration. Manatement plans would be

developed for agreed areas and these implemented through lsland

Councils with landowners retaining overall management control'

Cost estimates Baseline surveys

Consultants

Consultative meetings

20,000

20,000

t0,000

Executing agency

Potential benefits

Potential issues

Processing/timing

Total cost c,$ 50,000

Cook lslands Conservation Service.

l) Increased financial returns co the Outer lslands and the nation as a

whole from tourist revenue.

2) lmproved procecdon offauna and flora.

This success of this programme will hinge on the consultative process with

raditional leaders and landowners.

FY t993.
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Progromme profile 3.4.2 Application of traditional knowledge to resource
conservation practices

Aim and scope The aim of this programme is ro ensure that:

a) raditional knowledge reg'arding rhe conservarion of natural resources
is documented;

b) traditional knowledge is applied ro contemporary resource
managemenr pracrices in the Cook lslands; and, specifically,

c) traditional medicinal plants and the knowledge of their usage is

preserved.

Tradidonal pracdces have greatly contributed to the conservation of
natural resources. But" as with many Pacific countries, there is a danger
that this traditional knowledge will be lost wirh coming generations, as

increasing emphasis is placed on the cash economy and non-traditional
behaviour and values. This programme would comprise three projects.

Description

Project I Documenation of tradidonal resource conservation practices and

evaluarion of how they could mosr usefully be applied ro conremporary
resource conservation praeices.

Proiect 2 An inventory of traditional medicinal plants used in Cook lsland

communities, identifing and mapping sites of medicinally important plants.

Botanical samples would be collected for identificarion and possible

analyses for active agents. Tape-recordings and visual records would be

made during rhe lield survey of their traditional medicinal usage.

Proiect 3 Continuing the establishment on Rarotonga of a herb garden/arboretum of
the rarer or endangered plans used for medicinal or other cus[omary
usage.

These three projects would be implemented over a rwo-year period,
under the direction of the Traditional Specialist currently employed by the
Cook lslands Conservation Service, with the assisance of a second Cook
lslander ro be contracted by the CICS for this work.
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Cost estimatec Engagement of tnditional studies research

advisers-induding t rwel to CooL fslonds

ond internol trwel, 3 rnonths in totol

Stafi suppon po.sition to be attached

to the Conservatlon Service-2 yeon,

$ I 5,000 per yeor

t ":#I;:1" and vtsuot recording

Travel costs. incernd

60,000 '

30,000.

t0,000

20,0@

Total cost cr$ t20"000

ErecBtinr.arerlcies 
:j;:,1*::r 

conservation Service ln consultation with dre Mini$ry

Ponential.benefits The preservation ln the eommunity of tadidonal knowledge which is

npidly being lost"

Potential issues Nil.

Processing/timing FY 1993-FY 1994
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Progromme profile 4.1.1 Rarotonga wirste disposal management

The disposal of human waste and other organic and inorganic wastes is a

growing problem for Rarotonga and poses environmental hazards which,
if not addressed. could have serious consequences for public health and

threaten tourism development

Individual households currently use sepric tank sysrems; mosr are

improperly insnlled and current methods of effluent disposal are grossly

inefticienc Collected sludge from septic tanks is spread on planrations and

vacant land also posing risk for human health. With rhe growth in

commercial and indusrial activily on Rarotonga, moi.e housing,

commercial premises, tourist resofts and other facilities are being built
on the coastal strip of Rarotonga, overtaxing septic tank capacity, There
is also concern for pollution of fresh water and rhe lagoons through
percolarion and lateral flow of liquid waste into the warer table.

There is a difficulry in securing adequate land area for the disposal of solid
waste collected around the island; formerly productive taro swamps are

being used as landfills and this loss of productivity cannot be sustained.

The Cook lslands Government is looking into alternative systems of refuse
disposal which require minimal use of land.

Aim and scope This programme would aim to:

a) design and construct a sewerage s/srem for Rarotonga; and

t 
i::Hi"xl;:T'ffi:[:- 

for refuse coreciion' disposarand

Description The programme would have two phases:

Phase I A detailed feasibility study, including engineering and environmental
studies, and system design (one year).

' 
Phase 2 Actual system construction, commissioning and associated training

(over a three-year period).
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Go* ectlmates

Phaae, I Feasibility,rtudp invesdgatiEn, sutrrey, design, and derailed pl'rnningfor

implerneruadon of a solid waste system an! a se.qngs dirposat system,

' includingdeai[edcostinp,ec.tnomicandllnanctd,appraisal.,nnd
Einrinonrnenal lmpact Assa'rsrnenc

Extcrnal cosg 20O,000

Local eosts, 50.000'

Phase I coss O$ 2501000

.Phase 2 Preliminary ssst is,esGirhated roughly-at Cl$ l2 niillion,,or ebout US$ 6.36

lnillion, for (i) a solld waste disporal sysrem",including lined landfill. widt
compactorls and incineratorc (il) aewerage sys Em. Note drai the

developmeht of detailed costs for^ Pflxe 2 ts an'ouoput sf dte Ftnse I

fe*sibilitY study.

TotalcosB CIS 12,250,000

Noto Only the'Phase I cosl5 arq incJuded in NEI'IS' e$inmt$-

ErcgU_Ung 4gpnct Froposed establishment of a Waste Managgrnem Authority" This

. Authority would lhise closely with the Minlstry of Work and otrher

' agencies'

Fotcndal beucftr a) lmproved public henlth'

b) Reduction in water and vlsual pollution.

c) Prote'cion of the tourist indusrry.

Procedngftiming Phase l: FY 1994"

' Fhase !: Systerit con$hJction and commicsloning would then preceed over

rhe period FY 1995 - FY 1997,
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Progromme Proftle 4.1.2 Outer lslands solid waste disposal programme

Aim and scope This programme is aimed ac

a) the initiation of a garbage collection service under the control of lsland

Councils:

b) tmining in the proper manatement of a rubbish dump;

c) householder education on the separation of non-biodegradable rubbish

from other household refuse; and

d) householder training in effective composting techniques.

Description This programme would fund, over three years, the design and

implementarion of a system which would remove non-biodegradable

rubbish from rhe village environmenr and promote householder
composting of organic waste for use in food gardens. The programme

would fund the purchase for each island of a small tractor and purpose-

built railer for the collecdon of solid waste; the provision of two drums
per household for sorting organic and inorganic wastes: and rhe

construction of a communiry composting hciliry.

Cost estirnates Cost per island

' Eguipment purchase-troaor, trailer, scroper blode,

garbage drums with lids,

mposting boxes ond eguipment 45,000

Annual costs for garbage collection. and

dump management-3 yeon, $5,000 per yeot 15,000

Local training coss and household educarion campa@
on composting for vegetable production 10,000

Annual monitoring of progress by CICS and DPH 5,000

. Cost per island 75,000

Total cost for 8 islands c,$ 600,000

Executingagencies lsland Councils.

Potential benefits lmproved health and living conditions, and enhanced aesrhetic appearance

of the atoll.

Potential issues ' Nil.

Processing/timing F'( 1994-FY 1995
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Programme profile 4.1.3 Outer lslands sanitation demonstration programme

A major problem on all atolls is the disposal of human wastes.

Traditionally, the lagoon or beach was used as the toilet, but this is today

unacceptable in a rapidly growing population which relies heavily on its

marine resources. There has been a campaign to introduce flush toilecs

but these are less than satisfactory on atolls because they are wasteful of
scarce water resources, and percolation through porous soil can readily

carry conumination into the lagoon.

There are now a number of hygienic, self-contained toilet units (commonly

called bio-toilets) available on the market which are of reasonable cost
and do nor contribute to pollution. The compost by-product from these

toilets makes an excellenr garden feruiliser and improves soil structure

and moisrure holding capacity. They would seem well suited to the atoll

environmenq and mer:it practical trial.

Aim and scope This programme would alm to create in the communides of Outer lslands

which depend mainly on rainwater supply, an awareness of rhe hygiene

and other advantages of modern sanitation systems suited go the atoll

environment.

Description This programme would fund, over two years:

a) the recruirment by the Public Health Department of an Environmental

Healrh Officer to head a2-year bio-toilet test projeca involving the

schools of Penrhyn, Rakahanga and Manihiki; (i) to train teachers and

students on their use, and (ii) to provide information on bio-toilet use

ro the public; and

b) the purchase and installation of bio-toilets.

lf evaluared positively, the programme should be extended to provide

such toilets to all schools in the Northern Group.

Cost estimates Snff position of Environmental Health Officer-
2 yeors

Training (external) of officer on use of
bio-toilets, compost handling, maintenance

Selection and purchase of trial biq-toilets

lnrernal travel and operational costs

30,000

t0,000

s0,000

r0,000

Total cost c,$ 100,000
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Executlng egenciers

Fotential Uenife

Pobntial isquee

Processlng/-timing

Public rH€alth Department rogeth€r wirh the Educatlon Dqpartmqpr
The lEnvironmental l.leal$r,Officer: w.ould be out-poxad tg Manihfki.

a) R€dueed pdllution oi berashes,aod hgoons;

b) Consenation of watgf.

e) Bendits of supply- of comgoged fertfliser for improved vegetable and
fruit production on the atolls,

lf the setrool dqnonsrr,'rtioy1s, prove,tatisfacort, there will be arn inrcreasin!
demand for. tha supply of'thse toilets to hgmesi rtris.could lead ro
suppon by rhe Cooklslandb Governrwsnt of lbgal rranufacture by the

PrJvate:sector.

The compost from there toileg has been proven by health authori.ties
to be guite s-afe for the produeiion oJ fio-od for: hurnan consurnption.
Neverttielees, ihere m4y be an ihitial reluitlnce o use the composed
manure on houSehold gardens.

FY 1994-FY r995
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Programme profile 4.1.4 Water quality monitoring Programme on Rarotonga &
Aitutaki

The lagoons of Raroronga and Aiutaki with their blue warer and white

beaches are an archetype for Pacific tourism. The lagoons also provide fish

and other marine resources, and recreation for local people. However,

increasing tourism has resulted in sewage problems developing, and there

is currently no system for routine monitoring of the effect of coastal

developmenr on water qualiry. nor on the possible pollution of the

lagoons by fertilisers and biocides. There may be no significant problem

at all. But rhe extenL severity, and rate of pollution of marine and fresh

water remain conjecture until a full survey of water qualiry is made in

both lagoons and srreams, and comprehensive. reliable baseline data

thereby established for future comparison.

Cook lslands has the laboratory capability to undertake regular analyses

of water samples and also has a special arrangement for analysis with

New Zealand laborarories. However, no routine water quality sampling

and analysis ProSramme is currently in place.

Aim and scope The proposed Programme would:

a) ,establish a comprehensive set of baseline data on water quality for
selected areas of Rarotonga and Aitutaki: and

b) devise and in_stitute a routine warer quality monitoring Programme.

Description A specialist on water quality sampling and analysis would be engaged

for a total of 12 months to:

a) select suimble water monitoring sites;

b) review staff rraining in water sampling and basic laboratory analyses;

c) institute necessary training of field and laboratory staff;

d) examine the utility of the sample analysis arrantements with New

Zealand laboratories;

o:::::.H jLl:::[[:ijl'":1"J?Tffi:::,i":'"snndards

Q train a counterPart manager to condnue the sampling Programme.

It is proposed rhar the specialist adviser/trainer's l2-month engagement

be divided into rwo periods: an initial 6-month secondment to the Cook

lslands to work in-counrry, followed by 6 one-month visits over a furuher

30-month period in order to provide overall programme supervision and
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advice. The adviser would be expecced to provide on-call advice over
the period of the arrangement. A counterpart would be recruited under

the programme for a 3-year period, to be trained in both technical and

managerial aspects of a nadonal water quality monitoring programme.

Cost estimates Water Quality Monitoring Specialist

adviser 1nd srainql- I2 months in totol 70,000

Cook lslands Warer Quality Monitoring

Coordinator counterpart-J yeors 60,000

Training costs for:
Cooks lslands suff 6.000

' External training for counterpart programme

manager-3-month ottachment 4,000

Travel costs:

Specialist's travel costs over 3 years 20,000

Counterpan's external travel 3,000

Internal travel 12,000

Equipment and materials. freight 50,000

Total cost c,$ 225,000

Executing agencies Public Health Department in consultation with the Cook lslands

Conservation Service.

Potentid benefits Protection of public health and safeguarding of the tourist reputadon of
Rarotonga and Aituuki.

Potential issues The water sample network established on Rarotonga should also include

stream sampling sites above areas of human disturbance to establish

natural baseline levels of sediment and base chemicals. A simple network
of water sampling points for suspended sediment can,be used ro pinpoint

lhe main sources of catchment erosion.

Processing/timing FY 1994- FY 1996
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Progromme proftle 4.2.1 Atoll water catchment & storage programme

On the atolls there is an ever present risk of pollution of shallow

groundwater wells. The only safe, affordable source of potable water is

stored rainwater, although pollurion wil[ still occur if storate tanks are

poorly maintained. Current household water storage capacity is

inadequate to ride the average family over an extended three-mcinth

period of dry weather. a not uncommon occurrence in the Northern

Group arolls. The Cook lslands Government's current household and

communiry water tanks programme would continue to be extended to
all islands of the Northern Group, but with priority given to Pukapuka

and Nassau.

Aim and scope The proposed programme would:

a) promote an increase in water catchment storage by each household

to 9,000 L (2000 pll);

b) foster local private industry in the construction of fibreglass water
tanks and cisterns; and

c) encourage proper maintenance of the systems.

Description The programme would assist the Government to expand its existing

programme of water storage development through three linked activities:

a) Establishing a line of credit through the Cook lslands Development

Bank for lending to residents of the Northern Group atolls for
construction or upgrading of household water storage facilities.

b) Fostering, through technical advice and subsidised loans to the private

secror, the local manufacture of affordable, poruable, sackable,

fibreglass storage unks to a self-flushing design. Design advice may

need to be sought from a rainwater storage specialist.

" Hl'l-":'r:',':-:TJ"J: 
service companies to installand maintain
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CosG esti,rnaGes The eadmatg,are deiig ed rc, cover,an inithl :on+ofi inyestitredt"'plus
suppoft coqts fer a three.y,sar period for loan servicing, indtrstrl support
ffirining and aneillary costs.

Estabtish line of crediq CIDB

Administrative .iosts oJ loilt-J y?qrsj

$34,000 per yeor

. lndrrstry supper:t pqdkags q! sulbsidi:ed !oan$

Trainiirry coss

Specialist destgn/teihdral advice

Tqbl cs:t CI$ l,4o0ro00

,|,,000,000

901000 '

200,000

,60;@0

50,0m

Exbgudng agonctec

Potefitlal bencfits

Potentlal irnueq

.

Fioeisclngltllnlng

Minbtr"y of Work' rcgedrer wldr the C.ook lslands Devnlopinent krnk.

a) Inereased watei,srorgc and reduEed health problerns in drougfrt
pFriods,

b) Support dfrFrivgre lrndusry in both manufactuiing and servlce lectors.
and on,the, Oupr lslands.

AgrlrmentOf ihequilytn prenpubg tt'le astivify rhmugft loans and prlvate

rindu$ry ratfiet' than:as previous dir'ect goverrment h3ndoufs*

Preparadon of subr,nlssion'for loan for 1994 Csuntry Fregralnrning '

Flissions,.Frograrnme eomm.ensemgnt in FY I 996,
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Progromme proftle 4.3.1 Petrol/oil/lubricant (POL) emergency resPonse

Although the possibility of a maior oil spill may seem remote given the
' rrack record in the region, oil tankers do travel the region and accidents

can occur. Environmental planning must take this possibility into account

and consider the measures necessar'y to minimise the impacts on marine

and coasnl resources in the event of such a spill. An Oil Spill Contingency

Plan has been prepared by South Pacific Regional Environment Programme

and lnternational Maritime Organisation for the Cook lslands

Governmenl Bur rhere is a continued need for training and for acquiring

oil spill resPonse eguiPment'

Aim and scope The overall aim is to have the Cook lslands better prepared for a potential

oil spill emergencY.

Description The programme would enail:

a) conducting workshops in both Southern and Northern Groups on oil

spill response involving personnel from relevant public and private

agencies:

b) procurement of necessary equipment and development of other

infrasrructure which will hcilitate an early response by the govern-

ment to a maior oil sPill.

Cost estimates Oil spill workshops

' Response equipment, chemical

Total costs

Ministry of Works.

Bener able to cope with emergency.

Nil.

FY t993

ct$ 250,000

50,000

200,000

Executing agency

Potential benefits

Potential issues

Processing/timing
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Progromme profile 4.4.1 Environmental monitoring of hazardous chemicals

For many years on Rarotonga, citrus growers used large quanrities of
agricultural chemicals and fertilisers to improve yields and quality. The
possibility of any linkage between coastal degradarion and the chemical
usage has nor been assessed. On Aitutaki, the use and disposal of
fungicides and pesricides in the banana industry caused concern,
pardcularly where excess.chemical was dumped into the harbour.
Chemicals used to control mosquitoes, including DDT, can also pollute
the food chain.

There have been no studies of the level of toxicity or persistence of
agricultural chemicals in soils and plants at the production end of the food
chain. Nor has there been monitoring of drugs, hormones and chemical
residues in food to protect consumers from roxins. The Cook lslands has

the laboratory capability to undenake some testing on a routine basis.

Some tests requiring particularly sophisticated sciendfic appararus may not
be economically jusdfiable to undertake on Rarotonga bur can, by existing
arrangement, be undertaken in New Zealand.

Aim and scope The programme would aim to institute a protramme of regular basic

monitoring of fish, shellfish, fruig vegetables, roor crops, and meat.to
assess the level of residues of organochlorines, organophosphates, heavy
meals and chemicals.

Description The programme would fund shon-term technical assistance to assess the
feasibility of establishing a monitoring programme using avaihble
laboratory facilides and supplemented by external analyses. The raining
needs and cost ofany institutional and infrastructural upgrading would
be carefully evaluarcd. The feasibiliry study would also advise on an

appropriate trace-back system for residue levels found from analysis to
be above safe limits.

Cost estimates Technical assistance involving

a ream of exrernal and public health
laboratory experts-, month s0,000

Total cost ct$ 50,000
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Execudng agende

Pocentfalbeneftc

Potentid ieauer

Procnssingftimittg

Ministtry or Agriculture in tql*ultadon with Public Health laboratory,

a) Frotection of p-ublic health.

b) Fretsc-tirm of overs, eaq, aryiaidturalher{rcts,

ci Safeguardint of the tourisrn lndustry.

The conduct of thh proposed feasibility study shorrld be underaken in.

conjunction with Frogramine 4.l..l for. establ'shing a weter gtal'tty

ririonitoring protranrne for Rarolonga and Aitutaki; WatersarnPJqs would

also be analy,sed for haFar dpus chemicdb, and such armllais has sirnihr

requli'emens for laboratcr;' aflalydcal equri'pment,,althtugh sample

pr:eparation is differenc The funding of recurr€nt costs for a rounlie

m:onitqrint prqglamme for hazardbi.rscharnicals would be signlftcam, but

srill. reanaln evnall qgainst $e possible redu-ction in fonrist numbers due to
bad publiclty ih che case of inadrrefiEnt poiioning or otter bealtlr effece

FY t9..93
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Progromme proftle 4.5.1 Northern group solar electrification

The importation of fuels represents a major foreign exchange cosq wirh
30 per cent of imponed fuels in 1984 being used for electricity generation.

The Cook lslands Government policy is to reduce dependence on

imported fuel through promotion and more efficient utilisation of natural

sources of energy. In the Northern Group, diesel imporced for electricity
is panicularly expensive because of freight on-costs. Also, in view of the
isolation of these islands and limited shipping, it is desirable to reduce

reliance on imported fuel to a minimum. Photovoltaic elecrrification of
all 142 households on Pukapuka was undertaken in 1992 with French

assisance. The Government seeks to install photovoltaic sysrems on
Penrhyn, Manihiki, Rakahanga and Palmerston, and to upgrade an existing,

similar, but old, system on Nassau.

Aim and scope The programme aims are ro secure:

a) reduced importation of fuel into the Cook lslands and retransporr
ro the Norrhern Group;

b) progressive supplementation of diesel generation in rhe Northern
Group with solar energy.

This programme would be specifically directed at the installation of
photovoltaic electrification systems in Manihiki, Rakahanga and Palmerston.

Description The programme would fund:

a) the design, supply and commissioning of photovoltaic electricity
systems for a total of 140 households on Manihiki, Rakahanga and
Palmerston:

b) the establishment of an inventory control system and initial srock of
spare parts; and

c) the training of one local from each island on equipment maintenance.

Cost estimates On the basis of real costs for the recent installation of photovoltaic
systems on Pukapuka, the capinl cost of eguipment and installarion is

estimared at g 15,000 per household for basic electric light and

refrigerarion. The tonl cost for 140 households would be Clg 2. I million.
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Executing agency Ministry of Energl.

Potendal benefits a) Raised standa:[:jj:* healqh and safety of the people living on

b) Reduced out-migration Pressure.

Porential issueir. Continued subsidisation of households for system maintenance could

b€come a significant recurrent expenditurne burden for government.

Froceseiny'tirning These solar rysrcrns have a high initial capital cost. Gaven the limited

financial resour€es of people in the Northern Group, soft loan funding or
' grant in-aid funding would be soughu Applications to be prepared in FY

' 1993 for submission to 1994 Country Programming Miisions of
approPriate donor agencies.
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Cook Islands

Government

environmental
policies

The Manifesto of the Cook lslands Party

The Cook lslands is fortunate that the ruling Cook
lslands Party has developed a manifesto which
incorporates a wide range of environmental policies.
These constitute a sound base on which to erect a

structure of environmental management strategies
and programmes which will help steer Cook tslands to
the overall goal of sustainable development.

The Manifesto includes the following specific policies

for environmental control and conservation:

a) Establish an Office of the Environment and

Conservation which shall be the implementing
agent of the Council established by the
Conservation Act for the prevention and control
of serious environmental and ecological
problems. This office shall be given sufficient
authority, finance and staff to do an effective
job in the enforcement of the environmental
legislation and standards as well as initiating
and supporting nationwide the education and
promotion of good environmental and
conservation practices.

b) Have Environmental Control and Conservation
taught in schools and make it a subject in the
Cook tslands School Certificate examinations.

c) Establish offices in the Outer Islands where
appropriate.

d) Review the existing legislation with particular
reference to the 50 metre mean-low-water-

mark inland restriction as well as conduct a

nationwide educational programme prior to
enacting any changes.

e) Instigate a foreshore development programme

which shall take into account the need to
improve the area functionally and aesthetically
and ensure as far as is possible adequate
protection for all properties along the
foreshore. ln this connection urgent attention
shall be given to the Avarua downtown area.
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f) Seek the support of landowners in the

declaration of prime or suitable areas as public

reserves or parks such as, for example, the

central part of Rarotonga, a ,?lotu etc.

g) Promote and support any programmes for the

preservation of flora and fauna and marine

living objects unique to the Cook lslands.

h) Employ on a short term basis a herbalist to

identify plants used in traditional medicinal

concoctions.

i) Establish a medicinal herbs farm of especially

those plants which are dYing out.

Fufther sectorally-related Government
envirnonmental policy

Morine Resources

" ...1n striving for these aims we will pursue a policy of
sound economic exploitation, management and

conservation"; and "Maintain strict management and

environmental controls over the lagoons to prevent

diseases and pollution in these ecologies"'

Town Planning

"Encourage greater awareness of the need to properly

utilise our lands, soon to become a very scarce

resource, through a nationwide education
programme"; "Seek funds from wherever possible for

town and country planning projects" and "Work in

close co-operation with the office of the Environmental

Control and Conservation".

Local Govemment

"Establish lsland Council Offices in the Outer lslands

... to assume ... functions ... such as ... beautification

programmes, rubbish disposal,.., parks, public

reserves and recreational areas."

Horne Affoin

"...clean and beautiful environment which includes

streams and foreshore, provide flowering plants

for beautification purposes, landscaping and the

establishment of recreational parks etc."

Also within Home Affairs,

"... carry out the following programme:

l) Clean and beautify all government precincts.

2l Encourage a flower and colourful shrubs

planting programme along the main and back

roads throughout the country.

3) Work closely with the Ministry of Agriculture in

the establishment of and management of
floricul ture nurseries.

4) Organise regular inspections {tutaka\ with the

prizes for various categories designed to

encourage the use of flowers and shrubs for
landscaping and beautification.

5) Clean all streams and drains and beautify the

banks.

6) lnitiate a beautification programme covering

the whole foreshore area.

7l Encourage the establishment and the proper

maintenance of recreation parks and picnic

, 
areas."

Arts ond Cuhure

"Promote the restoration and preservation of
historic sites and buildings."

Energy

"Encourage home owners and commercial users of
electricity to install energy saving devices or alternate

energy sources ..."1 "...the initiation of a photovoltaic

energy system programme in the Northern Croup

beginning on the islands of Pukapuka, Nassau and

Manihiki".



About National Environmental Management
Strategies- NEMS

Recent times have witnessed increasing threats to Pacific

environments, coupled with an increasing awareness of
the need for action. National Environmental Management

Strategies (NEMS) are a measure of this awareness and a

positive response to these threats.

NEMS, being developed in a number of Pacific countries,
outline the major environmental issues faced by each

country and identify the steps required to address them.
There has been a strong emphasis on the identification
of clear, fully costed programmes in each of these steps.

These NEMS have been developed in each country
through a process of extensive in-country consultation
and gathering of relevant background information.
The end result is a document which 'belongs" to the
government and people of each country, The effective
implementation of NEMS will be essential for sustainable

development of the region and will involve all relevant
organisations.

tucN




